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of the firat four Tuore, often overlapping and sometimes
clashing. By the end of Mary's reign, however, the quasi-feuda].

system had been almost completely superseded by the national one,
and from this time forth the armies of the Crown were to be

composed almost exclusively of the men of the local militias.
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Abstract of Theele

This thesis is concerned with the military obligations of

the people of England in the period between the re-issue of the

Statute of Tirichester in 1511 and its repeal in 1558. In its

pages am attempt is made to discorer what these obligations

were and how they were enforced.

The primary ptirpose of this thesis is to show that the

Crown enforced these obligations in two different ways - to

establish the hitherto unrecognized fact that there were two

distinct military systems in England in the early Tidor period.

On the one hand was the "national" system, under which roupa

of gentlemen (acting on the authority of commissions of array)

prepared men for the wars in the shires, hundreds, and parishes

of the kingdom. On the other hand was the "quasi-feudal" system,

under which individual gentlemen (acting on the authority of

aigrtet letters) prepared men for the wars from the ranks of

their own tenants, servants, arid other dependants.

An examination of the workings of these two systems

occupies the first two parts of this thesis. The third part is

devoted to matters which concern both systems and matters which

concern neither.

The two systems existed side by aide throughout the reigns



of the first four Tuors, often overlapping and. sometimes

clashing. By the end of Mary's reign, however, the quasi-feudal

system had. been almost completely superseded by the national one,

and from this time forth the armies of the Crown were to be

composed almost exclusively of the men of the local militias.
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INTRODUCTION

The title of this thesis has been chosen faute de mieux.

Any other title, although it might have the advantage of

being more concise and, less pretentious, would probably

fail to indicate either the narrowness or the breadth of

the subject with which the thesis attempts to deal.

This study cannot claim, for example, to be a "History

of the Early Tudor Army'. Apart from the fact that there

was at this period no permanent Army (but only a long

succession of ephemeral armies), such a title would be very

misleading. The reader would expect to be provided with

descriptions of the military engagements of these years -

of the tactics employed at the battles of Flod.den and

Pinkie and the strategy used at the sieges of Tournai and.

Boulogne. As it is, these events are hardly mentioned

at all in the pages that follow.

Again, it would be wrong to describe this thesis as

a "History of Early Tudor Military Organisation"; for,

although it is concerned with some aspects of military

organisation, there are many which it does not touch upon.

Among these are important administrative matters like the
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payment of wages, the purveyance of victuals, and. the

provision of transport, tentage, and. ord.nance. The only

part of the machinery of military organisation which is
treated is that which controlled the recruitment of men.

Nevertheless, this is not a purely administrative
study. It attempts to describe not only the process of

recruiting men for military service but also the way

in which the burden of military service was distributed

throughout English society. However, any such title

as "Military R cruitment iii England" would be an

insufficient description of its contents, since these

embrace other obligations than that of military service.

Furthermore, as its title indicates, the thesis is

concerned only with the military obligations of the

people of England and. not with those of the people of

Scotland or Ireland.. Even the military obligations of

Weishmen, in so far as the peculiar structure of Welsh

society (which at this period, moreover, was undergoing

considerable changes) caused them to differ from those

of Englishmen, have not received any attention in this

work.

Finally, the scope of this study has chronological

as well as geographical limitations. Unlike Dr. Noyes's

similarly titled work, 1 which covers kOO years of English

1.	 A.H. Noyes, The ilitary bligation In Med.iaeval
England. This book, rather surprisingly, deals mainly
with the 17th century.
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history, this thesis deals only with a very short period.

of time - the years 1511 to 1558. The year 1511 has been

chosen as the conunencing date because it represents

something of a turning-point; but this can only be

perceived when the events of that year are set against

the background of the later Middle Age8.

Section I. 1327-1485

In the early Middle .Lges an Englishman was subject

to two kinds of military obligation: he was bound by

homage to serve in the feudal host; he was bound by

allegiance to serve in the forces of the shire. "The

armed force of the nation", wrote Bishop Stubbs of this

period, "was divided by the same lines of separation

which divided it in matters of land. tenure, judicature,

council, and finance".1

Under Edward III, however, the military system of

England began to undergo a change, since "feudal service

was recognized as becoming obsolete". 2 Although in 1327

the full and. formal feudal levy was called out, the size

1. 1. Stubba, Constitutional History, ii, 277.

2. A.E. Prince, "The Army and Navy" (The Engli h
Governin nt at ork, i) p.345.
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of the retinues provided by the tenants-in-chief on that

occasion far exceeded their strict feudal obligations:

"if it was the voice of feudalism which uttered the call

to arms in 1327, it was the voice of a dying feudalisi".1

Moreover, after 1327 the feudal levies appear to have

become less and less formal: in 13311. , for instance,

when certain tenants-in-chief were ordered to join the

King with as many horsemen as they could muster, the

gratuitous 11.0 days' service was not performed. - all men

were paid from the outset.2

After the outbreak of the Hundred Years' ear, indeed,

Edward III realised that the feudal organisation of the

army was "absolutely useless" for foreign service.3

Although he continued to order the chief magnates of

the realm to supply him with soldiers, he seems to have

done so by virtue of his authority as a national king

rather than as a feudal lord.; and the magnates were

bound. to obey him by virtue of their allegiance as

subjects rather than. their homage as tenants-in-chief.

The King, moreover, being anxious to utilise "the

business-like astuteness of his subjects", 4 ensured that

1. A.E.Prince "The Army and. Navy" (The EnRlish Government
at Work, 13, p.346.

2. Ibid, p.351.

3. Stubbs, op.cit., iii, 540.
11. .	 Ibid.
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the suppliers were well paid. for the services of

themselves and their men. Accordingly, he caused

indentu.res to be drawn up between himself and the

individual magnates, by which they undertook to supply

him with certain numbers of men for certain periods of

time and for certain sums of money.1

While most of the important contingents that fought

in France in the Hundred Years' War were raised by

indentures, the contingents prepared for the defence of

the realm were normally raised under the national system

of general obligation. Under this system every able-

bodied man aged between sixteen and sixty years had to

hold himself in readiness to serve when called upon to

do so. Under this system also every person of substance

was bound. to keep quantities of arms and armour in his

house in readiness for such service. This latter duty

was regulated by the Statute of Winchester of 1285, the

relevant provisions of which may be tabulated. thtis:-2

1. For the whole question of indentures, see .A.E.Prince,
ttTh Indenture Syete under Edward III" (Historical
ssays in Honour of James Tait, pp.2$3-97), and.

N.B. Lewis, "The Organisation of Indentured. Retinues
in Fourteenth-century England" (T.R.H.S. ser. IV
vol.xxvii pp.29-39).

2. Statutes of the Realm, i, 97-8.
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Although these were the terns of the Statute, they were

not always rigidly adhered. to; "the amount and. character

of the weapons and armour to be provided by the holder

of lands or chattels of a particular value varied

occasionally to a marked degree". 1 In. 1334, moreover,

when the sheriffs were ordered to make proclamation for

the better enforcement of the Winchester provisions,

reference was made to two additional classes - those

with £40 and those with £20 in lands.2

While in theory the militia comprised every able-

bodied man in every shire, in practice it was not normal

for the whole posse comitatus to be called out at one

time. Such a levy "would have been quite uimanageab1e,

1. Prince, "The Army and. Navy" (op.cit.) p.356.

2. T. Rymer, Poede, ii, pt.2, 900.
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would have robbed th land of its cultivators, and left

the country undefended except at headquarters". 1 Only

a certain quota was levied in each shire "by a process of

selection of the strongest and. best armed", 2 those res-

ponsible for selecting them being local gentry who had.

been specially authorised to do so by commissions of

array under the Great Seal.3

The English military system underwent little change

in the course of the 15th century: on the eve of the

Tudor period the armed forces of the Crown were still

divided into two principal groups. On the one hand were

the contingents of individual magnates, raised on the

authority of letters under the Privy Seal or Privy

Signet from the ranks of their own depend.ants, and often

contracted for by indentures between them and. the Ririg.

On the other hand. were the forces of the militjia, raised

by groups of commissioners on the authority of letters

under the Great Seal from the ranks of the ablest nien in

the shire. As it happens, both these ways of raising men

for the wars were employed by Richard III in the latter

1. Stubbs, op.cit., ii, 283.

2. Prince, "The Army and. Navy" (loc.cit.).

3. Noyes, op.cit. p.k.
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part of his reign when he was preparing to defend his

kingdom a ainst the threatened attack of the Earl of

Richmond.: on 8 December 148 Z1. he sent out commissions

under the Great Seal to groups of nobles and gentlemen

in all English shires ordering them to cause the people

to make ready; 1 and, four days after flen.ry had. landed

at Milford Haven the Ring sent out letters under his

Privy Signet to individual gentlemen ordering them to

provide soldiers for the army that was to be sent against

the usurper. 2 But all was in vain; the rebels were

victorious and Henry Tudor ascended the throne of England.

Section II. l'1-85-1511

The accession of Henry VII brought about no striking

change in the military organisation of England. Although

his creation of a royal bodyguard of Yeomen Archers

introduced a new element of professionalism into military

service, he was for the most part content to follow in

th footsteps of his pr decessors. Henry, like Richard

III before him, continued to raise men both by commissions

1. C.P.R. 1k76-85, pp.k88-92.

2. H.M.C. 12th Rep. App.iv, 7.
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of array and by indentu'es.

The first Tudor called out the militia whenever the

peace of the realm was threatened by internal rebellion

or foreign invasion. In l87, for example, at the time

of Lincoln's rebellion, he sent out commissions to groups

of lords and. gentlemen in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex

ordering them to raise the forces of their shires.1

Ten years later, when Perkin Warbeck landed in the west,

and when there was no time to issue commissions of array,

the King ordered. Sir Peter Edgecom1e, sheriff of Cornwall,

to "raise the country": whereupon the latter levied a

force numbering, "as tradition saith", some 20,000 men

and marched against the eneniy.2

In this rebellion, as in that of Michael Joseph

and Thomas Flaininock earlier in the year, however, the King

did not rely mainly upon the national levies but upon

the private retinues of individual subjects. At the

field of Blackheath, for instance, were divers lords -

and gentlemen, who, according to the chronicler Hall,

had come to th King's aid with "as many men of warre

as thei could put in ared.ines". 3 It was of in ividual

1. C.P. . )A85-94, p.179.

2. D. Gilbert, The Parochial Histor y of Cornwall,ii,
187-8.

3. E. Hall, Chronicle, p.4.87.
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gentlemen's contingents, too, that Henry Vii's overseas

expeditionary forces ere largely composed: such was

the army sent into France in 1492, as the indentures

drawn up at the time between Ring and. subjects (many

of which still survive) bear witness; 1 such, also, was

the army that had, been sent into Brittany three years

previously.

Professor Mackie and Dr. Noyes, however, have

suggested. that the men who served. in Brittany in 1489 were

militiamen raised by virtue of commissions of array.2

But the commissions "De Sagittariis pro Rel&vamine Partiuin

Brjttannjae Providendis issued. on 3 December 1k88 were

not commissions of array. They did, not authorise their

recipients to cause all men generally to prepare themselves

for war but only to cause the lords and, gentlemen to

prepare their own dependants:

Vobis ... Potestatem & Auctoritatem conjunctim
&divisim, Dainus & Committimus ad. oinnes &
singulos Comitea, Barones, Milites, ac alios
Nobiles c ,uoscuinque ... coram Vobis Evocandum,
Et ad. ipsos & eorum quemlibet per se quotuin .
qualem Numerum Hoininuin Sagittariorum,
defensibiliter arralatorum, quilibet dictorum
Comitum, Baronuna, Milituin, ac alioruin prae-
dictorum, pro Expeditione Armatae nostrae
praed.ictae, ad. nostri Custus & Onera, inveniet
diligenter Exaniinandum, & cum eis & eorumn
quolibet super Praemissis appunctuandu.rn &
indent anduin.

1.	 Ryme , op.cit. v, pt.4, Ll3-4.

2. J'.D. Mackie, The arlier Thdors, p.209; Noyes, oD.cit
p.43.
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The commissioners were then to send the Crown a

certificate of the names of the lords and gentlemen,

together with the number of archers that each could

provide

Among these names must have been that of Sir John

Paston, for on 12 March l Z489 the Earl of Oxford wrote to

him in these word.s:2

acord.ing to the Kyng our soverayne Lordis
comxaaund.emente late to me ad.dressid., I desire
and. pray you that ye woll in all gode].y haste,
upon the sighte hereof, prepare youre selfe
to be in a red.inesse with as many personnes
as ye herbore grauntid. to do the Kyng servyce.

The Breton exped.ithnary force, however, did. not consist

entirely of English archers: in the retinue of Sir Walter

Herbert, for example, were 19 "so]4arii equestres vocati

demi launces" who had. been drawn "a partibus Wallie".3

It is significant that Henry VII made considerable

use of levies other than those of the militia both at home

1. Rynier, op.cit. v, pt.3, 196b. Cf. C.P.R. 1485-9k,
p.278, where "inveniet" is taken to mean. 	 bound
to find" - thus giving the impression that Henry was
attempting to revive the formal feudal array.

2. 3. Gairdxier, Paston Letters, iii, 353.

3. We stm. Abb. Army Roll of l Henry VII m. 8.
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and abroad at a time when "everything tended to compel

resort to the national militia as the principal military

force of England". 1 From the political point of view

he would probably have preferred to rely solely on the

militia: it was safer to restrict the levying of

soldiers to groups of nobles and gentlemen specially

commissioned for the purpose, than to permit individual

magnates to raise men from the ranks of their own

d.ependan.ts - a procedure which savoured. too much of the

anarchy of the Wars of the Roses. And this fear of

anarchy led the King not only to prohibit the keeping

of retainers in time of peace, 2 but also to impose strict

limits on the numbers levied in time of war: in 1497,

for example, Sir Gilbert Talbot was ordered to raise

120 soldiers "and n moo".3

Nevertheless, privately raised contingents, dangerous

though their existence may have been, were too valuable

to be dispensed with. In the first place, they could be

employed anywhere, while the mobility of the shire levies

was hampered. by certain restrictions. A statute of

Edward III's reign laid down that no man was to be

1. J.W. Fortescue, History of the British Army, i, 110.

2. Statutes of the Realm, ii, 658-60.

3. H. Ellis, Original Letters, i, 32-3.
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compelled, to go out of his shire in the King's service

"but where necessity requireth")	 By ancient custom,

moreover, it was held. t at the militia must on no account

be made to serve outside the realm.2

Again, from the administrative point of view, it

was often more convenient to raise men in other ways.

The machinery of the militia, especially if the handling

of it was left to the sheriffs (a8 it was when there was

no time to issue commissions of array) was clumsy and.

inefficient, and a better force could be assembled. in

a shorter time by ordering the leading magnates to levy

their dependants. As Henry VIII was to realise in 1511,

the Crown could be more "speed.ely and sufficiently provyded"

with soldiers by ordering individual lords and. gentlemen

to recruit their tenants and. servants than "by ... meanys

of muatres".3

Section III. 1511 and fter

In 1511 the possibility of war with Prance became a

probability, and military matters were much in the thoughts

1. Statutes of t e Realm, i, 255.

2. C.G. Cruikshank, 'lizabeth's Arny, pp.6-7.

3. H.M.C. Middleton, p.126.
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of the young man who had. lately ascended. the English

throne. Henry in fact despatched. two small expeditionary

forces overseas that year to aid the enemies of France:

in May a "crue" under Lord. Darcy was sent to assist

Ferdinand of Aragon in his wa a ainet the Moors; and

in July another force under Sir Edward Poytlings was sent

to assist argaret of Savoy in her dispute with the Duke

of Gelders.1

But it is as a year of military preparations that

1511 is significant. It was at this time that Henry VIII

inaugurated that "revival of the militia system" for which

one historian has wrongly given th credit to his father.2

Henry VII indeed, although he made considerable use of

the militia, appears to have made no attempt to revive

the system of gen ra]. obligation upon. which it was based:

he took no steps to enforce the military provisions of

the Statute of Winchester. Henry VIII, on the other hand.,

was determined that these provisions should not remain

a dead. letter, and. on 5 July 1511 ordered the sheriffs to

make proclamation:3

1.	 J. Stow, Annales, p.188.

2. A. D. limes, England under the Tudors (1951), p.47.

3. P.R.O. C6 /615 m.7d. (. 1, g.833(11)). This appears
to have been the first time that the Statute had been
re-issued since Richard II's reign (Noyes, op. cit.
p .27).
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that every man have in his house armour for
kepyng of the peace accor&yng to his havyour
arid. substaunce, as they have been and. shal be
ord.red. by the comniyssioners a ter the olde
assise.

The "cominyssioners" here referred. to were doubtless those

nobles and. gentlemen who, a fortnight previously, had.

been ordered to cause all men to be armed "juxta formam &

effectum Statutoru.iu & Ordinationum ante haec teznpora inde

editorum & provisorum".1

It is impossible to over-emphasize the importance

of the latter clause: it does not seem to have appeared

in any commission of the previous reign, and. Its insertion

in the commissions of 1511 marked the beginning of a new

era in the history of the &iglish militia. Henry VII

had. generally ordered. the commissioners of array merely

to cause the people to be armed "juxta gradus et facultates

suas" 2 - and this had. been sufficient in a period. when

a commission of array was little more than a means of

obtaining armed men in time of war. After 1511, however,

a commission of array (the wording of which invariably

contained. the "statutory" clause) became an instrument

for enforcing the military obligations of the nglish

1. Eer, Ø.	 i,	 21&.

2. See,	 P.R.O. C66/566 m.6(8)d.; C66/577 m.l1l.(12)d;
C66 573 m.8(1k)d..
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people in peace and war.1

In 1511 Henry also took steps to reorganise the other

half of the military system. On 8 September, not long

after the above-mentioned commissions had been issued,

he sent out letters under his Privy Signet to certain

lords and gentlemen ordering t em to prepare as many

men as possible for the wars and. to certify his secretary

of their number by the first day of November. 2 But the

letters contained this important proviso:

forseing alweyes that ye nether pr.epayre ne
take any personnes for the warre but oonly
suche as bee your awne tenauntes or
inhabitauntes within any office that ye have
of oiire graunt or of the graunt of any other
person or personnea or coaiiziynaltie, not being
tenauntes or officers to any other person
or personnes havyng seniblable conmLaundinent.

The imposition of such a restriction is highly

significant. Previously, it seems, a man had levied his

soldiers wheresoever he wished: he would not necessarily

recruit his retinue from the ranks of his own tenants.3

Now, however, the importance of the tenurial bond, which

in the later Middle Ages "had been superseded ... by the

personal contract between master and man, 4 was re-emphasised.

1. For commissions of array, see Appendix V.
2. E.M.C. Mid.dleton, pp.126-7.
3. Prince, "The Indenture System" (op. cit.) p.283.
4. K. B. McParlane, "Bastard Feudalism" (B.I.H.R. xx) p.lGl



The year 1511 thus witnessed the emergence of a

military system which differed somewhat from the indenture

system of the 1 LIth and 15th centuries.' This new

system may, for want of a better term, be described as

"quasi-feudal"; for it was a system under which the

Crown sent out writs of military summons to the principal

landowners, and the principal landowners answered the

call by taking steps to enforce the military obligations

of their tenants.

** * *** S. **

In. the following chapters the national and. quasi-

feudal systems of military service receive separate

treatment. This, however, is not to say that there was

at this period any theoretical distinction between

allegiance and. homage, but that there was a practical

distinction between that part of the machinery of

military organisation which was set in motion by

commissions under the Great Seal and. that part which was

set in motion by letters under the Privy Signet. The

distinction may be best understood if tabulated thus:

1. The indenture system in fact seems to have come
to an end in 151 2 ; the indentures drawn up on 30
April (H.M.C. Midd.leton, p.l28; J. Srnyth,
Lives of the Berkeleys, ii, 196) were probably
the last ever made.
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King

I
I	 I

Recipients of Commissions 	 Recipients of Signet Letters

Inhabitants of Shires 	 I	 I	 I
Tenants Servants Other Depend.ants



PART ONE

NATIONAL SYSTEM
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CUAPTER I

The Enforce ent of hilitary Obligations

In theory the England of the early Tudors was a nation

in arias: every able-bodied, man was a potential sold.ier;

every parish church was an armoury; and. every village

green was a training-ground for archers. At the firing

of a beacon or at the beating of a drum there could quickly

be assembled an enormous array of well-equipped and well-

trained bowmen and bilinien, who would be capable of

beating back any invasion or of overcoming any rebellion.

Since, however, many Englishmen failed to fulfil their

military obligations, there was often a great divorce

between theory and practiced

It is the purpose of this chapter to examine both

the extent of this divorce and the steps that the Crown

took to heal it. And, in order to do this, the military

obligations have been divided into three a ctions:

(1) the possession of military equipment; (ii) the

practice of military exercises; and (iii) the performance

of military services.
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Section I.	 The Possession of Military Euipnient

The possession of military equipment was regulated

by the ancient Statute of Winchester, the relevant

provisions of which have been tabulated above. 1 The

provisions of this Statute "remained the basic embod.inient

of the military obligation, subject of course to varying

interpretations, until its formal repeal in the reign

of Philip and Mary".2

The military obligations of the English people,

however, were collective as well as individual: each

parish had. to have its own set of arms and. armour. This

"parish harness" was not mentiçned. in the Statute of

Winchester, but it dates back at least to the reign of

Edward II. Tbroughout the later Middle Ages, it seems,

"every parish was bound to keep ready for use a certain

amount of armour, and a man or men, if necessity arose,

properly trained to the use of this armour".3

But although the military obligations of Englishmen

were clearly defined, they were not always properly

fulfilled. In 1522, for example, the certificates of the

1. See above, P.6.

2. Noyes, op.clt. p.27.

3. J. C. Cox, Churchwardens' Accounts, p.326.
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"Domesday" commissioners reveal a widespread failure to

comply with the provisions of the Statute of Winchester.1

Prom these returns, where the wealth of every man and the

quantity of his arms and armour are recorded side by side,

It is possible to discover how faithfully the English

people were adhering to the letter of the law. Although

at Coventry everyone appears to have possessed harness

according to his substance, 2 the story was generally very

different from this. From the Rutland returns, for

instance, one learns that, of the 36 residents in the East

hundred who possessed 20 marks or more in goods, 17 had

no harness at all, while six had incomplete sets of

narness: thus only about one-third of the population

of this district were fulfilling their obligations.

Moreover, among the law-breakers were men like Henry

Bokyngham of Little Casterton who had. £60 and no harness,

and Hen±y Thistilton of Great Casterton who had £50 and

a sallet. 3 An even worse example of negligence comes

from the Buckinghamshire return, from which it appears that

John Collingbourne of Aylesbury, whose goods were valued

at no less than £300, had no harness whatsoever.

For the Survey of 1522, see Appendix I.

This fact emerges from a careful analysis of the
Coventry return (Cov.C.LO. A 96).

P.R.0. E 36/54. ff.l2-17.

Bod.. e 187 1.24..

1.

2.

3.

Li..
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As with individual obligations, so with collective

obligations, there was clearly a wide divorce between

theory and. practice at this time. In 1522 few English

parishes appear to have had. communal armour: in the

hundred of Shrivenhain (Berkshire) it as found. only at

Longcot and. Shrivenham; 1 in the hundred. of Wrand.ike

(Rutland), only at Seaton and. North Luffenham; 2 and. in

the three hundreds of Aylesbury (Buckinghamshire), only

at Ellesborough.3

This failure on the part of the people to fulfil

their military obligations was a constant source of

concern to the Crown. In 1511, for instance, the King

declared. himself to be somewhat ill at ease:

Quia ... omnes f rme Homines, Pads teinporibus
Otio & Quieti ind.ulgentes, Arma & Instru.menta
bellica necligentia & erugine consumi sinant,
ad.eo ut Rebus bellicis dissueti ad Bella
gerenda, cum postea contigerint, propter
Defectum Armorum, improvidi & imparati
saepenumero inveni antur.

It was therefore ordained that the statutory provisions

which defined. these obligations were to be rigorously

1. P.2.0. E. 315/L 6A. ff.2-20.

2. P.R.0. E 3 /51i fZ.17-25.

3. Bod.. e 187 ff.211-50.
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enforced..1

The principal instru.m nt of enforcement was the

commission of niusters. 2 Whenever the Crown became

concerned. about the cond.ition of the militia, as it did.

in 1511 and. ih many subsequent years, it gave orders for

"general musters" to be taken throughout the realm. This

meant that the I,ord Chancellor would be instructed to

"directe furthe into all Shyres Commissions under the

Brod.e Seale". 3 As well as being sent to the representa-

tives of th shires, commissions were also sent to the

mayors of certain privileged cities and t wns.

Those named in the shire commissions were invariably

men of magisterial standing: if they were not J.P.s

they were at any rate leading members of the local gentry.

It would be quite accurate to say that the majority of

those named in all the commissions of musters issued at

this period were men who were already serving on the

comnissions of the peace.	 This coincidence between the

two kinds of commission became more marked. as the years

passed, partly no doubt because the number of J.P.s was

on the iner ase.

1. Rynier, op . cit. vi , pt.l, 2la.

2. See Appendix V.

3. A..P.C. l5l2-7, p. 3l3 (l56).
b,	 See below, p.193.
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By 1539 it was apparently customary for the membership

of the commissions of musters and. the commission.s of the

peace to overlap almost completely. The case of Wiltshire

in that year provides an illustration of this. With three

exceptions, all those named in the muster commission were

J.P.s of that shire at the time of their appointnient;1

of the three outsiders, two were soon to become J.P.s,2

while the third (Sir John Bridges) was the Immediate past

sheriff of the shire. 3 On the other hand, it so happened

that 17 of those on the commission of the peace were not

appointed to take musters. Of these, 14 (the Lord.

Chancellor, th Lord Privy Seal, two dukes, one marquess,

two earls, four barons, two judges, and one King's

Serjeant) appear to have been merely nominal members of

the Bench; two others were probably exempted from military

duties because they were ecclesiastics;4 and the remaining

one (Henry Pole) was in prison.3

1. L.P. xiii, pt.l, g.384(65); xiv, pt.l, 652 M24.
2. L.P. xiv, pt.l, g.1354(27).
3. List of Sh riffs (P.R.O. Lists and. Indexes, ix,1898),

p.15k.
4. It was not usual for cclesiastics to serve on muster

commissions, although the Abbots of Waltham and. St.
Osyth did. so in 1535 (Westm. Abb. MS. 3254).

5. G. E. C. The Co plete Peerae, ix (1936), 96-7 . He
was the son of Henry, Lord. *ontague, who had. also been
a J.P. for Wilts. until his death in December 1538.
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A similar picture emerges in the two other shires

where the composition of the 1559 muster commission is

known: in Staffordshire only one commissioner was not a

J.P. of that shire, while one of the three effective J.P.s

who were not commissioners there served as such in the

neighbouring county of Hereford; and, in Hereford.sh j1e &11

the commissioners were J.P.s, while two of the four effective

J.P.s who were not commissioners in that shire served

as such in Staffordshire.1

So far as is known, therefore, the commissioners

appointed to make preparations for war in 1539 were on

the whole the very same mei. who were already responsible

for the maintenance of peace in the same shires. In that

year, indeed, John Marshall, an inhabitant of the

Nottinghanishire village of South Carlton, was evidently

unable to distinguish between these two functions of the

gentry of his shire: in a letter to Cromwell he referred

to th activities of "the Justes of the pease here at

our laste musters".2

By 1557, however, it must have been quite impossible

1. L.P. xiii, pt.1, g.384(18); g.l519(lO); xiv, pt.l,
'5 19 an M18. Lord. Ferrers was a J.P. and a
commissioner in both shires; John Vernon and Thomas
bit wer J.P.s in both shires and. c mmissioners in
taUs. only.

2. P.R.O. SP 1/150 t.187a (. xiv, pt.1, 839).
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for anyone to make any distinction between a commissioner

of musters and. a commissioner of the peace: in this year

the Lord. Chancellor directed muster commissions only to

the "Justices of Peace and Shireffes" in every county.1

Furthermore, in those years when Lieutenants were

appoihted. to oversee the organisation of the militia, no

commissions of musters at all were issued. The only

recipients of military commissions were the Lords

Lieutenants, under whose supervision the J.P.s mustered

the forces of the shires in the course of their normal

administrative duties. 2 The justices of the peace were

fast becoming in theory what they had. long been in practice -

the men who kept the country in readiness for war.

On receiving a commission of musters those named

therein assembled in some convenient place to discuss ways

and means of executing it. It is probable that not all

the commissioners would be able to attend this meeting:

at the meeting of those for the West Riding of Yorkshire

held at Leeds on 17 December 134 less than half appear

to have been present. 3 However, on this as on other

occasions, the absence of a number of commissioners did

1. Rymer, o p . cit. vi , pt.4, 5lb.

2. Bee below, p. 312.

3. W. P. Baild.on, "Musters in Claro Wapentake" (Thoresby
xv), ill.
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riot deter the rest from proceeding to the "division" or

"severance" of the shire. It seems, though, that on some

occasions not all the commissioners were €iven a district

to look after: in 1539, for instance, seven of the twenty

Rerefordshire commissioners were apparently allowed to

escape service in this way, perhaps because they were

otherwise engaged.'

The commissioners usually worked in groups of two

or three. Sometimes the size of these groups was laid

down in the original instructions, as in those sent to

the gentlemen commissioned. to ta musters in 1557:_2

Dainus etiam vobis in inandatis quod, pro
mellon expeditione & executione Praemissorum,
vos, per tres & tree vel per duos & duos
vestruin, in singulis Locis Comitatus praedicti
separabitis & divid.etis vosmetip/sos, prout
vobis mellus pro Habitatiorie et Comxnod.itate
Ligeorum & Subditoruin nostrorum videbitur
expedire.

Each group of two or three commissioners would be responsible

for one or more hundreds or wapentakes according to size.

The speed with which the commissioners would proceed

to take the musters of their division depended upon the

urgency of the situation. On one occasion, when the Scots

1. L.P. xiv, pt.l, 652 M9.

2. Ryiuer, op. cit. vi , pt., 52a.
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were planning to invade England, the commissioners were

ordered to complete their musters and. return their

certificates within fifteen days of the receipt of their

commissions. 1 Again, in 1548, when news came through
that a Fr nch army was to be sent to Scotland, those

responsible for mustering the forces of the shires were

instructed to finish th ir task in twenty days. 2 However,
in those years when there was no great urgency the

commissioners were allowed more time: in 1535 it was seven

weeks; 3 in 1539, nine weeks; 4 in 1557, seven weeks; 5 and.
in 1542 they were given no definite dead-line, but were

merely ordered to return th ir certificates cuin omnia

d.iligencia et celeritate".6

Once the commissioners knew which part of the shire

they had to muster and how long they had to do it in, they

would be able to set in motion the ancient machinery of

local military administration. Their first move was to give

instructions to the constables to assemble the inhabitants

1. P.R.O. SP 12/90/9 p.3. (Temp. Ed.. VI).

2. GB.R.O. Loseley MS. 1330/1 /1.

3. Westm. Abb. MS.3254.

4. Collections for a History of Staffordshire (Win. Salt.
Soc.), n.s. iv, 216.

5. Ryiner, bc. cit.

6. B.M. Titus B 1 f.5 (L.P. xvii, 711).
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of their townships at certain places and. at certain times.

The places were generally easily accessible assembly-

points like Muster Hill in the hundred. of Newport

(Shropshire), Muster Oak in the hundred of Codsheath (Kent),

and. Muster Green in the hundred of Buttinghill (Sussex).

The times of assembly were probably determined by such

considerations as the personal convenience of the

commissioners and. the urgency of the military situation.

When the people had assembled at the appointed places,

the commissioners proceeded to inspect th ir arms and

armour. Although in 15L1.7 this task was apparently

delegated to th constables, who were ordered to "take

the perfect vieu of every private mans furniture" and. to

certify the commissioners accordingly, 1 this was probably

not a normal practice. Roger Ascham makes it quite clear

that the commissioners actually inspected men's military

equipment and, moreover, that they were not easy to

please. 2 The men, indeed, may have come to the muster

wearing their armour, as did Jobn Courfyld of Stanton Lacy

(Shropshir ) who on one occasion was reported to have

been "seyn in ham ase Complete with Jak and. Salett".3

1. P.R.0. SP 10/1 ff.115b-ll6a.

2. W. A. Wright, nglish orks of oger sch m, p.95.

3. P.R.O. E 101/62/3 m.2d.
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It was the task of the muster commissioners, however,

not only to inquire into the quantity and quality of the

equipment that each man possessed, but also to require him

who did. not possess any (and. who yet was bound by law to

do so) to obtain some without delay. For this purpose

they assessed (or caused to be assessed) the wealth of

each inhabitant; and, on the basis of this assessment,

they ordered each to acquire the arms and armour that he

was obliged to possess "accord.yng to theffect of dyverse

Estatutes yf or enactyd.")

The principal statute here referred to, of course,

was that of Ninohester. It was on the basis of the scale

of charges contained in the provisions of this Act that

a gentleman like Sir William Ayscugh of Stallingborough

(Lincoinshire) was in 1539 "Chayrged. with horse and. harnes

for hymeselfe and xij of hys howshold.e servaundes", 2 and

that ordinary yeomen like the inhabitants of the hundreds

of Cleley and. Towcester (Northamptonshir ) were ordered

"to fynd.e harnys accordyng to ther substaunce". 3 The

Winchester provisions also lay behind the activities of

1. P.R.0. E 101/ 2/8 m.d..

2. P.R.0. SP l/1 L1.5 f.3 11-a (. xiv, pt.l, 652 M12/2).

3. P.R.0. E l01/59/16 fla.
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the Nottinghainshire comniissioners of 1539, who were said

to have "charged every man after hys haveour to provyde

hernes and. whepon"?

The Oxfordshire commissioners of the same year left

behind, them a detailed record of their activities, which

shows them implementing the military regulations of 1285

to the very letter. In their return the "haveou.r" or

substance of every inhabitant is recorded, together with

the equipment that he had. been ordered to provide. Two

typical entries are these from Stanton St. John:2

Kellam Red.e, gentyllmnan, in lond.es - x ii. /
a fotnian furnysshed witi hernes, byll, sword,
and dagger.

Edward ffrenche, in goodes -
	 markes / a

fotman furnysshed with hernes, byll, sword,
and. dagger.

There are few cases of anyone of less substance than £10

in lands or 20 marks in goods being required to provide arms

and. armour.

This document, unfortunately', appears to be unique.

However, in one or two other muster returns there are

stray references to men's haviours: in the Gloucestershire

1. P.R.0. SP 1/15 0 f.l87a (. xiv, pt.l, 839).

2. P.R.0. E 36/28 f.21b.
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return of 1535, for example, it is recorded. that the

constable of Nickhain "hathe sworren that no Inhabitaunt

ther ys of the substance of xx markes in good.es and

cattelles", 1 and. that Richard Warner of Vestington (who

had "xx niarkes" written by his name) had been "comxnandyd

to harnes for a	 2 and in the Staffordshire return

of the same year Richard Coton of llamstall Ridware was

described as a gentleman who "iney d.ispend xxti inarkes,

Et in goodes xx 1i.'	 In these returns the commissioners

were recording information, which, though essential to

them in the process of calculating the amount of each man's

obligation, was not required by the Crown: they were, one

might say, showing arithmetical "working " that was not

asked for by the examiners.

Normally, however, the muster returns only provide

information about the quantity and quality of equipment

available (or soon to be available) in every shire. In

order to test the exactitude with which the commissioners

enforced the provisions of the Statute of Winchester,

recourse must therefore be had to the returns of the subsidy

commissioners (who in fact were probably the same men in a

1. P.R.O. E 101/58/25 rn.5.

2. Ibid. in.1.

3. P.R.0. E 101/549/20.
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different guise). A comparison of the G].oucesterehire

muster returns of 34 Benry VIII with the subsidy returns

for the same shire for the following year is quite revealing.

In the hundred of Berkeley, for example, about two-thirds

of those individuals who were charged with the provision

of harness were recorded as possessing 20 marks or more

in goods, and about two-thirds of those individuals who

were recorded as possessing 20 marks or more in goods

were charged with the provision of harness. 1 These

figures do suggest that the muster commissioners of 1542

were attempting to distribute the burden of military

preparedness in accordance with the principles and

practices of the previous two and, a half centuries.

In their attempts to enforce the Winchester provisions

the commissioners seem on, çccasion to have met with a lack

of co-operation on the part of certain individual . In

1535, for example, th Gloucestershire commissioners were

apparently obliged to threaten men with p nalties for

non-compliance with their instructions. This, at any rate,

must be the explanation of these two entries under

2Chipping Camden:

Williamus blower sub pena x]. s.
Robertus helmes sub pena x s.

1. P.R.0. E 101/60/7; E 179/114/235, 240.

2. P.1.0. E 101/58/25 m.l.
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Similarly, at Kettering in 1539 one Richard Alderman was

"assygned to ffynd. a archer on horssebacke and, a other

horsse pena xx

Richard Alderman and, the other men named above were

all persons of substance who could well afford to purchase

the requisite equipment. On the other hand, those who

were too poor to provide harness were sometimes grouped

together and. assessed collectively for this purpose. In

1535, for example, Thomas Harrys, John Broughton, John

Roche, and William Bagg of Condicote (Gloucestershire)

were recorded as being jointly "Commaund.yd and. agreable to

harnes ij paire Almon revettes, ij paire of splynttes,

ij sallettes, and. ij gorgettes". 2 In the same way, four

years later eleven men o Stanton St. John (Oxford,shire),

whose combined wealth totalled 26 marks, were ordered to

equip an archer with arms and armour.3

In addition, as has been seen, there were the

collective obligations of the parish, township, or tithing,

which it was also the duty of the muster commissioners to

enforce. In 1535 the Bed.fordshire commissioners reported

1. P.R.O. E 101/59/19 m.ld. (L.P. xiv, pt.1, 652 Mlk/9).

2. P.R.O. E 101/58/25 m.5.

3. P.R.O. E 36/28 f.2lb.
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that they had. "Comauiad.yd every Township to have harnes

accord.yng to the statut uppon payn of every towneshyp

xl a., and. that by ester next Comyng"; 1 while, in

Hertford.shir , every township was required to prepare

harness "as yt hathe bene af ore tynie accustoinyd. to make yt"

by the same date and, penalty.2

Although the commission of musters was the principal

instrument for the enforcement of military obligations,

it was not the only one.	 The possession of bows and.

arrows, for example, prescribed. by the Acts of the

Maintenance of Archers, 3 was regulated not only by the

muster commissions but also by the inanorial courts. In

the first Archery Act, indeed, it is expressly laid. down

that the "Stuardes of Frauncheses, Letes, and. Laud.ays"

were to assist in the enforcement of this obligation and.

were to collect fines for disobedience.

An illustration of this method of enforcement is

provided by the proceedings of the manoria]. court of

Methley (Yorkshire). On 20 April 1532, for instance, each

male inhabitant was enjoined to prepare one bow and two

1. P.R.0. E 101/58/15 m.l.

2. P.R.O. E l0l/549/]A f.l2b.

3. 3 Hen. VIII c.3, 6 Hen. VIII c.2, 33 H n. VIII e.9.

4. Statutes of the Realm, iii, 25.
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arrows and. to show them at the butts by the parish church

between Nones and Vespers on Ascension Day: the penalty

for non-compliance was fourpence. 1 Again, on 11 May

in the following year all male inhabitants of military age

were ordered to muster before the bailiff with their

bows and arrows on such a day as the latter should

stipulate: on this occasion the fine was fixed at

twelvepence. 2 The same kind of ordinance is found at

Wimbledon (Surrey): on 18 May 1553 every male inhabitant

was ordered to have in his possession a bow aM arrows

"juxta formam ordinacionis statuti" under a penalty of

It is clear from these cases that the motives

of manorial lords were pecuniary as well as patriotic.

It is doubtful, nevertheless, whether the manorial

courts and muster commissions did succeed in forcing the

people to fulfil their military obligations. Contemporaries,

too, were doubtful about this. Hall's statement that the

musters taken throughout tb realm in 1523 "caused every

man of honesty to bye harnes and weapon" seems to imply

1. H. S. Darbyshire and G. D. Lamb, The History of Methley
(Thoresby Soc. x.iV), p.200.

2. Ibid. p.2O1.

3. Extracts from th Court Rolls of t e anor of
Vøiqibledon, p.98.

.	 Hall, op . cit. p.652.
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that there were many dishonest men who remained unperturbed

and, unequipped. Again, in 1539 it as generally felt in

Nottinghainshire that many of those who had. been ordered

to provide harness would not bother to do so, and that

consequently the work of te muster commissioners would

"proffet but menely on].es they had.d.e ... proclainatyons

made to mu8ter agayne, and, every man to bryng ffurthe

and. shew affore the ... Justyces ther ... 	 equisite1

abelementes"

That the commissioners were not always unsuccessful

in their efforts to enforce military obligations can be

seen from the following entes in the muster returns of

Newcastl -und.e -Lyme for 1535 and.

(1535) This towne to fynd. iiij able men in
harneys - ij archers on fote and ij
blilmen.

(1539) The Inhabitauntes of new Castell afforsed
have hernes, weypons, and. à.rtillary for
iiij men to do the kynges grace serves;
that is to sey, for ij bowmen and. for
ij bilmen.

That the commissioners could, on the other hand., have no

success at all is indicated by these two entries in the

1. P.R.O. SP 1/150 f.187a (. xiv, pt.l, 839).

2. 1535 - P.R.O. B 101/58/30 zn.l0.
1539 - P.R.O. SF 2/S f.101a (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 652 M20/1).
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muster returns of North Poorton (Dorset) for 1539 and.

154.2:_i

(1539) The Tethyn.g to provyd.e a harnys.

(154.2) the tething muste provide a hole harnis.

The nior forceful language employed by the commissioners

on the latter occasion seems to indicate their impatience

at this failure to comply with their instructions. A

similar failure, moreover, was recorded at all the other

parishes in the hundred of Red.hove that were listed. in

the returns of 1542.

After 154.2, however, there appears to have been an

improvement in the situation: more and more parishes are

found fulfilling their obligations. It was in 1542,

significantly enough, that the churchward.ens of Chagford.

(Devon) made their first recorded payment for military

equipment; the sum of 33s. 4d. was paid "pro le harnyse

mandatu" (i.e. demanded by the commissioners). 2 It is

perhaps significant, too, that in the period 154.2-6

payments in connection with parochial harness appear in the

1. 1539 - P.R.O. E 36/29 ff.21-2 (L.P. xiv, pt.1, 652 M5/1)
1542 - P.R.O. E 36/17 ff.9-ll (L.P. xvii,882 Ml/2).

2. G. W. Ormerod., "On the Substitution of Firearms for
the Long-Bow" (Trans. Devon As oc. xvii), pp.338,34.0.
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churchwardens' accounts of Snettisham (Norfolk), 1 Stratton

(Cornwall), 2 Cratfield. (Suffolk), 3 and. Shipd.haia (NorIo1k).

Thus it is not surprising that the muster returns of ].48

show that some parishes which had previously negi cted.

their obligations were now fulfilling them: now, appar ntly,

only one township in the three hundreds of Aylesbury

lacked harness.5

* * * * * * * * * *

The Winchester regulations which bound. every man

having lands to the value of 15 or goods to the value

of '-O marks to keep a horse in rea mess for war had

probably (owing to the high price of horses) been a dead.

letter f or many years when it was repealed in 15L1.2 on

the passing of the War Horses Act. The provisions of

this Statute may be tabulated. in the following way:-

1. N.P.L. MS.11357 f.l].3a.

2. E. Peacock "On the Churchwardens' Accounts of
Stratton" Archaeoloia, xlvi), p.2l8.

3. W. Holland, Cratfield., p.71.

	

k.	 B.M. Add. MS. 23008 f.113a,

	

.	 P.R.0. sP 10/3 If.l9_2 L1. . øf P22 above.
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Rank	 Amival Income	 Number of Rorses

Duke or Archbishop	 -	 7
Marquess or Ear].	 -	 5

Bishop	 £1000	 5
do.	 100Cm.	 3

	50Cm.	 2
Viscount or Baron 	 100Cm.	 3

do.	 500rn.	 2
Commoner	 500rn.	 2
do.	 £100	 1

In addition, those who were unfortunate enough to have

wives who wore silk gowns or precious ornaments had. to

keep a horse, no matter what their income.'

The provisions of this Act were enlorced in the same

way as those of the Statute of Winchester. Thus the

muster commissioners who were sent round the shires in

the spring of 157 were instructed to ensure that all

those who were bound. by law to keep horses had. the same

in readiness, together with able men to serve on them as

denii-lances. 2 These commissioners, however, appear to

have extended the scope of the statutory provisions. In

the "boke of horses" that was compiled. from their returns

1. Statutes of the Realm, iii, 830-2.

2. P.2.0. EP 10/1 f.116.
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appear the names of men with lee than £100 in lands:

for instance, two Sussex gentlemen (Nicholas Pelhazn and.

Thomas Darell), each of whom had. only £80 in lands, were

both charged with the provision of a light horseman.1

In the following year, moreover, the class of suppliers

was extended further still: among th spiritual men who

were ordered to provide horsemen were comparatively minor

ecclesiastics like deans and. archdeacons.2

The middle years of the century thus witnessed. the

division of the militia into two distinct groups - the

cavalry (furnished by the upper classes, temporal and

spiritual) and the infantry (furnished by the rest).

This division, hich received written confirmation in the

Militia Act of 1558 , was to become a characteristic feature

of the militia syste of the later years of the century.

Section II. The Practice of Military Exercises

It was the duty of every Englishman of military age

not only to equip, but also to train himself for ar. The

Archery Act of 1512 ordained that every able-bodied ma.a.

aged between sixteen and sixty was to have bows and. arrows

1. P.2.0. SP 15/1 f.157a.

2. P.2.0. SP 10/5 ff.55-56.
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in his house and. to "use hymself in shotyng". Eoly days

were considered to be particularly appropriate for such

martial exercises, and, butts were to be erected in every

city, town, and, village.1

It would be interesting to know how many parishes did

in fact maintain common butts at this time. In the 1540s,

at all events, the villagers of Bishopsteignton (Devon)

claimed that they had "tyme owt of mynd of man" kept

"a payre of buttes stond.ing upon ... Chapell grene" for

"the mayntenaunce and. practyse of the feate of Artyllary".2

But it is well-nigh impossible to say whether or not this

was an exceptional case, since information about butts

never seems to have found its way into the returns of the

muster commissioners.

This was so because the nforcement of the obligation

to maintain butts was the task, not of the commissioners,

but of the manorial courts.' At Bishopsteignton, it seems

to have been the steward of the manor who instructed the

people there to rebuild their butts when these were broken

down by a 1oa1 trouble-maker. 4 Again, the evidence of

1. Statutes of the ealm, iii, 25-6.

2. P.R.0. C 1/1101 f.23.

3. Cf. above, p.

4. P.R.O. C 1/1101 f.23.
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court-rolls reveals that the erection of butts was a

matter for manorial ed.icts at Burnley and. Chatterton

(Lancashire) 1 and at Ingatestone and. Walden (Essex).2

The inhabitants of Walden, significantly enough,

received. their orders to erect butts immediately after

the passing of the second. Archery Act. The passing of

the first and. third Acts, be it noted, appears to have had.

similar results in other places. In the year of the

passing of the first Act the inhabitants of Shipd.ham

spent 2. 2. on bread and. ale "at the altering of the

Butts", and. in the year following the passing of the

third. Act they paid twelvepence "for making the Butts".3

Payments in connection with the erection of butts in the

period immediately after the passing of the 1542 Act are

also found. in the records of Barnstaple,4 Leicester, 5 and.

North Elmhain.6

The records of North Elmham show that the erection

of butts could be an expensive business. Those made in

1. W. Farrer, Court Rolls of the Honor of Clltheroe, ii,
64; iii, 291.

2. E.R.0. DID? MS. Cal. of Rolls 1 & 2 Ph. & M.; D/DBy MS.
Cal. of Rolls 7 Hen. VIII.

3. B.M. Add.. MS. 23008 tf.89b, liOb.
4. J. 2. Chanter and. T. Wainwright, Earnstaple Records,

ii, 106.

5. M. Bateson, Records of the Borough of Leicester, iii, 49.

6. A. G. Legge, Ancient Churchward.ens' Accounts ... of NOPth.
Elinharn, p.21.
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l58, for instance, (which apparently replaced those made

five years earlier) involved the inhabitants in an

expenditure of nearly ten shillings: the "gravyng 0±' the

Ilaggs" and. the digging of the ditches cost 5s. 8d., and.

the transportation of 17 loads of stone cost 4.

Little wonder, therefore, that when one Robert Bruett cast

down the butts which the people of Bishopsteignton had

erected in their village there were bitter complaints

to the Lord. Chancellor.2

These Devonshire villagers, it has been noted, claimed.

that they had. long maintained butts for the "practyse" of

archery. Whether they had in fact practised in them

regularly throughout the same period is another matter.

Nevertheless, in the case of another English village,

that of Methley, there is definite evidence that the

inhabitants did make good use of their butts. Two

entries in the records of the manor there show that the

people did practise shooting: on 5 March 1529 one William

Winterburn as ordered to refrain from breaking the arrows

of those shooting at the common butts; 3 and. on 9 March 1542

the same man, whose house adjoined the butts and. who had.

1. A. G. Legge, Ancient Churchwardens' Accounts... of
North Elniham, pp.45-6.

2. P.R.O. C 1/1101 ff.23-5.

3. Darbyshire and Lumb, o p . cit. p.199.
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apparently been disturbed by trespassers in search of lost

arrows, was obliged to permit all men of military age

to practise archery.1

It is doubtful, however, if many men were as law-

abiding as the men of Methley. The general complaint at

this period was that "archerie o.. is right litell used"2

and. that "learnyng to shoote is lytle regarded in England".3

Men were apparently wont to keep within the law by keeping

weapons in their houses, while neglecting to become

proficient in their use; they were thus, as Aseham

pointed out soon after the passing of the third. Archery

Act, allowing themselves "to playe with the Kynges .Actes".

The truth then seems to have been that, while muster

commissions and. manorial courts could force men to acquire

arms and. armour in readiness for war, they could not

force them to acquire that military skill without which

no war could ever be won.

1. Darbyshire and. Lamb, op . cit. p.205.

2. Statutes of the Realm, iii, 25.

3. Wright, o p . cit. p.60.

Li.	 Ibid. p.62.
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Section III. The Performance of Military Services

While statute law bound all able-bodied men to keep

themselves well-equipped and well-trained for war, the

common law of the land. bound. them to hold themselves in

readiness at all times to serve in the defence of the

country. Their allegiance to the Sovereign obliged "all

and singler his Eubjectes, of every Astate, Degree, and

Condition betwixt the Ages of Sextey and. Sextene"1 to

serve in the ranks of the militia.

When the Crown decided to call out the militia, it

normally sent out instructions under the Privy Signet to

those gentlemen who had previously been commissioned to

take musters in the shires. 2 These commissioners, it

has been seen, were empowered to view military equipment

and, to enforce the statutes that regulated its possession.

But, in addition, they were empowered. to inspect and 1'try"

all men of military age - to uind. out who were ' 1able of

personage to Serve the kynges grace in his warres".3

Furthermore, they were to ensure that all men billed. as

ifable N remained in readiness to serve in the armed forces

of the Crown "quando necesse fuerit".' The levying of

1. Rymer, op. cit. vi , pt.l, 205a.

2. See,	 L.P. xix, pt.2, 2l1l.

3. P.LO. E 101/58/17 m.11.

4. Rymer, op.ci.t. vi, pt.]., 21a.
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men for the wars thus constituted the ],.ogical completion

of the muster commissioners' task.

The way in which they went about this task was well.

described by the defendant in a Star Chamber case whicth

arose out of the actions of the Oxfordshire commissioners

employed in levying men for the defence of the South

Coast in 1545 . On that occasion, it was stated,

there were Lettres adressyd ffrome the kynges
highnes most honorable Counsell to the
Commyssioners of and. ffor the mustres
ffor to Levye the holl fforce and power of the

Countye of Oxford to convey theym with all
possible sped.e to Portesinowth ffor the repulse
of enymyes than entendyng to envade in those
partyes; by reason wherof, ... Sir John fBromej,
being one of the Commyssioners appoyntyd. ifor
the said Mustres and being Allottyd. by Comen
divysion with other gentylnien to certen
hundredes, Assemblyd byfor them the fforce
and. power of the said hundred.es to hym and other
Allottyd.

Whereupon the ablest men were chosen to be soldiers and

duly set forward towards Portsmouth.1

More details about the procedure are provided by

another Star Chamber case of the following year. This

contains a description of the way in wbicb militiamen

were levied in Devonshire in March 1546 for service at

Boulogne. The commissioner appointed to the hundred of

1.	 P.R.O. Sta. Cha. 2/2 f.162.
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Halberton was Roger Blewett, and his first move was to

make contact with the bailiff of the hundred, Christopier

Saznpford., and, to order him to cause the male inhabitants

to assemble at certain places and on certain days.

Accordingly, the people mustered before the King's

commissioner, who, with the assistance of the bailiff

and. the two constables of the hundred (William Coliford.

and William Euchyn), proceeded to select the required

number of soldiers. 1 Here the temporary officer of the

shire is seen working in close co-operation with the

permanent officers of the hundred, and another link in the

chain of authority is established.

Below the officers of the hundred came the officers of

the parish. The task Qf the paiish constables was a twofold

one: in the first place, they had. to cause the inhabitants

of their parish to assemble at the place and time appointed.

for the muster; 2 in the second place, once the soldiers

had been selected by the commissioners, they had. to see

that they were properly equipped with harness and. clothing.3

As the churchwardens' accounts of the period, testify, the

	

1.	 P.R.0. Sta. Cha. 2/12 ff.78-82.

	

.	 See, e.g., P.R.0. E 101/549/19.

	

3.	 See below, P&rt III, Ch. II.



parish constable, the last link in the chain of which the

muster conunissioner was the first, was a person of great

importance in the "national" military organisation of the

kingdom?

** * ** *****

In the middle years of the century the muster

commissioner's place as the first link in the chain of

authority began to be taken by the Lord. Lieutenant, whose

task it as to supervise the mustering and. levying of the

forces of the shire. 2 In]45 the southern part of England.

was divided into three districts, over each of which was

placed a Lord. Lieutenant to whom (as the King exp].icitly

stated in a circular letter of that year) the shire

authorities were subordinate:-3

we have devided. the powers of the Shires on
this side Trente into three partes and have
appointedt every of the said. partes one
Leiuetenaunte, at whose Comaundement the whole
power of all the shires sorted. unto him must
be levied. and. marche forwarde and doe in all
thinges as he shall appointe.

In the next reign Lieutenants were appointed fairly

frequently: Northumberland "contemplated making the

1.	 Cf. Cox, op. cit. p.323.

2. For a detailed study of the question, see G. Scott
Thomson, The Lords Lieutenants in the Sixteenth Century.

3. P.R.O. SP 12/90/9 p.4.
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Lieutenancy a permanent part of the administrative system

of England". Under Mary, however, "Lieutenants were

only commis8ioned at irregular intervals during times of

pressing necessity". 1 One such time was the period

following the rebellion of Sir Thomas Wyatt in 1554-.

It was then,, for instance, that the Lord. Treasurer (the

Marquess of Winchester) and his son (the Lord. St. John)

were jointly appointed to the Lieutenancy of Hampshire

and. the Isle of Wight with "power to levie all the subjectes

inhabiting within any the places aforsaid., and. then to

arnie, muster, and. ut in aredynes and ... to lead.e them

as well against eruaemies as rebeUes".2

Although their powers were clearly defined in this

way, some of the lieutenants commissioned. in 1554- appear

to have had. their atthority questioned by their subordinates.

The citizens of Norwich, for example, were somewhat

dubious about the Duke of norfolk's right to order musters

to be taken there but, after some deliberation, the

Mayor decided. that "the conaund.emente of the dukes grace"

was a sufficient "warraunt in this behaulf". 3 The doubts

1. Thomson, op . cit. pp.35-6.

2. P.R.O. SP 15/7 f.20a.

3. N.C.R.O. Ass. Pro. II t.3b. See below, p.199.
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of the people of Rutland, however, were not so easily

resolved, as can be seen from the following letter which

the Earl of Huntingd.on wrote to the J.P.s of that shire

in June:-'

consideryng I have alred.ie showed unto sum of
you my commission for the lieutenantship ol
your shire and others withall, I do not a little
mervell what movethe you to be so ernest to se
the same. methinketh you and all men might
well Judge I am not so unadvised to take uppon
me in that beha.lfe withoute a sufficient warrant.
And besides that, I suppose you have receyved.
lettres bothe from the Queues inajeste and the
Lordes of the Privie counsell testifieng unto
you of my commission. which thinges notwith-
standyng, I have to satisfye all partea: yl
yt maye be sent you, the same (is] to be
publiashed. among you, though yt be more than
nedes.

The Lords Lieutenants themselves, moreover, seem at

times to have been in doubt about their authority. This

was certainly the case with Sir Henry Jerninghain, who was

made Lord. Lieutenant of Kent early in 1558 after his

predecessor (Sir Thomas Cheyne) had told the ueen that

the post should be given to "a man of greater credite,

strength, and. yonger yeres then t aiu". 2 At the end. of

March Jerniughani informed the Council that he bad

"conceyved a doubte" as to the limits of his authority: he

1. B.M. Eg. 2986 f.15.

2. P.R.O. SP 11/12 f.95a.
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was not sure, for instance, bow he stood in relation to

the Lord. Warden of the Cinue Ports. 1 Nor, it se4was
he quite sure of his position vis-&-vis the sheriff of

Kent, whom, in a letter of 4 April, he described s "the

uenes ordynarye lyeutenaunte of the shre. 2 By this
date, however, the office of sheriff was not of great

iiiilitary importance: he ould not be thought of as a

rival claimant to the Lord Lieutenant's place as the

principal local representative of the Crown.

1. A.B.C. 1556-8, p.297.

2. P.R.O. SP 15/8 f.167b.
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CHAPTER II

The Incidence of Military Service

Although all the able-bodied male inhabitants of

all English shires were obliged to hold themselves in.

readiness to serve in the forces of their shires, not all

such men would actually be called upon to do so at any one

time. In. the first place, it often happened that only

certain shires would be required to supply soldiers; and,

in the second place, it almost always happened that only

a certain proportion of the available manpower of a shire

would. be conscripted. How in. fact the burden of military

service was distributed (i) among the shires and. (ii)

among the inhabitants of the shires, it is the purpose

of this chapter to discover.

Section I. Regional Incidence of Military Service

When the Crown decided to call out the militia, the

factors which determined from which shires the men would

be drawn were very largely geographical. As a Venetian

Azabassad-or, in his report on the customs of the English,
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put it: "If they make war on the French, the northern

counties do not stir; if opposed to the Scots, the southern

provinces are not mustered". 1 By "northern counties"

he meant those shires that lay (largely or entirely)

north of the Trent, viz. Cuniberland, Northumberland,

Weetmorland, Lancashire, Yorkshire, Durham, Cheshire,

Derbyshire, and. Nottinghamshire. And, true it is that the

forces of these shires were reserved for service against

the Scots: the men recruited in Lancashire for service

against the French in March 1511.62 were perhaps the only

north country militiameu to march south in the period

under discussion.

It is also true that the forces of the shires that

lay south of the Trent were not normally recruited. for

service against the Scots. Nevertheless, there were

exceptions to this rule: in 1513 men are said. to have

been levied in Berkshire when Queen Katherine "was

raising a great power to goe against the faithlesse King

of Scots"; 3 and in 1558 300 Lincoinshire men were among

those "appointed to goo to Barwicke" to defend the place

against the Scots.4

1. Cal.S.P.Ven. v, 350. Report on England, May 1551.

2. L.P. xxi, pt.l, p.4.1.

3. T. Deloney, The Pleasant History of John Wincheomb, p.42.

4. P.R.0. SF 15/8 ff.130-1.
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This division of England into two military provinces

(corresponding roughly to the two ecclesiastical provinces

of Canterbury and. York) is apparent from the following

table :_l

Shire 1545 1558 Shire 1545 1558 Shire 1545 1558
F. S. F. S.	 F. S. F. S.	 F. S. F. S

Beds. x	 x	 Hants. x	 x	 Oxon. x	 x
Berks. x	 x	 Herefs. x	 x	 Rut. x	 x

Bucks. x	 x	 Herts. x	 x	 Salop.	 x	 x

Cambs. x	 x	 Thints. x	 x	 Scm. x	 x

Chesh.	 x	 x Kent	 x	 x	 Staffs	 x .t x

Corn. x	 x	 Lanes.	 x	 x Suff. x	 x

Cumb.	 x	 x Leics. x	 x	 Surrey x	 x

Derby	 x	 x Lines. x	 x Sussex x	 x

Devon x	 x	 Midd.x. x	 x	 Warw. x	 x

Dorset x	 NorZ. x	 x	 W'land	 x	 x

Durham x	 x N'hants x	 x	 Wilts. x	 x

Essex x	 x	 N'land.	 x	 x Worcs. x	 x

Glos. x	 x	 Notts.	 x	 x Yorks.	 x	 x

Within these two great divisions the incidence of

military conscription among the shires also depended to a

certain extent upon. geographical factors. As another

1. In this table, an entry in the "F" column indicates
that the shire's forces were reserved. for service
against the French, and one in the "8" column indicates
service against the Scots. Information comes from
L.P. xx, pt.l, 1078 and P.R.O. SP 11/12 f.23.
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Venetian Ambassador pointed out, it was customary to

recruit men only from those districts that were "nearest

the scene or action". 1 Thus the men sent to Boulogne

in September 15114 were levied only in Kent, Middlesex,

Surrey, Essex, Hertfordsbire, Norfolk, Sussex, and

Buckinghainshire; originally, men were also to be drawn

from four other counties, but it was decided at the last

moment not to levy men in them because they were too "farre

of" and. nit wo].d. have been long or those men could. have

com hither". 2 In 154.5, when reinforcements were needed.

at Boulogne, the Council decided not to raise men in those

shires that lay within Lord Russell's commission (viz.

Dorset, Devon, Somerset, Cornwall, and. G1oucesterhire)

because "the same shuld. be so farre from here and they

shuld. come so Late". 3 Again, of the numerous shires

which had been ordered. to prepare men for the defence of

Calais in January l558, only those which were "nere

ad.joyning" Dover (viz. Essex, Middlesex, Hertford.shire,

Buckinghainshire, Suffolk, Sussex, Kent, Berkshire, and

1. Cal. S.P.Ven.v, 547. Report on England, August 1554.

2. State Papers 1 Henry VIII, i, 767-8. Cf.	 . xix, pt.2,
253/3.

3. B.M. Hail. 6989 t.137a (. xx, pt.1, 1276).

11. .	 P.R.O. SP 11/12 f.23.
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Surrey) were finally to receive instructions to set

forth soldiers? On the other hand., when in March 1546

the need. for soldiers was less urgent and time was more

plentiful, men were levied for service at Boulogne in

shires that were far distant from Dover, the port of

embarkation: some came from Staffordshire, a 'marginal

county lying partly to the north and partly to the south

of the Trent, and others from Devon and Cornwall.2

Geographical factors also lay behind, the practice

of restricting the recruitment of men for overseas

service to inland shires whenever there was a danger of

foreign invasion: the men of the coastal shires were

reserved for home defence and thus escaped. military

service altogether. In August 1545 the reinforcements

sent to Boulogne were levied only in Bed.ford.shire,

Cambridge shire, Hertfordshire, Huntingdonshire,

Leicestershire, Norfolk, and Northaiuptonshire - all of

which, with the single exception of Norfolk (which was

doubtless thought to be too far northerly to be in

danger of French attack), were inland shires. 3 Again,

1. P.R.O. SP 11/12 ff.26b, 28-9.

2. L.P. xxi, pt.l, pp.40-i.

3. L.P. xx, pt.l, 1276.
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when men were once more sent to Boulogne in the following

March, the only shires in the southern province from

which men were not drawn were those that lay on the coast

between the Wash and. the Solent: that this was a deliberate

policy is evident from the fact that the names of many

coastal shires, which had originally been listed as

recruiting-grounds, were later crossed out.'

Nevertheless, in the critical month of January 1558

the Crown, putting aside all sueb. precautionary consid.era-

tions, ordered troops to be levied in all the shires of

southern England quite indiscriminately: Calais, the

Jewel of the Realm, was in danger, and the question of

coastal defence had. to give place to the more important

question of reuif for the besieged garrison. The men

of Suffolk, Essex, Kent, and Sussex were marched hastily

to Dover, leaving their shores unguarded. 2 It is clear,

however', that this abandonment of traditional policy bad

unfortunate results: the inhabitants of Sussex were

- obliged to make an "ernest request s to their Lord

Lieutenant "thatt there be no moo men takin from hense

neyther for land.e nor sea, butt thatt they maye be levyed

1. P.R.O. SP 1/213 ff.11O-lk	 xxi, pt.l,91).

2. P.R.O. SP 11/12 f.28a.
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wheare no daunger 18 df invasion".1

Geography was thus a very Important factor in

determining which shires would be called upon to send. men

to the wars. It explains why it was that on].y the men

of the nine northernmost shires of England. were normally

employed in the wars again.st Scotland; that only the men

of Lancashire, Cheshire, Gloucestershire, Somerset, and

Devon were normally recruited for service in Ireland.2

and. that only the men of the souther. province were

normally levied. for armies in France.

Geography, however, cannot explain everything. It

cannot explain, for example, why it was that the men of

Shropshire were recruited for service against the Scots

on several occasions, but never (so tar as is known) for

service against the French. Why, toT instance, were the

men of this Shire reserved for northern service in the

year l5'--6 , when those of Staffordshire (which, if

anything, was nearer to the Scottish Border than was

Shropshire) were recruited for service at Boulogne?3

Clean)', the determining factor wasnot geographical in

this case. On the contrary, it was a purely personal one:

1. P.R.O. SP 11/13 t,lla.

2. See, e. g ., A.P.C. 15k7-50,p .95; A.P.C. 1552-4, p.355;
A.P.C. 1556-8, p.301.

3. L.P.	 , pt.l, pp.40-i.
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the most powerful man in Shropshire was the Earl of

Shrewabury, who was also (in his capacity of member, and

later President, of the Council in the North) 1 largely

responsible for the defence of the northern province

against the Scots. Indeed, throughout the period under

discussion the association of successive Earls of

Shrewsbury with the military organisation of the north

led to the virtual incorporation of Shropshire in the

northern province.

Once the Crown had decided from which shires it would

recruit its soldiers, it had to decide how many or them

each should supply. The number of men that any county

could supply was ultimately dependent upon the number of

its able-bodied inhabitants of military age; and this

could be ascertained by the Government from the returns

of the muster commissioners. When in 3uly 1557, for

example, the Crown decided to raise men in the southern

shires for the defence of the country against the

French, use was probably made of the certificates of

musters that had been sent in by the commissioners of every

shire in the previous spring. Nevertheless, it would

seem that, on this occasion at any rate, the Crown did. nt

1. R. B. Reid, The Kin g 's Council in the North, pp.lGS-9.
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take the commissioners' numbers very seriously Berkshire

and. Euntingdonshire, for instance, were ordered to

supply more men than they actually possessed. according

to their certificates.1

But if the muster certificates were inaccurate, as at

times they must have been, how else could the Crown officials

have estimated the human resources of the shires? Perhaps

they could have examined the returns ol earlier years, and,

by a process of comparison, have arrived at a more reliable

assessment. If they had. done this in 1557, for example,

they would have been able to detect the inaccuracy of the

numbers certified by both Berkshire and Huntingdonshire;

they would have discovered that in 1545 the former shire

was recorded as possessing more than six times, and, the

latter exactly three times, the number certified twelve

years later.2

Nevertheless, it seems certain that the Crown's

tendency was always to overestimate the strength of the

shire forces. Prom the rough draft of the list of

counties that were to be ordered. to raise men for the

1. P.R.0. SP 11/li ff.3 6-7, 64-b.

2. Berkshire: 2580 (1545); 408 (1557) . Huntingdonshire:
780 (1544); 260 (1557). Information comes from L.P.
xx, pt.l, 1078 and. P.R.O. EP 11/il if.36b, 37a. Pr
a possible cause of population reduction, see below,
p.65.
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defence of the town of Calais in January 1558 , it is

clear that the numbers finally allotted, to thirteen of

them were smaller than those originally allotted to them.1

On some occasions, moreover, the Crown appears to have

imposed upon some shires burdens that were too great for

them to bear. Did. the authorities realise how small some

of the shires really were?

In the reign of Mary the Rutland. J.P.s were severely

rebuked on two separate occasions on account of the

smallness of the number of men that they were able to

provide. In April 1554 the Earl of Runtingdon, the Queen's

Lieutenant, informed them that the 'Tcertificat of the

force of your share ... YB suche that, yf I shuld. delyver

the same accordingly, ther shuld no d.oubte a great lacke

be found in you for your certifyeng of so small a force of

harnessed men within your said. shere". 2 Again, in August

1557 the Lords of the Council wrote to the same justices

to tell them that they had received their reply to the

Queen's demand for a certain number of men and. that

"thiere Lord.sbips cannot but inarvaill at the slender

aunswere they have made in a matter of suche weight and

importance"; they were therefore to "provide for the

furniture of men appointed by the Queues Majesties said

1. P.R.O. SI' 11/12 t27a.

2. B.M. Eg.2986 .12.
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lettres without any further delaye, whereunto her Eeighnea

trusteth and. maketh her speciall accounte of the said.

nombrea"? The uniber that Rutland was called. upon to

provide on this occasion was no less than 300, the

magnitude of which can only be appreciated when it is

understood that this was also the number demanded. of the

much larger county of Huntingd.on, and. that shires of the

size of Warwickshire and. Wiltshire were only called upon

to provide 500.2 Nevertheless, the ien of Rutland. seem,

in the end, to have convinced the Government o the

smallness of their shire: in January 1558 they were

ordered to supply no more thar 100 men - one-half the

number required from Huntingd.onshire, and one-tenth the

number required: from Warwickshire or Wiltshire.3

Rutland, however, was not the only county that had:

difficulty in supplying its required number of men at

this period. In June 1558 the Northamptonshire J.P.s wrote

to the Marquess of Winchester, Lord. Lieutenant of several

Midland shires, to tell him that they were unable to

accomplish his demand for 1000 soldiers. There was, they

said, no shortage of men: "personages and boddyes we

1. A.P.C. 1556-B, pp.152-3.

2. P.R.0. SP 11/11 If .64-5.

3. P.R.0. SP 11/12 1.246.
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con.fesse to have in nombre"; but there was a shortage of

the kind. of zen who would. make good. soldiers. Many men

were stopinge and crockyd", and consequently "unmete to

doo any servis in warres". The commissioners then proceeded

to explain why there was this shortage of potential warriors.

There was, they suggested, "one greate cawse that the

Manred. of ower Contrye nor the choyse therof ys nothinge

souche as your Lordshippe or others might suppose it to be".

This was that the young male inhabitants tended to seek

opportunities outside a shire iii which agriculture was

almost the only industry. The county of Northampton,

wrote the justices, "stand.ithe nigh the harte and xnydell

of the realnie, fare of all ayd.es the Sease" and. "the

Common people therof, alitogether followinge the plough,

lyve for the moste parte by tillage": in the shire there

were "ff ewe artyifycers or ... any that trave].l or have

any trade ne occupyenge of any wares or nxerchaund.ys whereby

yonge and Lustye men shuld.e, by that meanes, the rather [be]

brought uppe in the same shyre"?' This being so, they

were only able to provide 570 men, with an additional

contingent of "viij° moo indyfferent hable men", most of

whom had no harness.2

1. B.M. Add.. MS. 25079 f.8a.

2. Ibid. f.8b.
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Another cause of the shortage of potential militiamen
in the shires of England in. the 1550s was the fact that
the sweating sickness, which had. raged. throughout England

in. 1551, had. carried off many men of mi1itar age; for

"this mortality fell chiefely or rather on men., and those
also of the best age, as betweene O and 40 yeeres".1

The apparent reduction in. the number of able men in the

shires between 15L1-5 and 1557, which the muster returns

indicate, has a1ready'been noted; 2 perhaps death by

sickness had something tOdo with this. On one occasion

in Edward Vi's reign, indeed., the rowi ordered new

musters to be taken throughout England because, in the
period that bad. elapsed since the previous musters, ether

bath reigned great sicknes, wherby great nombers of our

people be deceyed.". 3 Again, in 1558, when the J.P.s of

Derbyshire were ordered. to raise 1500 footmen, they

replied that they could only raise 100: part of the

reason was that sickness had carried. off mani able men.4

There was, however, another reason for the Derbyshire

justices' statement that their "pore lyttle Countie was

1.	 Stow, o p . cit. p.505b.

2. See above, p.61.

3. BM. Eg. 2790 f.87a.

4. E. Lodge, Illustrations of British History, i, 363-6.
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never lesse able to Lurnishe any great nombre. 1 This
was the acute shortage of harness, which was partly due to

the tact that much of it had. been lost in the campaign of

the previous year. There seems, indeed, to have always

been a universal shortage of this equipment. In 1522, for

example, there were fewer than 100 harnesses in Oxfordshire

(a shire with an able-bodied male population of over

2000);2 while in the hundred of Farnhain (Surrey) there

was only one harness to every 30 able men. 	 Again, in

1557 the 3628 able men in ertfordshire had only 427

harnesses between them: 4 this may help to account for the
fact that in August of that year the shire was only

required to set forth 400 men. 5 The number of men that a
shire could send to the wars was thus determined not only

by the number of able men resident in the shire, but also

by the quantity of armour that was available there fo the

soldiers' equipment.

* * * * a * * * * *

1. Original spelling front E.G. Talbot MS. B p.225.

2. B.M. Royal 41 B I (L.P. iv, 972/1).

3. Surrey Arch. Coll. xxx, 29.
4. P.R.0. SP li/il f.35a.

5. Ibid. f.64b.
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It occasionally happened that, when men were to be

raised from a certain shire to serve in the militia, they

would only be drawn from certain hundreds. The reason

for this might be geographical. In 1545, for instance,

men were recruited in only nine Kentish hundreds for

service in the Isle of Sheppey: naturally, these were

the hundreds that lay in the immediate vicinity of the

island)' In the same way, when in 1558 the Lord.

Lieutenant of Sussex prepared men for the defence of

Portsmouth, he selected them only from those hundreds

which were situated in the "west ende of this shyer".2

The Sussex militia bad been called out in previous

years fQr the defence of the Isles of Portsmouth ai4 Wight.

In 1545, for example, the men of the hundreds of Dumpford.,

Westbourne, and Easebourn.e were assembled for this purpose

when the French effected a landing in this region. 3 Why

was it that these three were the only hundreds in the

shire which sent men to repel the invaders? It was not

merely that these hundreds formed part of the Bape of

Chichester, the westernmost division of the county; for

1. L.P. xx, pt.2, 263.

2. P.R.O. SP 11/13 f.11b.

3. L.P. xx, pt.2, 263.
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so also did the hundreds of Bosham, Manhood, £ldwick, Box,

and. Stockbridge (and, these were rather nearer the scene

of action than were the other three). It was because the

hund.red of Dumpford, Westbourne, and Easebourne lay In

close proximity to the Isle of Wight, and yet were not

(like the other hundreds in the sane Rape) within a stone's

throw of the sea, that they were called. upon to send their

men. against the French. And so it cane about that the

inhabitants of these more northerly hundreds saw active

service in 15 i1-5, while their southern neighbours, who

lived in the danger area, were able to remain in. their

homes with their eyes fixed on. the beacons which in fact

were never fired.

On those occasions when. men were recruited In every

hundred of a shire, it was customary for the shire

authorities to allocate to each a definite proportion of

the total number required. This proportion often seems

to have been a constant factor, even. though the total

number requires changed. train year to year. An illustration

of this is provided by the county of Lancaster in the

1550a . When. in 1553 the shire was ordered to supply 2000

men, the burden was distributed among the hundreds in. this

way: Darby 30, Salt ord. 350, I.eyland. 170, imound.erness 300,

Blackburn 400, and Lonsdale 350.1 Again, when three

1.	 J. Harland., Lancashire Lieutenancy, pt.l (Chethain Soc.
xlix), pp.2-14.
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years later the shire was ordered to supply 200 men, the

number was divided up among the hundreds in a very similar

way: Darby £12, Salford 36, Leyland. 17, Ainounderness 30,

Blackburn 39, and. Lonsdale 36.1

The proportion that any one hundred. or other division.

would be called upon. to supply would generally depend upon

the proportion of the ir' a population that resided

there. This seems to have been the case in the county

of Surrey, where in 1544 men were recruited for service

at Boulogne: on this occasion the hundred of Tand.ridge,

where the total number of able-bodied. men was stated four

years later to be 2I-6, supplied. the same sized contingent

as did the two hundreds of Kingston and. Elmbridge where

the potential soldiers numbered 237. 2 Again, rhen in

1547 men were recruited in Yorkshire for service on the

Borders, the large wapentake of Strafford. in. the West

Riding provided. more than seven times the number provided

by the tiny wapentake of Stone Cross in the same Riding.3

The size of the population of a hundred or wapentake,

nevertheless, was not the onl' factor which determined bow

1. J. flarland, op. cit. p:P.lk-l5.
2. For numbers levied in 1544, see 0. Manning and. W. Bray,

The History and Antiquities of Surrey , iii, 664.
For numbers mustered in 1548, see P.R.0. SP 10/3
ff.107a, lila.

3. P.R.0. E 101/62/34 rf.l9-22.
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many men it would be called, upon to send to the wars. It

sometimes happened that the whole man.red. of a hundred was

not available for service in the militia, because some of

its residents had been called up for service in the quasi-

feudal forces. In 1557, for example, the Lords of the

Council were informed. that certain Essex hundreds were

not able to furmiish the numbers allotted to them by reason

that diverse private personnes, having lettres to muster

and put in ared.ines there tenantes and others within thier

rules and offices, have alred.ie mustered many within the

said Eundredes". The J.P.s of that shire were therefore

ordered "to supplie the nombres that they want oute of

the Hundredes allotted to them where they sale there are

more men than are appointed to be levied in those Eundi,edes".1

* ** * * * ** * *

The distribution of the burden of military service

among the people of ng1and thus depended to a certain

extent upon geographical factors. A man's place of

residence was of considerable significance In determining

whether or not he would be called upon to serve in the

militia on a particular occasion. If men were required.

to serve against the Scots, an inhabitant of Sussex could.

be fai'r1y certain that he would not be conscripted.; and

1.	 A.P.C. 1556-8, p.162.
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the same could be said, of a Yorkshireman's being called

upon to defend the Isle of Wight, and. of a Suffolk

resident's being recruited for the Irish wars.

Section II. Individual Incidence of Militar y Service

Within any particular shire the only en who would.

nornially be called. up for service in the militia were

those who possessed. the basic qualifications for such

service. Although in 1557 Sir Joiu Salisbury i reported

to have appointed. many inhabitants of North Wales to

serve in the army "not respectinge either theire Aige

or other inipotencye, 1 it was a general rule that soldiers

had. to be of military age and. pbysically fit.

Men were liable for military service at this period

if they were over sixteen and, under sixty years of age.

Since it rarely happened, however, that he ages of

militiamen were recorded on paper, it is difficult to

say whether this regulation was always observed. Certainly,

of the 56 inhabitants of Glainorgansb.ire who were appointed

to serve in 1557 (arid, who later obtained their discharge),

tour are known to have passed their sixtieth year; the

1.	 P.R.O. Sta. Cha. br/3/19 f.2.
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majority of these men, nevertheless, were in their 20s

and 30s, and the average age was in the region of 35
ars.1

It was only natural that the younger men should. be

recruited. in preference to the more elderly, since the

former were likely to be physically fitter: the nine

"younge men. of Selby" who were described as "impotent" in

a Yorkshire muster return of 1535 were probably not typical

of the youth of England. 2 Be this as it may, th existence

of unfit men of military age led. the Crown to be ever

insistent that only those men should. be conscripted. who

were "able" or "mete to serve in the warres" or "arma

portare valentes" These formal phrases, however, were

capable of the widest possible connotation; and on some

occasions more explicit instructions were issued. In

January 1558 those responsible for levying men in the

southern shires were ordered. to 'thave spetiall regard.e

that ... the said nombers be taken of the mostëapte and.

liable men". 3 Again, in March of the same year the Earl

of Westniorland. instructed, the Derbyshire J.P.s to select

only "the most lustye, tallest, and. servyceable personages...

1. P.R.O. Sta. Cha. Li/4/29. See below, p. 82.

2. P.L0. E 101/54-9/5 f.lb. It was not usual for unfit
inei. to be listed. in muster returns.

3. P.R.0. SP 11/12 f.18b.
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and. most metest to assault and defend.e thenemy".1

In those days, when a man's call-up was not preceded

by a medical examination, it was only natural that a man

who was anxious to escape military service should eniphasise

his physical infirmities. Shakespeare's Peter Builcaif,

when required to serve in the militia, said. to the

conunissioner - "0 Lord Sir! I am a diseased man". The

recruiting officer, however, refused. to believe him, and

he was compelled to serve. 2 Likewise, to the muster

held at Halberton (Devon) in 1546 one John Barn.tield

apparently came with a similar excuse: he pleaded

disability on account of "An Ache which ... he hadd. yn

one of hys thighes". But Roger Blewett, the King's

commissioner, "wold not credit hym"; and the unfortunate

man was only able to obtain a licence to tarry at home

through the good offices of the bailiff of the hundred,

"who ... knew his seid. greff".3

Provided, therefore, that a man was neither too

old nor too young and., at the same time, was firm in

mind and body, his chances of beiflg called upon to fulfil

his military obligations by service in the militia were

1. H. C. Talbot, MS. D I. 288a.

2. 1. Shakespeare, Henry IV Part Two, Act III, scene 2.

3. P.R.0. Sta. Cha. 2/12 t.79.
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Englishman of similar physical condition and similar

geographical situation. In practice, however, this was

not so: all kinds of factors interfered with the smooth

working of a theoretical system of universal militarl

service. The first of these factors was that of social

status: there was indeed one law for the gentry and

another for the rest. This being so, from this point

onwards, the question must be discussed in relation to

two distinct classes cl society.

(a) Gentry

Although the r'le of a common soldier was beneath the

dignity of a gentleman, and although he would probably

never be called upon to play such a roLe by the commissioners

(who were sometimes his colleagues, often his friends,

and. almost always his peers), he was not therefore certain

to escape military service. He might well be appointed

to serve as a captain or petty-captain in his local

militia. These ranks, indeed, could only be held. by

gentlemen. It was always specifically stated that such

of ficers were to be "gentlemen of haviour", 1 "gentelnien of

inheritaunce, or their heires apparaunt", 2 and so forth.

1. P.LO. EP 11/12 Z.25b.

2. F.R.O. SP li/il f.75a.
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That the captain had to be a man with a "stake" in the

country that he was called, upon to defend. is seen from

an examination of two sets of royal instructJons of the

year 1557, in which the words "being inheriters" (absent

from the original drafts) have been inserted after the

word "capitaixies";' this was a qualification for leadership

specific mention of which was too important to be omitted..

In addition, the captains had. to be men who were

capable of doing good. service in war. Invariably they

were required. to be "eiq)erte" 2 or "d,iscreete and. skilfull".3

Sometimes the emphasis was laid on practical knowledge

of the arts ot war: on one occasion in 1558 it was stated

that the leaders had to be "gentlemen of ... experience".4

In practice, too, it seems to have been the tried. soldiers

who were selected for service. In 15kG, for example,

the one captain of the Dorset militia was Bartholomew

ifussey, who had lately seen much fighting while serving

as Grand Master of hodes, and who was listed as "Husey,

late of the Rodes". 5 In the same year, also, one of the

1. P.R.O. SP 15/8 tf.8ka, 86b.

2. P.R.O. SP 11/12 f.18b.

5.	 B.M. Yelverton 179 f. 136b.

4. .R.O. SP 11/12 t.92b.

5. L.P. XX1 pt.1, p.42.
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three Devon captains was that veteran warrior Sir Richard

Grenville, 1 who had. formerly held. the office of High

Marshal of Calais, "a military position of considerable

importance" 2

Among those qualified to be captains the likelihood

of any one man's being called upon to serve depended.

upon the forces of supply and demand. I! a particular

shire, which possessed a large number of potential

captains, was required to provide only a small number of

such men, the chances of any one man's being conscripted.

would. be small, and vice versa. Thus, in 1546, when

both Dorset and. Rutland were required. to provide one

captain, the c'haucea were smaller in the for&r case

than in the latter.3

While supply would remain fairly constant in most

cases, demand would tend to vary from year to year:

while the number of potential captains would not vary

greatly, the number of captains required did. vary considerably

This variation was due partly to variations in the numbers

to be provided: a potential captain resident in Cambridge-

shire was more likely to be called upon to serve in the

1. . xxi, pt.l, p.42.

2. A. L. Rowse, $ir Richard &renville, p.26.

3. . xxi, pt.l, p.k2.
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county militia in August 1545, when 400 men were levied

there, than in the following March, when only half that

number were levied. 2 But the variation was also due to

variaions in the proportion of captains to men: other

things being equal, a potential captain was more likely

to be called, upon to serve in 1544, when there was to be

one captain to every 100 men, 3 than in 1558, when there

was to be one captain to every 200 or 250 men.4

(b) Others

The likelihood of an ordinary Englishman's being

conscripted for miuitari service depended almost entirely

on the judgment- of the cQi3lr4libsioners appointed, to levy

men in his iistrict. These oLicers might or might not

be fair aud honest in their choice: the chances are that

they would not all (to borrow a phrase from the 14th century)

be 'gentz mervelouses d.e arraier".5

If the commissioners were public-spirited men, they

would naturally choose those men who were most likely to

1. L.P. xx, pt.l, 1078.

2. L.P. xxi, pt.1, p.40.

3. L.P. xix, pt.2 214.

4. P.R.0. SP 11/l f.25b.

5. Prince, The Army and Navy" (op. cit.), p.357.
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make good soldiers. There possible, it was desirable
that the men should be skilled in the use of weapons.

This, of course, was imperative in the case of hand.gunners,

but even at the end of the period they constituted. only

a minute fraction of the soldiery. It was also necessary
in the case of archers. Sir Thomas Wyatt, in his scheme

for the reform of the militia, 1 suggested that the
commissioners should always test the skill of the archers

before admitting them as soldiers: they 'ust "see all

suche as shoote with there longe bowes, shoote before them

one after another".2

In the second place, it seems that a conscientious

commissioner would., where possible, recruit soldiers from

the ranks of unmarried men. In the muster rolls of this

period bachelors were sometimes specially designated as

such, 3 as though particulafly suited for military service.
Moreover, when in 1511.8 men were being recruited. for service
on the Borders, it was specifically stated that they were

to be levied. from "su.che as be uximaried.".4 The reason

for this preference for bachelor warriors may have been that

1. See Appendix II.

2. B.M. Loan 15, Wyatt 23 r.6b.

3. E.g. "Thomas Morsse sengelnian" (P.R.0. E 101/59/10 m 3).

4. I.C.R. iv, 182.
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put forward by Wyatt. 1
 

Re maintained that married, men made

poor soldiers becau8e they

will, when. they have a while endured the
contynuall travaille and perill that is to be
suffered in an army, call righte lightly to
remembraun.ce the differrence of sleepinge under
an hedge and, in a bedd. which there wyves weare
wont tG make; Insoinuche that they have wished
themselfes to be at home in there smoky houses.
and. because suche holowe bike cannot well
keepe there owne counsaille, they faile not to
be the occasion that many another growe to be of
the same opynion; whereupon there failethe
not to followe as well daungerous perill to the
Army as dyshonour and. muche forlorne cost to
the prynce.

Thirdly, since it was part of the Crown's policy to

conscript men who were thought to be "idle", the commissioners

would probably try to recruit as many men as possible

from the ranks of the unemployed. In October 149 the

commissioners were ordered to "have speciali respect to

take suche as be idle persons and will not labour". 2 In

July 1558 the word "idle" was used to describe all non-

agricultural workers: men were to be levied in

Northamptonshire from the ranks of "artificers and. ydle

persons - and not of mowers, reapers, husbondinen, and

suchlike, by whose labours and taveill the common wealth

of this realme ys encreased". 3 This, however, was an

1. B.M. Loan 15, Wyatt 23 f. 3b.

2. P.R.O. SP 10/9 f.87a.

3. B.M. Add. MS. 25079 f.lOa.
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exceptional occasion: only a small number of men were

needed (to serve as pioneers), and, it was almost harvest-

time. Normally, soldiers would be recruited mainly from

the ranks of the small farmers no matter how much they

were needed in the fields: in 15 46 men had. been sent to

Boulogne and, had been kept there despite the fact that

"they wold, fayne be at their houses for making of their

hey and. harvest". 1 The Government would, probably have

been glad to have levied soldiers only from the ranks

of non-agricultural workers, but there would. never have

been enough of the latter to go round.

Closely related to the Government's policy of

conscripting idlers was its policy of conscripting trouble-

makers. The Qutstand.ing example of this was the forcible

d,espatch to the Scottish Border in 155 of a London Alderman,

Richard Reed, who had refused to pay a benevolence towards

the cost of the war. 2 After Eett's Rebellion the practice

became a universal one: in October 1549, when men were

levied to serve at Boulogne, the commissioners were ordered

"specially to pike out those that wer gretteet doers and

ringleaders in the late sedition and	 tLon",3 or (as they

1.	 p,R.O.SP 1/220 z.199a (. xxi, pt.l, 1122).

2. Stow, ç]?.Cit p.588b.

3. P.R.O. SP 10/9 f.87a.
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were elsewhere described) "those that were busiest in.

the rebellion". 1 The same kind of thing may have happened

in 1554 , after the defeat of Wyatt's Rebellion: in February

of that year, at any rate, Lord Gray wrote to the Queen

telling her that reinforcements were needed for the garrison

of Guisnes, and. "d.esyring to have some sold.yars, parte of

siche as were condempned to be hanged".2

It would. seem therefore that, if the commissioners

really had. the interests of the country at aeart, and if

they really carried out what was explicit and. implicit

in. the Crown's instruetions, the men that they wo1d be

most likely to conscript were those unruly, unmarried, and

unemployed men who were both able in body and. skilled. in

the arts of war. But, as such men were few and. far between,

the average soldier was probably very different fi,oa this.

It has been assumed up to this point that the

commissioners appointed. to levy soldiers were always just

and honest men. This, however, was not the case: while

most of then were probably disinterested 'public servants

who executed their commissions faithfully arid well, there

were some who were not above receiving bribes and. showing

Lay our iti sm.

1. P.R.O. SP 10/9 f.88.

2. 3. G. Nichols, Chronicle of Queen Jan (Cain. Soc. 1st
ser. xlviii), p.62.
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There were several occasions when commissioners were

accused, of accepting bribes from those who wished to "buy

their peace" and escape war service. In the spring of

154.6, for instance, when men were being recruited in

Devonshire for service at Boulogne, one Robert Daly of

Halberton, described as a man "of good. substaunce", was

one of several who paid money to the King's commissioner

for a licenee to tarry at home. 1 Again, in Wales in 1357
there was said to have been widespread bribery of this

kind: many of "the freeholders and weallthye men" of the

counties of Anglesea, Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, and

Merioneth, having been appointed, to serve in the army by

Sir John Salisbury, paid. "divers greate Somes of moneye"

to him for their discharge; 2 while, in Glamorganshire,

52 of the inhabitants selected for military service paid

sums varying from 3. 4d. to 33s. 4. to William Herbert

in order to avoid it. 3 	 If the wealthier ithabitants of

the shires were generally able to purchase exemption from

military service, as they were in these particular cases,

then it is possible that the burden of such service was

borne to an un.fairly large extent by poor men.4.

1. P.R.O. Sta. Cha. 2/12 f.79.

2. P.RO. Sta. Cha. '4/3/19 f.2.

3. P.R.O. Sta. Cha. 4/4.729 t!.3-31 . Others paid in kind..

4-.	 Cf. below, p. 157.
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As well as sparing wealthy men, the commissioners also

had. a tendency to spare their own tenants, many of whom

would live within the limits of their "divisions". Sometimes,

of course, they had. every justification for so d.oin 	 it

might happen that they needed their depend.ants for service

in their own quasi—feudal retinues? On other occasions

this kind, of favouritism appears to have had, no legal or

moral sanction. William Harford. of Crayford, one of the

ent conimissioners in 15145, was accused of levying "dyvers

8ymple and. weke persones ... levyng dyvers and many of

his tenauntes and of their servauntes (beyng apt, able,

and. strong men for the warres) at home, not onely at that

tyme (1514.51 but lykewise at dyvers other tyuiys when men

were set forth to serve the kynges majestie in. his warrea".2

Three years later this kind, of practice was expressly

forbidden by the Crown: since there had. been complaints

that, in recruitin shire forces, "suche as bath ben

commissioners for that purpose have spared their owne

teziau.ntes and the tenauntes of their frendes to tary at

home", the commissioners were instructed to have henceforward

"an indiferent eye to the appointment and allotment of your

If this sort of practice was a common one, it

1. See below, P•278.

2. P.R.O. Sta. Cha. 2/33/52 f.12.

3. P.R.O. 61' 15/3 f.56a.



follows that the tenants of the less important gentlemen

(who were not on the commission) were likely to bear a

disproportionate share of the burden of military service.

In. attempting to discover, therefore, who were the

men who served in the national levies of this period, all

the above factors must be taken into consideration. But

even when one has said that an unarr1ed man was more

likely to be conscripted than a married man, that a poor

man was more likely to be conscripted than. a rich man, and

that an ill-behaved idler was more likely to be conscripted

than a hard-working husbandman, one has not said a great

deal. In the long run, the chances of a man's being called

up for service in the militia would be governed by another

factor - the proportion of the total number of able men

resident in that particular district that was recruited..



PART TWO

UASI-PEtJDAL STSTEM
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CB.PTER I.

The Organisation of the Porces

Section r. Militar' PreDarednes

When the Crown wished. to make an inquiry into the

military preparedness of the English people, it normally

ordered both "general" and. "special" musters to be taken

throughout the realm. By' means of the former, it has been

seen, the Crown attempted to ascertain the strength of the

militia in every shire; by means of the latter it

attempted to ascertain the "power" of every gentleman of

starxd.ing in the laiid.

The purpose of these special inquiries was fully

explained in the preamble to the letters for special musters

sent out in 1539.1

albeyt that, by meane of sond.ry our commissioners
lately appoynted. for inustres thorough this our
Realme, we d.oubte not but we shal be in generall
certified. of such liable men of all sortea as be
uiete to do us service of warre, yet nevertheles...
it is thought unto us ath our counsaill requisite
that we shuld.e be particulerly and. specially

1. P.R.O. E 101/62/12 f.l (. xiv, pt.1, 712/3).
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advertised what liable men our servauntes and.
other gentlemen in every place maye make unto us
upon any warning to them geven.

And so it came about that these "lettres ... for the

special ayd.e and nombre ever gentilman woll certifie to

have of hymself ever in ared.ynes were, as Cromwell

informed the King, aetit out "Incontinent at the arryvaill
of the certificates Of the general munaters".1

The letters for special musters were not, like those

for genera]. musters, aased. wider the Great Seal, but wider

the rivy Signet. The form of these letters, though

varying slightly from year to year, remained substantially

the same throughout the perioa wider discussion, There

is, for example, little difference between that sent to

Six' Henry Willoughby in 15112 and. that sent to Nicholas

Pelbm in ].543•3 In each case the addressee was ordered

to muster his tenants, servants, and, others under his

rule and authority, find, out how many of them were able

in body, and. certify the Crown accordingly.

The recipient of such a letter would probably have

no difficulty in ascertaining which of his household

servants were potential soldiers: he would in fact know

1. 2. B. Merrimen, Life and Letters of Thomas Cromw1,
ii, 197.

2. LM.C. Mid.dleton, pp.126—?.

3. B.M. Ad.d.. MS. 33084 t.1. Cf. L.P. xviii, pt.1, 138.
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the answer to that question before it was even asked.

With his tenants and others wider his rule, however, .t

was another matter: they might dwell at the other end of

the county or even in another part of the kingdom, When,

for instance, Otho Gilbert, dwelling near Dartmouth In

Devonshir was called upon to muster his dependarits in

the spring of 1511.3, he was evidently obliged t travel the

90 miles that lay between his home and, the Wiltshire village

of Semley, where some of his tenants lived. 1 Mustering

tenants might involve other 'ff'iculties, as poor blind

Sir Richard Brereton discovered to his cost that year:

having travelled from his home at Shocklach (Cheshire)

to his manor of Worsley (Lancashire), he found to his

horror that his son had. already mustered his tenants there

and. was in open rebellion against him.2

once they had. completed the musters, the sentry drew

up their certificates and sent them to whomsoeTer bad. been

deputed to receive them. Normally, this was the King's

Secretary, but, in the case of those living in the northern

shires, they were soinetimesnt to the King's Lieutenant

there: in 1512 and. 1522 to the Ear], of Shrewsbury, 3 and. in

1.	 P.R.0. SP 1/177 f .167 (. xviii, pt.l,11-80).

2. R. Stewart-Brown, Lancashire and. Cheshire G5S8 in
Court of Star Chamber (Lanca. and. Chesh. Rec. Soc.
lxxi), p.37.

3. Rymer, o p . cit. va., pt.l, 35;	 i.i, 2412.
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15k3 to the Duke of Suffolk. 1 The only certificates which

appear to survive today are those returned by seven
Devonshire gentlemen in pursuance of the Ktng's letters

dated 31 March l5113.2

On receiving these certificates, the authorities

normally caused the information contained therein to be

copied into a large book, where it would be easily accessible

if and when the time for mobilisation came. In the book

compiled, from the returns sent in in April and May 15k3
the names of the gentry are grouped in shires, so that

anyone who might have the task of organising an army could

distribute the burden of finding men evenly throughout the

country.

Such a book, provided, that its information was kept

up to date, would be invaluable to any Government: it would

give a clear picture of the size and distribution of the

manred. that lay at the disposal of the gentry. Some of the

information recorded in the army book of 143, however,

was out of date even at the time of its compilation. The

list of Devoxi gentry, for instance, included the name of

Jobxi Gilbert, eveii though his son had pointed out in his

1. L.P. xviii p.l,.53.

2. P.R.0. SP 1/177 f.167 (L.P. xv.ii pt.l, 480); SP 1/178
t.65	 (L.P. xviii, pt.l, 5795; SP 1/244 f.129
(L.P. Rd.d. 1).
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certificate that "no man in the Countey of Devonechere ys

knowen by the name of John Gylberd, but only ... John

Gylberd. decessed.".1

Lpart from certifying the Crown of the number of their
able-bodied. d.epend.ants, the gentry were also explicitly or

iniplicitly required to ensure that these men were prepared

to serve in the armed forces of the Crown whenever occasion

arose. Beyond this, however, there was not usually any real

attempt to organise the quasi-feudal forces as potential
fighting units.

On. one occasion, nevertheless, the Crown does appear

to have taken steps to create a reserve arwy of quasi-

feudal contingents. On. 25 August 1518 letters were sent

out under the Privy Signet to certain gentlemen in whose

"fidelitie and true myn& towardes us" the King had. an

"assured trust and. confidence s , informing them that,

although the country was at peace, it was necessary "to

provide and forsee remedies against warre whan the same

shall fortune". This being so, it was "thought right,

expedient, and necessarie to depute and. assigne a good.

nombre of liable captana ... and to licence the same

to retaigne a good. and. competent nombre of our subgiettes,

1.	 P.R.O. SP 1/177 f.167 (. xviii, pt.1, Li.80).
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and the same to [bejput In aredynesse, conveniently horsed

and. harneissed, to doo unto us service ... whansoever arid.

as often as we shall require and. coinmaund.e thaym soo to doo,

wtthout d.aungler or penaltie of any statutes or ordenaunces

heretofore made against retaynours in that behalf". The

gentlemen to whom these letters were sent were ordered. to

inform the King s Secretary by All Ilailows' Day of the

number of able men, horsed and harnessed, that they could

provide, whereupon they would be given licences to retain

that number.1

The licences which were eventually issued described

in great detail the methods by which the retainers were

to be recruited and. organised.. 2 The recipient of the

licence (hereinafter referred to as the licensee) was to

levy his men from three main classes of people: his own

tenants, those living on lands which were with.In his rule

or oUice, and. any other men who were willing to serve

and who were not the dependants of another licensee.

The recruits were to be equipped with uniform and

armour. The King informed the licensees that each man was

to receive "a Jaquet of our colours with our cognisaunce

and. yours N , together with a complete set of alinain harness.

In this apparel the men were to muster once or twice a

1. U.M.C. Middleton, pp.13l-2.

2. P.R.0. E l0l/9/5 (L.P. x, 1072) . For the dating of
this MS., see Appendix V.
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year before their captain or his deputy, who would.

proceed to "vieu and. revieu" them. Nevertheless, the
company wa not required to undergo any training: perhaps

it was thought that the recent Act fcr the Maintenance

of Archers bad ensured that all able-bodied men would

practise regularly in the butts.

While little is known about this scheme beyond. the

fact of its proposed. implementation, a great deal is known

about a not altogether dissimilar system of armed retinues

which caine into being some thirty years later. On 26

February 1551 the Privy Council debated1

wheather it were convenyent Ethatj the Kinges
Majestie shulde have a nombre of inen-of-arnies
in ord.ynarie, as well for the suertie of his
Majesties parson as for the staie of the unquiet
subjectes, and for other services in all eventes;
which aftre long disputacion was thought and.
concluded. upon as a thing very nece8sarie.

The men-at-arms were to be raised. by certain

magnates from the ranks of their own dependants, they

were to be paid quarterly, and they were to be mustered.

periodically before the ing. One such muster, held in

Hyde Park on 7 December 1551, was mentioned. by Edward

himself in the pages of his Journal:2

1. A.P.C. 1550-2, p.225.

2. J. G. Nichols, Literary Remains of King Edward VI, ii,
375.
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I saw the musters of the new band. [or3 men
of armes, 100 of my lord treasaurours, 100
of Northumberland, 100 Northampton, 50
Huntington, 50 Rutland, 120 of Penbroke,
50 Darcy, 50 Cobham, 100 sir Thomas Cheiney..

Later, in describing the scene to Barnaby FitzPatrick, the

King remarked that such an assembly of horsemen had. never

been seen before.1

Some months afterwards, on 16 May 1552, another great

muster of the "gendarmery" was held in Greenwich Park:

on this occasion, according to one eye-witness, the men

had '1ther cottes in brod.ery of yche lords colera" - a

clear indication of the quasi-feudal character of these

contingents. 2 And although it was ordained. at this time

that similar musters were to be taken at three-monthly

intervals, 3 there is no record of any further assemblies

of horsemen; in October, indeed, it was decided to break

up the bands for the sake of economy.4

The farsighted.ness which the Crown appears to have

displayed in 1518 and 1551, when it took steps to ensure

that it would be well supplied with squadrons of cavalry in

the event of war, is matched by that of certain private

1. J. 0. Halli'well, Letters of the Kings of England,
ii, 51-2.

2. J. G. Nichols The Diary of Henry iachyn (Cain. Soc.
1st ser. ii5, p.18.

3. Cal. S. P. Span. 1550-2, p.525.

.	 Ibid. p.579.
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individuals who, on their own initiative, took steps to

ensure that they would be well supplied with men and

equipment for their retinues in the event of war. The

way in which they did this was to cause military clauses

to be inserted in the indentures by which they leased their

lands. These clauses generally bound the tenants to serve

(in person or by deputy) in any contingents which their

lords should send. to the King's wars and, to provide

equipment for this purpose.

All the known military leases dating from the period

under discussion are listed in the following table:'

Date of iNo. of INane of Lessor	 ILocation b

1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

17/11/18
5/1/23
1/3/26
7/6/29
24/9/38
14/3/39
11/8/41
8/9/42
10/10/45
20/12/4-7
31/12/4-8
6/5/50
11/6/50
30/11/50
22/4/53
19/10/55

Thos. Hesketh	 Lancs.
Rd. Leftwich	 Chesh.
m., lord Sand,ys N'hants.
Rd. Catesby	 Warw.
Sir Nic. Strelley Yorks.

do.	 do.
do.	 do.

Archbp. Cranmer Ealop.

Jn. Danyell	 Lancs.

fly. Babyngton	 Leics.
Thos. Babyngton Derby
Ralph Egerton	 Staffs.

do.	 Chesh.
do.	 Staffs.

Sir Nic. Strelley Yorks.

do.	 do.

vided Term
Man

- Life

1

3
	 40

1	 20
1	 21
1	 21

30
1	 40
1 Life

20
1	 21
1	 21
1	 21
1 Life
1
	

26

1
	

21

I.	 Cat. Anc. Deeds, A 13134, 13470; C 7221, 7227, 7483,
7491, 7578-80, 7613, 7642, 7672-3, 7679, 7684, 7687,
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These leases, it will be seen, do not include any

from the four northernmost shires of England. The reason

for this is not that no military clauses have been found

in north country leases, but that instances of them are

too numerous to mention; it is common knowledge that in

the Border counties the performance of military services

was one of the recognised conditions of land-holding.1

This tenuria. obligation was well described by one Alayn

Buntyng of Casterbirdge (Cumberland), who maintained that,

according to "the Costoine of the Countree called Tenauht

right", the tenant "Shal1belLat) all tynies red.y sufficiently

apayreld. and arrayed boith. in hors and. harnes mete ffor

the warre whensoever the lord, or lord.es d.00 call apon

theyme to d.00 the kynges servyce eyenst his enmyes the

Scottes". 2 In view of this, the imposition of such

obligations on tenants in. other shires may perhaps be

looked upon as an extension southwards of the custom of

Tenant Right.

The list of leases tabulated above, though not an

exhaustive one, does seem to indicate that, the further

south one travelled, the less was the likelihood of

775Ll. C.C.L. Reg. U f.60; P.R.O. C 1/892 f.6; L.R.O.
DDHe 6/8. In. the table, "hor." denotes horse and "har."
denotes harness.

1. See,	 H. H. Tawney, he Agrarian Problem in the
Sixteenth Century, p.190.

2. P.R.O. C 1/727 f12.
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finding tenurial obligations defined in this way. Indeed,

in all the leases that were enrolled in the county of

Devon in pursuance of the Statute of 27 Henry VIII, there

does not appear to have been one military c1au8e. This

may be a reflection of the fact that, the further away

a man's place of residence was from the turbulent Scottish

Border, the smaller were the chances of his being called

upon to recruit his tenants for the wars.

The table of military leases is interesting from

a chronological as well as a geographical point of view.

It may not be merely coincidental that 1526, the year in

which the Northamptonshire manors of Steane and. Hinton

were leased to one Fulk Barker on condition that he was

"to fynde to •.. lord Sand.es thre Able men in harnes and

to paye foure poinde to horse them with to serve the kyng

in warre", 2 was also the year in which Lord San&ys was

appointed Captain of Guisnes. 3 The significance of this

appointment, when viewed from this angle, is that it

carried with it the occasional duty o.k.. raising troops for

the garrison: in March 1528 , for example, Sandys was

ordered to levy as many horsemen as he could from the ranks

1. Devon R.O. Catalogue of Enrolled Deeds, comp. 3. C.
Tingey.

2. P.R.O. 0 1/892 f.6.

3. D.N.B.
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of his tenants and. others; and. on this occasion he, who

six months before had. informed. Wolsey that he could not

levy "past x able men besides my howshold. servauntes",1

was able to Deport that he could provide 60 horsemen.2

Is it not possible that this improvement was due to the

fact that in the meantime Sand.ys, mind.fu]. of his increased

military obligations, had taken steps to enforce those

of his tenants?

While in 1526 the prospect of military service was

such a remote one for most Englishmen that considerations

of military preparedness would not have affected their

relations with their tenants, the case was very different

ten years later. The raising of an army In 1536 obliged

many gentlemen, perhaps for the first time, to call upon

their tenants to serve the King in their retinues, and

some may have experienced difficulties in this connection.3

Thus it is not surprising to discover that the vast

majority of the military leases listed. above were drawn

up in the two decades after the Pilgrimage of Grace -

a perioc in which Crown and. people became increasingly

aware of the necessity for military preparedness.

1. P.R.0. SP 1/2k f.130a (L.P. iii, 2238). In L.P. the
number of men is wrongly given as 20.

2. . iv, L.058.

3. Cf. below, p. 284.
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In Septeniber 1542, it has been recorded, Archbishop

Cranxner leased the Shropshire manor of Stoke St. Milborough

to John Sandiord. on condition that the latter "in every

tynie of warre ... shall fynde or sett .forthe to or for

the said.e Archebusshop ... one suffycyent and. able man

and. an horse or geldyng with A payer of Almayn Reyvettes,

A bowe, A sheff of Arrowes, Sworde, and. d.aggar at thonly

propre costes and charges of the saide John') The

presence of this clause may be partly explained. by the

fact that, at the time when this indenture was drawn up,

military matters were very much in the Archbishop's

thoughts; only a few weeks previously he had been

ordered. to prepare men for service against the Scots.

On this occasion, moreover, it seems that he had been

unable to raise his required. number on his own lands,

for he had. been obliged to ask the Dean and Chapter of

Canterbury to help him with men.2

Then, however, there was little prospect of war,

it would seem that the ordinary English landowner, who

was not, like Lord Sand.ys, the holder of an important

military post, was not very mindful of the need for

military preparedness. Except when the Crown became

1. C.C.L. Reg. U f.60.

2. Ibid. f.7a.
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concerned about the strength of the quasi-feudal forces

and. ordered special musters to be taken, it is probable

that most landowners were content to forget about the

important part that they had to play iii the military

organisation of the kingdom.

Be this as it may, there must have been many

gentlemen who, though apathetic about military preparedness,

were yet the possessors of considerable quantities of

military equipment. These private arsenals might be

merely collections of arms and armour that had been left

over from some previous campaign. Such, for example,

was the miscellaneous assortment of implements that was

evidently scattered through the house of John Trevelyan

at Whalesborough (Cornwall) in. March l5: sallets, jacks,
and, splints in the "grene chamber"; bows in the "chamber

for spynnyng"; and arrows in the "grett chamber".1

Some private collections of arms and armour, however,

were kept in well-ordered armouries. It was in such a

room that Thomas Cromwell kept the "store of harneys and.

wepens" which so greatly impressed. the French Ambassador

in February 1539. This arinoury, as Cromwell was not

unnaturally eager to point out to the envoy of a potentially

hostile power, was not unique: indeed, it was matched

1.	 J. P. Collier, Trevelyan Papers, pt.1 (Cain. Soc.
1st ser. 1xvii)pp.l84-7.
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by "other particular arxnaryes of the lordes and gentilinen
of this Roy auline	 Some lords and. gentlemen even

employed paid officials to look after their arluouries:

the Earl of Rutland, for instance, in this same year

(1539) was paying 7. 6. a quarter to his "Armerer",

Nichla8 Bentley;2 while Sir Henry illoughby (in the

1520s) and Sir William Petre (in the 1550s) each kept an

armourer in his household at a quarterly fee of 6. 8d..a

From the foregoing it wil]. be seen that the quasi-

feudal "system" of military preparedness, if such it

may be called, was a very haphazard affair. The system,

indeed, was universal only in those years when the Crown

took steps to see that it was so, and. permanent only in

those regions where an individual landowner chose to

maintain it. Thus it is perhaps only by a stretch of the

imagination that a section on "Military Preparedness" can

be thought to deserve a place in a chapter on "The

Organisation of the Forces".

1. Merriman, op. cit. ii, 177.

2. R.M.C. Rutland., iv, p.299.

3. N.U.L. Mid.d.leton MSS.Aect. of John Levissey f.30a (1523)
E.R.O. D/DP Z 14/1 f.4 (1553-4).
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Section II. Military Service

The first stage in the mobilisation of an army was

the compilation of a book containing the names of all

those who were to supply the men, together with the number

that each was to send. Although, in the case of armies

against the Scots, this task might be deputed to the

King's Lieutenant in the North, it generally fell on the

King's chief adviser.

In 1521, for example, when the King decided to send.

an expeditionary force to aid the Emperor against the

French, he asked Wolsey to make the necessary arrangements.1

The latter imediately set to work, and. was soon able to

report that he had "divisid a boke conteynyng the nombre

of six thousand archiers with their capitayns and the

names of the persons by whonie the said. archers shal be

prepared and. put in Redynes". 2 Fortunately, this book

is still in existence, and. an examination of its contents

provides one with information about the early staes of

the process of mobilisation.

The book is divided into five main sections. The

first contains the names of those chosen to be captains

1. State Papers, Henry VIII, i, 23.

2. P.R.0. SP 1/22 f.276 (. iii, l-53).
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and. the number of archers that each was to provide. The

second and. longest section contains the nazies, by counties,

of all other individuals who were to "make" men, but who

were not to serve in person; here again, the number that

each was to send was recorded. The third and. fourth are

lists of boroughs and ecciesiastics, and, the numbers that

they had. to provide. The last part of the book contains

another list of the men appointed to be captains, this time

with the number that each was to coiinand)

Once a book of this kind, had. been compiled, the Crown

was in a position to send out letters to those naned

therein, ordering them to prepare their allotted numbers

by a certain day. Sometimes, too, the addressees were

instructed. to ascertain the King in writing of their

"conformab1e mynd.e herin" by a definite date (as in 151k);2

though of course such a clause was omitted on those

occasions when there was need. for hasty mobilisation (as

in 1536), or when the Crown had. already ascertained. the

strength of the quasi-feudal forces by means of special

musters, (as in 1544).

When the letters bad. been dated, addressed, and. stamped

1. B.M. Otho E XI ff.34-40.

2. P.R.0. E 101/56110 ff . 54 , 81, 90, 93, 106 (. i,
p.1518).
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with the King's sign-manual, they were handed to messengers

or pursuivants for delivery. These men do not always

seem to have been as efficient in the execution of their

duties as they ought to have been: there are several

cases of letters taking an inordinately long time to reach

their destinations, with the result that the whole

machihery of military organisation was thrown out of gear.

One William Jentyilman "prcyvaunte alias messynger" did.

not deliver a letter dated 15 December 1513 to its

addressee, Sir Miles Bush of Hougham (Lincolnshire),

until the 26th of the following month; this left the

latter only five days in which to prepare 25 men and.

certify the Crown accordingly. 1 That this letter was

unduly late in arriving is indicated by the fact that
the Mayor of Gloucester received his letter of the same

date on New Year's

The late arrival of a letter sent to the Archbishop of

Canterbury in 1522 had. more serious consequences than

this. This letter, dated 9 April, ordered. the Archbishop

to set forward 50 men by the end. of the month; but, as

it did. not arrive until the evening of the 22nd, there

was nothing that he could do but write to Wolsey to tell

1. P.R.0. B 101/56/10 f.5 (. 1, p.1518).

2. Ibid. f.116 (L.P. 1, pp.1518-9).
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him that he was "right sory" not to be able to accomplish

the King's request "bi reason of the late receyvyng of

those letters, and. for Lakke of tyme sufficient". There

seems, however, to have been no good. reason for this

delay: Otford, the Archbishop's residence, is only about

25 miles as the crow flies from Richmond, where the letter

was d.espatched.; and, as the Primate pointed out, many

men in his district had received their letters long

before •

Perhaps it was the inefficiency of messengers which

led. the Crown, in the 1530s and, later, to cause such

letters to be delivered to their destinations by the

sheriffs. In 1542 and. 1544, for instance, the sheriff

of essex received batches of signet letters for delivery

to the gentry of his shire. 2 Again, in 1557 "the

Shirieffes of all su.che shires wherein any force is

appointed to be levied" were sent "the lettres addressed

from her Majestie to the gentlemen ... appointed to levye

force and attende upon her", and, were ordered to cause

them "to be delyvered with speade". 3 The sheriffs,

indeed, appear to have found this rather a burdensome task:

1. P.R.0. SP- 1/24 f.93 (. iii, 2192).

2. L.P. xvii, p.482; xix, pt.1, 440.

3. .A.P.C. 1556-8, p.140.
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in 1536, at the time of the Pilgrimage of Grace, for

example, the sheriff of Sussex reported. that he was so

weary "with ryclyng to serve the kyng in delyveryng hys

graces letters" that he could scarcely sit on a horse?

But though the task was an onerous one, it was not a very

honourable one: the sheriff, who was still the official

commander of the shire militia, had a very insignificant

part to play in the quasi-feudal military organisation of

the country. He was, one might say, merely the "telegraph

boy" of the Tudor Monarchy.

Although it was the normal practice for the gentry

of southern England to receive their instructions direct

from the Crown, this was not the case with the gentry d

the north parts. They were instructed and authorised.

to raise men by letters under the Privy Signet, it is

true, but these letters were not ad.d.ressed. to them by

the King's Secretary; they were sent out by the King's

Lieutenant in the North Parts, or, after its creation in

1537, by the King's Council in the North. While the

Lieutenants, it seems, were usually sent blank forms of

Signet Letters, which they filled up and. eet out to the

gentlemen residing within the limits of their conunission,2

1. P.R.0. SP 1/108 £.57 (. xi, 707).

2. See	 ., letter to the Earl of Shrewsbury in 1522
(&.• iii, 2412).
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the Council in the North possessed its own replica of the

King's $ignet.1

The recipients of the royal demands for men would

normally be required to have their contingents ready by

a certain date, the proximity of which would of course

be determined by the urgency of the situation. In October

1536, at the tiuieof the Lincoinshire Rebellion, there

was only a margin of nine days between the date of

despatch of the King's letters and. the date appointed

for the assemblihg of the army at Ampthull: 2 this meant

that the gentlemen had to act very quickly, but it appears

that "the gentylmen for the moste parte ..., notwithstond.yng

ther shorte tyme, used ther ernest endevours in sutche

barty wise" that they were able to do as they were bidden.3

In December 1513, on the other hand, when the Government

was in a position to make leisurely plans for the raising

of an army, letters were sent out to the gentry about

three months before the projected formation of the same

army.4

In Edward Vi's reign, whenever men were required for

1. Reid, op. cit., p.149.

2. L.P. xi, 579, 637.

3. P.R.0. SP 1/108 Z.116a (L.P. xi, 727).

4. P.R.O. E 101/56/10 ff.54, 81, etc. (L.P. 1, p.1518).
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service agains the Scots, it seems that there was an

attempt to keep a definite margin of about 40 days between

the date of the d.espatcb. of a su.minons and the date of the

assembly of an army. The letters dated 14 July 1547
stipulated that the men had to reach Newcastle by 24

August; 1 and, those dated 30 Tune 15 49 ordained that the

men had. to be on the Borders by 10 August. 2 Moreover,

when in 1547 the Duke of' Somerset wrote to the Earl of

Sbrewsbury ordering him to be at Newcastle 26 days after

the despatch of the letter, he apologised. becalD.se "the

space and, tyme to you geven is so short".3

The speed. with which a gentleman could. raise and

equip a contingent for the war would deperii largely on

the greatness of the distance between him and. the tenants,

servants, and, other depend.ants from whom he woi1d. recruit

his soldiers. In some cases the distance was very great

indeed. On 8 May 1522, for example, when Sir William

Sandys, then at Calais, received a signet letter dated

3 May ordering him to raise 200 men from his d.epen.d.ants

and send. theu to Dover by the 25th of the month, he was

1. B.M. Earl. 6986 f.17; Add.. MS. 33137 1.7.

2. P.R.0. SP 15/3 1,105.

3. H.C. Talbot MS. B p.1.
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obliged to point out to Wolsey that this would. involve

"greate tract of tyme" in view of the fact that he was

in France and, that "thesse CC men must be levied in Ingland".

Most of the recipients of such letters, however, were

probably nearer home at the time of their receipt. In.

April 1522, for instance 1 Archbishop Warham was just

sitting down to supper in his manor-house at Otford. when

the long overdue letters arrived to upset his composure;

but even though he was at home he was still a long way

from his nearest available tenants at Charing and

Canterbury. 2 This, indeed, must often have been the case

with those landlords whose estates lay scattered throughout

several shires. Bow long did it take the Duke of

Bu.ckingbam, for example, to levy the contingent of 550

soldiers which served in the Middleward. of the Royal

Army against Prance in 1513, and. which had been drawn

from eighteen different counties? 3 How much more

fortunate was the Earl of Wiltshire, who in 151k was able

1. P.R.0. SI' 1/2k f.130 (L.P. iii, 2238).

2. Ibid. f.93 (L.P. iii, 2192).

3. P.R.O. E 101/56/25 U. 87-90 . 550 was the number of
those who returned home in the autumn: the nu.inber
originally sent was probably larger.
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to recruit a retinue nearly twice as large in three

counties

Great noblemen such as these would naturally have had.

plenty of agents upon whom could be placed much of the

administrative burden of mobilisation. In 15 42 the Earl

of Shrewsbury was able to leave much of the work of

raising men for service against the Soota to his "right

het,tely buoyed. frende John Scudamore esquier", who was

hi "officer" in several of his lord.ships.

Even a comparatively small landlord like Sir Adrian

Fortescte seems to have delegated his duties to his bailiff,

John Heywood, when in 1523 he was called upon to recruit

a contingent £ or the wars. 3 Again, 21 years later, when

another great army was prepared for service against the

French, George Cornwall appears to have used his "trusty

servant" Richard. Capull in a similar rle.4

1. P.B.O. BP 1/230 1.116 (L.P. 1, 2727). These me in
fact were iiever sent, because the proposed. "army
by land" of l511l did not materialise.

2. B.M. Add.. MS. 11042 1.93 (L.P. xvii, 794).

3	 L.P. iii, 3148.

4. P.E.0. SP 1/188 1.24 (. xix, pt.1, 608).
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Raving selected his men and having provided them

with arms, armour, and. uniform, 1 the final task of the

supplier was to ensure that his men reached the place

api oint ed for the muster of the army by the appointed day.

And, then, unless he himself had. been ordered. to serve in

person as captain or petty-captain, his responsibilities

were at an end.. His contingent was absorbed. into the

ranks of the royal army and. became part of a military

orgaruisation which lies outside the scope oZ the present

study.

1. For the provision of eq,uipment, see Part Three,
Chapter II.
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CEAPTER II

The Suppliers of Soldiers

It was seen in the last chapter that, whenever the

Crown wished to raise an army on a quasi-feudal basis,

it sent out letters to certain men ordering them to prepare

soldiers for the wars. It is the purpose of the present

chapter to discover who these men were and why they were

chosen, bow many soldiers they provided and upon what

occasions.

The first factor which determined whether or not a

man would receive an order to prepare soldiers was

geographical. Generally speaking, the likelihood of a

man's being called upon to supply soldiers for a particular

army was directly dependent upon the proximity of his

dwelling-place to the assembly-point of that army. This

was particularly so on those occasions when the Crown

had to raise men in a great hurry. In ru1y 159, for

example, when the King's person was thought to be in

danger, the lords and gentlemen of only seven shires

(viz. Berkshire, Buckingbamshire, Essex, Bertfordshire,

Middlesex, Surrey, and Sussex) were called upon to send
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men to Windsor. 1 In 1544, on the other hand, when

lengthy preparations culminated in the despatch of an

army into prance, residents of all shires south of the

rent except Cornwall were ordered to supply soldiers.2

The relative unimportance of the geographical factor

in the distribution of the burden of supplying soldiers

to the army in 1544, however, was due not only to the

fact that there was plenty of time for niobilisation, but

also to the fact that the total number of men required

was a large one. In order to avoid depriving a small area

of its able-bodied male population, the Crown cast its

recruiting net as wide as possible. In 1543, on the other

hand, when a small army had been raised for service in

Flanders, the only men called upon to contribute soldiers

to that part of it which embarked at Dover were those

dwelling in Hampshire, Rertfordshire, Kent, iLiddlesex,

Oxfordshire, Surrey, and. Sussex; while the soldiers

who embarked at Mald.on were drawn only from the counties

of Essex, Suffolk, and. Cambridge.3

Then the Crown had decided into which parts of the

1. P.R.O. SP 10/8 ff.2-5.

2. L.P. xix, pt.1, 274-6.

3. . xviii, pt.1, 832.
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country its demands for men should be sent, it then had.

to decide to whom these demands shou.ld. be  addressed. It

had. to draw up a list of all those who were "of power

and substance to make men"? In this list would appear

the names of all sorts ana. conditions of men - o great

noblemen and small squires, of peace-loving bishops and.

war-loving knights, of worldly merchants and pious monk8.

But, in order to clarify the picture, this heterogeneous

"powerful" class ias been sub-divided into two groups.

Section I. The Gentr'

A "powerful" man was one who had. tenants on his lands

and. servants in his household. Theoretically all such

men, and. only such men, would receive letters for special

musters2 whenever the Crown sent them out; but, as the

Crown's knowledge of such matters was never perfect, it

might send. letters to some who were not "powerful",

while omitting to send. them to some who were.

Who then were the men whom the Crown deemed "of power

to make men"?	 Who were the actual recipients of letters

1. This phrase occurs in the instructions given to Surrey
in 1522 (P.R.O. SP £1.9/i f.].kCb - L.P. iii, 24.12).

2. See above, P.85.
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for special musters? In 1539, according to Cromwell,
"every gentilman R in the realm was sent one; 1 but how

Cromwell defined a "gentilnian" it is impossible to say,

since the names of those called upon that year do not

survive. Nevertheless, the names of those to whom

letters for special musters were sent four years later do

survive, and. from an examination of them it is possible

to discover who were (or who were thought to be) the

"powerful" men in England at that time.

In 1543 there were, for instance, 44 knights, esquires,

and gentlemen of the county of Buckingham among those

in receipt of letters t or special musters. 2 What led

those in authority to believe that these 44 men were

the (only) "powerful men in Buckinghainshire? Was the

Crown so familiar with the social structure of that shire

that it knew automatically who were and who were not

able to "make" men? The answer to the latter question

must be in the negative; for while the name of a big

landowner who was also a knight and, a J.P. would be well-

known in Court circles, that of a small landowner without

office or title would not be well-known outside the limits

1. Merriman, op. cit. ii, 197.

2. For a complete list of their names, together with
other information, see ppendix III.
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of his own immediate neighbourhood. It would be very

difficult for the organiser of an army to overlook Sir

Robert Dormer or Sir Ralph Verney, but it would be very

easy for him to overlook John Rufford of Edlesborough

or Thomas Woodford. of Burn.bam.

The Crown, indeed, must have had. some source of

information other than the memory or imagination of its

principal advisers. It may have obtained details about

local gentry from the sheriff or the custos rotuloruin

of the shire. It may have gathered information about

landed. wealth from the returns of subsidy commissioners,

despite the inaccuracy of the assessments. It may have

extracted the nanes of gentlemen with household servants

from the certificales of the commissioners of general

musters, which were almost invariably taken immediately

before the taking of special musters. 1 But although the

Crown may have made use of all these sources, it seems

that it relied to a large extent on mere guesswork; how

else can one account for the fact tha a letter was sent

to one man who had. been dead for two years, and. to another

who (so it transpired) had. neither lands nor offices.2

1. See above, p. 8.

2. There is evidence that, in all, letters were sent to
13 dead. men and. 3 other non-existent men this year
(&.:.• xix, pt.l 273).
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The Crown's list of names may be criticized, not only

because it contains the names of men who were not able

to prepare soldiers, but also because it excludes those

of men who were well able to do so. Among the Buckingliam-

shire gentry not written to in 1543 were four of the 23

resident J.P.s of the shire, including George Bulstrod.e,

lord. of the manors of Chalvey and. Berkin-in-Horton, who

was a man of considerable landed. wealth. 1 Buistrode,

indeed., was a much bigger landowner than many of those

deemed "powerful" in 1543, eleven of whom apparently

owned no lands at all in the county. Nevertheless, it

must be remembered that, of these eleven, three were

lessees of royal manors (who might thereby have the leading

of considerable numbers of the ing'a tenants) and. one

had. lands just over the border in Berkshire.

Apart from these eleven, there were seven men in the

list of 1543 whose lands were apparently only worth £20

or less per annum. This fact is of some significance when

it is realised that a man like John Eainpden of Dunton,

whose lands were worth more than £30 per annum, should

have escaped a summons. This oversight, however, may

have been due to his being confused with his namesake coizain

1. ifis lands in all England were assessed at £60 in
1522 (Bod. e 187 f. 112b).
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of Great Hampd.en, whose name does appear on the list.

Not all those who had been ordered. to prepare

soldiers, on this as on other occasions, were eventually

ordered. to send. a contingent to the wars. Of the 114

Buckinghamshire gentry to whom letters for special musters

were sent in 1511.3, only thirteen were called, upon to

contribute soldiers to the great army that crossed to

France in the following year - two of them providing men

to serve in the Battle, and the rest to serve In the

Rearguard.)'

How were these unlucky thirteen selected? Two, Sir

Edmund Peckham and Richard Greenway, were automatically

chosen because, as officers of the Royal Household, they

were bound to accompany the King with a retinue of men

whenever be went to war in person. The remaining eleven,

however, cannot be so readily categorized: all possible

explanations of their selection seem to be invalid. It

might be thought, for example, that they were the

wealthiest men in the shire; but, although the list

includes the name of Sir Robert Dormer, it also includes

that of Richard Willoughby of Stoke Gold.ington, while

1. L.P. xix, pt.l, 275-6. In addition, Ralph and. Nicholas
flfard, whose names were not in the 1511-3 list, were
ordered to supply men.
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excluding that of Sir Ralph Verney. Thus one can only

conclude that there is no real explanation of the Crown's

choice: perhaps it was a question of drawing lots.

In coasta] shires, however, there was a factor which
may have influenced the Crown's choice of suppliers: this

was the proximity of a gentleman's property to the sea.
It may be of some significance that in 1544 neither Otho

Gilbert, who had, referred in his certificate to "hys inancon
places ad.jonyng Torre baye",1 nor Richard Coffin, who had
described himself as '4d.wellyng at Portelynche ... within

haiffe a quarter of a mile to the see" and who had, stated
that all lila able-bodied tenants and servants lived within
a mile of the sea, 2 was called upon to send men to the wars.

Their claim to exemption (for such. in effect it was) was
no new one: thirty years previously another Devonshire

gentleman, Robert Gary, had as]e to be discharged of the

duty of fi.ding a numbe of men so that he could keep them

at home in readiness to defend the coast.3

Then the Crown had. decided who should be called upon

to send men to the wars, it had to decide how many each

	

1.	 P.R.O. SP 1/177 f.167 (. xviii, pt.1, 480).

2e P.R.0. SP 1/244 fl29 (L.P. Md.. 1589).

	

3.	 &Li • Add.. 115.
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should send. In 15'i4 this decision was not a difficult

one to make: the special musters of the previous year

had, provided the Crown with details of the "power" of

almost every gentleman of standing in the country. The

Crown knew, for example, that it could cal]. upon Sir Edmund

Peckbam to provide anything up to twelve dozen men (he

eventually provided Ui) and. upon Richard. Willoughby to

provide no more than two (which was the number that he

eventually did. provide). 1 Likewise, in 1523, when the

King's Lieutenant in the North Parts was raising an. army

for service against the Scots, he had. no difficulty in

allotting numbers to the gentry, because special musters

had been taken in the previous year. To Adam Hulton, for

example, he sent a signet letter ordering him to "have

redy ... the nombre 01' xlij personnes", this being the

number which he had. certified. that he could "make". 2 Again,

in. 1521, when Wolsey had. to draw up a list of those "nieate

to make men" together with the numbers that they could

provide, 3 he could make use of the certificates returned

in pursuance of the letters for special musters that he had

1. . xix, pt.l, 275-6. Cf. Appendix III.

2. L.R.O. DDHu 3/ll.

3. State Papers Henry VIII, i, 23.
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sent out three years betore)

Although in these years the Crown could obtain

information about the numerical strength of the quasi-feudal

forces from the returns of recently taken special musters,

there were other years when it had. to raise nierj. without

any such source of information. In 1528, for instance,

when Lord. Sand.ys (acting on behalf of the Crown) sent out

signet letters to various men ordering them to supply

soldiers for the wars, he had no definite knowledge of the

number of soldiers that each was able to provide, and. bad.

to rely merely on his "simple estimacon". 2 This, too,

was what other organisers of armies had. to rely upon in

other years when definite information was lacking. In 1536

it was probably Cromwell's "simple estimacon" which

determined the number that each gentleman should send

against the rebels, since there was no time for the taking

of special musters. On. this occasion, it seems, Cromwell

under-estimated, the strength of many gentlemen, for, as

the Earl of Surrey informed his father, they bad. "d.obled"

or "trebled" the numbers that they had. been appointed to

supply.3

1. See above, P. 89-90.

2. P.R.0. SP 1/4.7 f.24.Ob (L.P. iv, 4199).

3. P.R.O. SP 1/108 t.116 (. xi, 727).
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When the Crown had. no information about the resources
of those ordered to supply men, however, it was more likely
to over-estimate than to under-estimate the number that
each should. provide. In l51 L , for instance, the earl or

Surrey (the Lather of the above-mentioned Earl) informed Sir

John Daunce that "wher/as Sir Stephen Bull was writton to by

the kinges grace for L men ..., he hath certyfled. ... tb.at
he can make but XXV"; 1 arid Sir Wistan Browne, who had been

"apoynted. in the boke to fynd. C men", had "ben betore the
lord.es off the consell, who be content that he shall fynd.e

but	 Again, in 15 L1.2 a Kentish gentleman named. Wailer,

who had been ordered to provide more men than he could. make,
.
was instructed to "write to the hole counsail Uto tell themi

what he can. furnishe" in order that they might discharge

him of part ot his number.3

In these cases it is of course possible that the

recipients of royal demands were deliberately under-estimating

the numbers that they could. provide. This possibility must

also be borne in mind, when one considers the numbers certified.

in the special muster returns of 1543: it is, for exaxuple,

extraordinary that a big landowner like Thomas Giffard. of

1. P.R.0. K 101/56/10 f.67 (. 1, p.1518).

2. Ibi4 f.69 (L.P. i., p.1518).

.	 B.M. Hail. 283 f.166 (L.P. xvii, 641).
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Pwyford should only have been able to provide five men.1

Just as their eagerness to minimise their contributions of

money to the State led the English people to under-estimate

the value of their lands and goods, so too their eagerness

to minimise their contributions of men to the State led

theni to under-esttinate the number of their able-bodied

dependents.	 This state of affairs seems to have been

fully appreciated by the Duke of Norfolk, who told Wolsey

in 1525 that many of those who were to be ordered to provide

numbers of men "woll make excuse that they bee not Able to

fynde so many". 2	It was at this time, uioreover, that Sir

William Heron, a Northumberland knight, stated that he could

only provide sixteen men for the wars, "which nombre",

wrote William Prandin and others to Wolsey, "we thinke

verrey smale considering his power and auctorite, And.

Ewe thinkej that he might serve your grace moche better

yf he wold. extend his will to his power."3

It was probably in order to deal with this problem

that, on some occasion in Henry Viii's reign, the Government

planned to d.istribtite the burden of supplying soldiers among

1. See Appendix III.

2. P.R.O. SP 1/34 Z.162 (L.P. iv, 1292).

3. B.M. Calig. B I £f.k3-4 (. iv, 1289).
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the gentry strictly in accordance with their wealth. The

scale of charges which was devised at that time is still

in existence, thanks to the diligence of Sir Robert Cotton.1

Cotton himself, in his draft history of the English Army,

when writing about the raising of forces under Henry VIII,

says: "A proporcion I have at that time drawne (whether

acted or not uncerteine) for an A.rmy Royall to attend. Henry

8 into Fraunce, in which, on all subjectes from '4-000 ii.

Land. or fLees to 20 11. in. good.es, a proporcion. is sett to

Linde for the Kings service proporcions of men". 2 It is

possible that this scheme dates from the year 1539, when

Cromwell's memoranda included a reference to "A devise for

defence of the realnie in tynie of envasion, and for every

man to contribute according to his behavor". 3 Moreover,

it was in this year that John Marshall, on receiving an

order to prepare four soldiers, wrote to Cromwell in these

words: "my lawrde, the kynges graces Consell ys mysinformyd

of me, for my 1ondes ys but ffourty markes a yere Clere,

and other men that inaye dyspend thyse my londes fynd. no mo

than Idow

1. B.M. Otho E XI L.20	 . For details, see Appendix VI.

2. B.M. Julius C IV L.2L1.a (printed with alterations in
F. Grose,Military Antiquities, i, 74-).

3. P.R.0. E36/14.3 p.l29 (L.P.xiv, pt.l, 655).

4..	 P.R.0. $P 1/150 L.187b (. xiv, pt.l, 839).
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Just as there were variations in the number of soldiers

that different men would be required to supply in any given

year, so also were there variations in the number of

soldiers that any given man would be required to supply in

different years. These variations can best be illustrated

by the following tables, the first of which contains the

names of all those who are known to have sent certain numbers

of men t the wars in each of the years 1512 and. 1513:1

Name of Supplier 	 1512 No. 1513 No.

Sir George Forster	 12	 12
Sir William Rede	 12	 30
Sir Wnilliam Filol	 12	 12
Sir Adrian Fortescue	 12	 50
Sir Richard ow1er	 12	 12
William FitzWilliam 	 20	 20

How does one account for the fact that Fortescue's and

Reds's numbers were so greatly increased. ih the second. year,

while those of the other four reiained. fixed? Had the Crown

acquired new knowledge in the meantime? It is impossible

to say.

The second table lists the names of all those who are

1.	 P.R.O. SP 1/2 if. 112-3 (L.P. 1, 1176/1); L.P. i,
1176/3; P.R.0. E 10l/6l/Ff.43.
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known to have been called upon to supply certain numbers in

1521 and. 1523:1

same of upplier

Sir John Clerk

1ir Robert Lee

ir .tndrew indsor

oir Richard Neston

ir Edmund Tame

Sir John Vere

Sir Giles Strangeways

Sir. Henry arny

Sir .oger entworth

ir ,Vil1ia Essex

County of esidence ( 15 21 Jo.f 1523 o.

Bucks.	 10
	

10

Bucks.	 10
	

10

Berics.	 10
	

114

Berks.	 30
	

168

Glos.	 10
	

50
ssex
	

20
	

101
Dorset
	

12
	

103
Essex
	

50
	

101
Essex
	

10
	

24

Berics.	 10
	

20

tas total number of soldiers required in 1523 was greater

1521, it is only natural that the

in II	 were called upon to provide should

L' larger in the later year. But, if this is so, why did

e numbers allotted to Clerk and. Lee remain constant? In

::ier to attempt to answer this question, it is necessary

t: look closely at the period. that intervened between the

oc11isation o 1521 and. the mobilisation ol 1523.

1ti yeai l:1	 aif	 n nuir into

F	 Otho E XI ff.4-40;	 SF 1/28 if. l3-21O
iii, 328).
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the financial and. military resources of the kingdom, of

which inquiry a few of the returns surv.ve. 1 Of the five

counties named. in the above table, there are complete returns

for Buckinghamshire and. incomplete returns for Berkshire

(but none at all fo Dorset and. Essex, and. only unavailable

ones for Gloucestershire). These returns were supposed to

contain a great deal of information that would. be very

useful to anyone who had. to organise an army; in them

was to be recorded not only the "ability" or otherwise of

every man, but also (where applicable) the name of the

person from whom he held. his land, or by whom he was employed..

But although this information is found in the Berkshire

return, it is absent from the Buckinghamshire one; which

means that the Crown in 1523 had. some idea of the numbers

of able men who were under the leading of the gentry of

Berkshire, but no idea at all of the numbers at the disposal

of the gentry of the neighbouring county of Bickingham.

Wolsey, while he was ignorant of the number of able men

holding lana from Sir John Clerk or Sir Robert Lee, was

aware that Sir William Essex, for example, had. seven able

tenants at Lanibourn, four at Benhain Valence, four at Church

Speen, four at Enborne, and one at West Woodhay. 2 Thus

1. For details of the inquiry, see Appendix I.

2. P.R.O. E 3l5/ 64 ff.33-4, 9lb, 9, 96b, 97b.
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he could safely double the xLumber that Essex had been

called upon to provide in 1521, although be could not do

the same in the case of Clerk or Lee. And. in the same

category as Essex would probably come Weston (imder whose

rule were 97 able tenants of the Queen at Newbury), 1 Windsor,

Strangeways, Tame, and. the three knights of Essex (the

returns for which shire were almost certainly as full as

those for Berkshire). 2 Is it not possible, therefore, that

the reason for the increased size of the contingents

recruited in 1523 was the acquisition of new information about

the numbers of potential soldiers that certain. individuals

had. on their lands?

While the number that a gentleman was ordered to supply

generally tended to increase (perhaps because the Crown's

knowledge of his resources ta,nded. to increase)zLth each

successive campaign, the opposite sometimes happened. or

instance, when a man, was called upon to supply soldiers in

two consecutive years, the number that was d8anded of him

in the second year would. sometimes be smaller than that

demanded in the first. The case of Sir William Esse± again

provides an jiluatration: in l53 he sent 50 footmen to

1. P.RI0. E 315146k ff.106-12.

2. See the Essex commissioners' instructiona, £e1ow, P289.
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Flanders; but in the foflowing year he was ordered to
contribute only 20 footmen to the army against France. 1 The

Crown may have thought it inequitable to make a heavy demand

upon a man two years finning, especially if his contingent

had sustained casualties.2

The Crown, moreover, seems on some occasions to have

deliberately refrained from making any demand whatsoever

on one man in two successive years. 0±' the ten Berkshire

gentlemen called upon to send soldiers to the wars in 15'1-3,

only three (of whom Sir William Essex was one) were called

upon again in the following year: the seven who escaped

a second summons were replaced by seven other gentlemen.3

Be this as it may, the fact that nine men (Sirs Wistan

Browne, John Cutte, William Filol, Adrian Fortescue, George

Forster, James Bubbert, William Rede, and Thomas ndham -

and John Portescue) are all known to have sent soldiers

to the French wars in the three years 1512, 1513, and 151'l

indicates that the Crown was quite capable of making frequent

demands upon one group of gentlemen.4

1. L.P. xviii, pt.l, 832; xix, pt.l, 274.

2. Cl. below, P•131.

3. j. xviii, pt.1, 832, xix, pt.l, 27k.

4. 1512: L.P. i, 1176/1; P.R.0. E 36/2 pp.13-32.
1513: L.P. 1, 1176/3; P.R.0. E 101/56/29 f.11b.
1514: L.P. 1, pp.1518-9; B.M. Otho E XI r.i4; P.R.0.

E 101/61/31 ff.22, 45, 61.
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Thus it happened that, in the course of his lifetime,

one man might be ordered to provide soldiers on many

occasions. Sir Adrian Fortescue, for example, whose habit

it was to preserve ail the signet letters that he received,

is known to have been instructed to despatch contingents to

the army on nine separate occasions in the course of 25

years: in 1512, 1513, 151l., 1521, 1522, 152k, l5, 1528,
and. 1536.1 But whether or not this record is an exceptional

one it is impossible to say. What is certain is that it

was the country gentlemen of England, of whom Fortescue

was in many ways a typical example, who bad. to bear the

main burden of providing soldiers for the wars of the early

Tudors.

Section II. The Lords Temporal and. Spiritual

While the country gentry was the class which bore the

main, burden of providing soldiers for the wars, the greatest

individual burdens were borhe by tb.e temporal lords. In

return for the privilege of peerage, it was the duty of the

lords to provide the Crown with large contingents of soldiers

1.	 L.P. i, 1176/1; P.R.0. E 101/61/31 f.L.3; B.M. Otho
E XI ff . 'U-50; L.P. iv, k127; xi, 637.
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whenever these were required. In. the eyes of the sovereign,

it has been said, "the great military virtue of the peerage"

was its "ability to recruit soldiers".1

Every campaign therefore saw the lords busily engaged

in recruiting soldiers. 	 In 15L1.3, for example, two out of

three peers received letters for special musters against

the French, 2 while many others doubtless received similar

letters for special musters against the Scots. In 1536,

moreover, when the king was raising forces for service

against the rebels, it seems that every peer in the realm

was called upon to supply men.3

The number of soldiers that a 'eer was called upon to

provide naturally tended to be larger than that required

from an ordinary gentleman.: while the latter's contingent

would often be counted in tens, that of the former would

often be counted in hundreds. Thus in 1512 nine peers

(aided by three sons of peers) contributed more men to the

Guienne expeditionary force than did 66 knights, squires,

1. Helen ii1ler, "The Early Thdor Peerage" (Lond. Univ.
M.A. thesis, 1950), p.176.

2. This is revealed by a comparison between the list of
peers at the end. of Miss Miller's thesis and. that in
L.P. xix, pt.l, 273.

3. This is revealed by a comparison between issit1il1er's
ligt and. that in. 	. xi, 580/5.
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and, gentlemen put together. 1 This, however, is perhaps
an exceptional ease: a more typical example cornea from

the year 1523, when the total number of so].d.iers provided.

by tenporal peers amounted to a little over half the number
provided by lesser men.2

The spiritual peers, too, bore their share of the

burden of supp1yin soldiers for the wars. In 1536 18

out of a total of 21 English and. Welsh bishops were listed

among those ord.eed to send. ilien to serve against the rebels,3

while 23 oq o a total. of 27 received letters for special

musters seven years ater. 4 Sometimes, however, when the

size of the army to be raised was small and/or the time

available for its assembly was short, only those bishops

whose sees were nearest the assembly-point of the army

would be called upon to supply soldiers: in l51i9, for
example, only the Archbishop of York and. the Bishop of

Durham were required. to send. troops to the Scottish Border,5

arid, only the Archbishop of Canterbury and. the Bishops of

London and Chichester were required to send troops to the

1. P.R.0. SP 1/2 Zf.112-3 (L.P. 1, 1176/1).

2. P.R.0. SP 1/28 ff. 193-210 (. Iii, 3288).

3. L.P. xi, 580/5.

L.P. x1X pt.l, 273.

5.	 P.R.0. SP 15/3 Z.105.
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aid of the King at Windsor.1

The number of soldiers that any given bishop was

required to supply would generally depend upon the size

of his see and the size of the army to be raised. To the

small "army by sea" of 1513 the Bishops of Lincoln and

Hereford contributed 50 and. 20 men respective1yç while

the contingents which the same bishops were ordered to send

to the much larger army against the rebels in 1536 numbered.

300 and 100.1 Sometimes, however, other factors come

in to alter the picture. To the "army by sea" of 1513

the Bishops of London and Chester contributed 25 and. 51

men respectively;' but to the "army by sea" of the

following year (which was of similar size), while the

Bishop of London again contributed. 25, his brother of

Chester only contributed.30.	 This unepected reduction

may have been due to the fact that only 14 of the 51 men

seiit to the wars in 1513 came back alive5 - a fact which

might have led. the bishop to petition the Crown to permit

him to despatch a smaller number in the following year. It

1. P.R.0. SP 10/8 tf.2-4.

2. L.P. 1, 1176/3.

3. . xi, 580/5.
£4 •	 L.P. i, 1176/3.

5. P.R.0. E 101/56/10 f.59 (L.P. i, p.1514); E 101/61/31
f.49.

6. P.R.0. E 101/56/29 f.13a.
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is noteworthy that the Archbishop of Canterbury's contingent

was reduced from 100 to 60 in the same period, perhaps

for the same reason.'

As the leading ecclesiastical magnate in England, the

Archbishop of Canterbury was often called upon to furnish

contingents for the wars. In the course of Henry Viii's

reign Warhain and. Cranmer were summoned no less than eight

times: ih 1513, 15l, 1522, 1523, 1536, 15L12, 1543, and

Primacy among the bishops in spiritual affairs

seems to have carried with it primacy in such a secular

matter as the provision of soldiers for the King's armies;

but while the one was a cherished privilege, the other

was a burdensome duty.

The bishops' di,ity of providing the Crown with soldiers

had always been shared by the heads of certain religioha

houses that were important enough to receive a direct

summons for this purpose from the Crown. 3 The heads of

50 such houses had received. military summonses in the

period 12'44-l385; and, of these 50, 16 were to receive

1. There are no d.emobilisation figures for his 1513
contingent, as there are for the Bishop of Chester's.

2. L.P. i, 1176/3 and. p.1518; iv, App.87; iii, 3288; xi,
/5; C.C.L. Reg. U f.7a; L.P.xviii, pt.1, 832;

xix, pt.1, 2711.

3. The aanred of a small monastery was normally at the dis-
posal of the high steward. See below, p. 164.

4. II. M. Chew, English Ecclesiastical Tenants in Chief,
p . 76n.
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summonses in the course of Henry Viii's reign. 1 The largest

number ever to be called upozi at one time in this period

was, so far as is known 21: that was in 1521, when Wolsey

sent out signet letters to 14 abbots and. 7 priors, ordering

them to raise men for service in Flanders. 2 And, as this

list of monks is the only complete one of its kind that

survives, it deserves a careful analysis.

All the 14 abbots were of Parliamentary status, 3 and.

were clearly ecciesiastics of considerable standing. But

they were not the only religious who enjoyed this status:

there were 14 other Parliamentary abbots who received no

military summons in 1521, although they had all contributed

men to mediaeval armies. 4 Why then were half the

Parliamentary abbots written to, while half were not?

Obviously, geographical factors had. something to do with

the Crown's deeision: it explains, for example, why the

Abbots of St. ILary's (York) and. St. Benet's (Hulme) were

not summoned. Nevertheless, it does not explain why the

Abbots of Colchester and. *a1tham were not sumnioned, when

the Abbots of Evesham and Tewkesbury were.

1. For a complete list of the abbots and. priors summoned.
in Henry Viii's reign., see Appendix VII.

2. This list 18 in B.M. Otho E XI f.38b.

3. A. M. Reich, Parliamentary Abbots, p.350.

4. Ibi. and. Chew, bc. cit.
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The reasons underlying the selection of the seven

priore is also obscure. The only Parliamentary prior

(the Prior of Coventry), who,incidentally, had sent men

to the wars in the Middle Ages, was not included in the

list. More surprising still is the omission of the Prior

of Cbristchurcb. (Canterbury), which at this time was "one

of the most important and. largest houses in the country,

ranking with abbeys such as Glastonbury, St. Llbans, and

Bury St. Ednunds", 1 and. which lay conveniently near the

proposed port of embarat1on of the army - Dover. Why

was this priory not selected when comparatively insignificant

and. less conveniently situated houses like Merton and.

Lanthony were? Again, there appears to be no rational

explanation Wolsey, to whom had. been entrusted the task

of selectin,, those who were "meate to make men", was

free to choose whomsoever he liked.

It is possible that on this occasion the Cardinal's

decision was affected by a passing whim. 2 At the time when

be was engaged upon the task or selecting tne suppliers of

soldiers for the army to be sent to the aid of Charles Vt

Wolsey was travelling towards Dover on the first stage

of his journey to Bruges for his famous meeting with the

1. K. A. L. Smith, Canterbury Cathedral Priory, p.2.

2. For the evidence on which the following account is
based, see Appendix VIII.
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same Charles. On 31 July he travelled from Sittingbourne

to Dover, stopping at Canterbury to write a letter to the

King; and on the following day, while waiting for his

ship at Dover, he wrote once more to the King to say that

he had, drawn up a list of those who were to supply the men.

Is it merely a coincidence that this list did. not contain

the name of the Prior of Chriatchurch, with whom Wolsey

had. probably been dining on the previous day at the very

time when he was turning over in his mind which abbots and.

priors should be burdened with the Crown's demands for men?

Would it be rash to suggest that the Cardinal's stay at

Canterbury had anything to do with the otherwise inexplicable

omission of the prior's name from the army list of 1521?

It may well be that considerations of this kind. sometimes

weighed more heavily than the inoreobvious ones of

geographical location and. so forth in the minds of those

responsible for the organisation of early TudQrarmies.

In 1536, however, the Prior of Christchurch enjoyed

no such exemption: he was one of 16 religious who,

ironically enough, are known to have received direct

summonses from the Crown to send troops to fight against

those stauiach friends of the monasteries, the Pilgrims of

Grace. 1 This, of course, was the last occasion on which

1. See Appendix VII.
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the abbots and. priors were called, upon to furnish the

King with soldiers, for the rebels were defeated and the

monasteries were :Iissolved.

By 15'14, when tue King was once more raising a large

army, all the abbeys and. priories had. gone: only the "late

Abbot of St. Albans" and. the "late prior of Marten" (who

presumably still had a number of d.epend.ants) were called.

upon to raise men. These two ex-mons, together with the

heads of the Colleges of South Mailing athl Sud.bury and the

Masters of the liospitais of St. Katherine's and. the Savoy,

who were also called. upon that year, were the sole survivors

of an era in which monastic houses had played. an  important

part in the military organisation of England.1

Some of the "power" formerly belonging to the

monasteries now belonged to the bishops of new sees like

Gloucester and Peterborough, both of whom received letters

for special musters in 1543.2 Some of it, on the other

hand, had. hardly changed hands at all: the Deans and

Chapters of Canterbury and Winchester who were ordered.

to send men to France in 15114, were not very different from

tue Priors and, Monks of Christchu.rch and. St. Swithin's

who had, been ordered to send. men against the rebels less

1. xix, pt.i, 274.

2. Ibid.. 273.
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than eight years before. 1 A great deal of it, however,

had. passed. by grant or lease of monastic lands out of the

hands of ecciesiastics and, into those of the country

gentlemen, from the ranks of whose d.ependants, now more

than ever before, the Crown expected to draw the great

bulk of its soldiery.

1.	 L.P. xi, 8O; xix, pt.1, 2711.
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CU&PTE III

The Soldiers

n order to analyse the composition of an army raised

under the quasi-feudal sy8tem, it is necessary to divide

the soldiery into two distinct groups. The first group

consists of captains and petty-captains; and the second

group, which is about fifty times as large as the first

one, consists of coixuuon soldiers. Between these two

groups there was an wibridgeable gu].t.

Section I. The Captains and Petty-Captains

The captains were normally drawn from the ranks ot the

suppliers of soldiers. 1 Thus, when the Crown sent out

signet letters to individual gentlemen ordering them to

Fipply soldiers, it always ordered a proportion of them to

serve in person. "Our plesure and. commauMemeat ... is

that you shall ... putt yourself in red.ynes with horse,

harneys, and other apparaill and. convenient habilimentes

1. For an analysis of this cl&ss, see above, PP.112-17.
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for the warre to wayte upon us", wrote flenry VIII to Sir

William yielding when ordering him to provide a contingent

of soldiers for the army that he himself was planning to

lead. against the rebels in 1536.1 And. similar instructions

were always being sent out in time of war and. internal

rebellion to those whom the Crown thought fit to serve

as captains i its armies.

The reservoir from which captains could be drawn was

not a large one: the suppliprs of soldiers constituted a

small class, and. not all, of them could be called. upon to

serve in person. As the King himself realised, some ol

the gentlemen whom he ordered to serve in 1536 would

probably be so "gretely diseased" that they would be unfit

for military service. 2 Sickness, indeed., was often ut

forward as an excuse for the non-performance of such

services. In the year 154.5 this was th#xcuse offered by

three of those ordered to lead. contingents against the

Scots - by John Tempest, 3 by William Plompton,4 and. by Sir

Edward Aston. The last-named, informed Shrewsbury at the

end of April that he had been "syns the begynnyzge off lente

1. P.R.O. SP 1/109 f.259 (L.PI xi, 906/1).

2. P.R.0. SP 1/107 t.5 (. xi, 579).

3. L.P. xx, pt.l, 618.

4. .	 IbId.. 824.

e
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sore dyseased. with syokenes".'

The weight of official business was also put forward

as a reason for a gentleman's inability to serve in the

war. In 1545 Sir Thomas Venables pleaded that he could

not serve against the Sects on account of his office of

sheriff. 2 In 1557 the Privy Council interceded with

Shrewsbury to 'forbeare the servyce abrod.e in the warres"

of Sir John Chaworth, because he was both Sheriff and.

general receiver of Nottinghamshire. 3 Yet another northern

office-holder who asked to be exempted from military

service was Sir Henry Clifford., who in 1523 pointed out

that he was "charged with the kynges sherroweke of this

countie of yorke". He had, however, a more personal

reason for wishing to stay at home on that occasion: "his

bedd.fellow bred.eth child, wherby ... it shuld. put hr in

Jepardy of hir Liff".4

In theory only the most suitable gentlemen were

selected to serve as captains. In practice, however, as

Thomas Audley pointed out in his "Booke of Orders for the

Warre" which he wrote "att the Comand of Kinge Henry the viij"

1. H.C. Talbot MS. N f.3b (L.P. xx, pt.l, 573).

2. . xx, pt.l, 579.

3. A.P.C. 1556-8, pp.111-2.

4. P.R.O. SF 1/233 f.231a (L.P. Add.373).
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this did not always happen. 'captens be chosen in England

by favor and not by worthynes": hence, the cause of the

inefficiency of the English soldier was that "his capten.

is as ignorant as be, and, was made a capten ere ever he

was a sold.jor") Be this as it may, the captains that

Henry appointed to serve in the intended expedition to

Flanders in 1521 do seem tø have been chosen for their

"worthiness": three out of £ouz are known to have fought

in the previous E'reAcb war, hre a number of them were

knighted for their good service.2

Foremost among these captains was Sir William Sanclys,

Boon to be created Baron Saidys of the Vyne. Wolsey,

indeed, thought so highly of his military qualities that

he had. wanted the King to make him Grand Captain and

Commander-in-Chief of the a±iny, but Henry said, that no-one

below an earl could hold, such an important rank. 3 Saxid.ys

was on of the most distinguished soldiers of his day:

he served as Treasurer of the expeditionary force sent to

Guienne in 1512, as a captain in the Middieward of the

army against France in 1513, as Marshal of the army that

Suffolk led against the French in 15 23, and. as Captain of

1. B.M. Han. 309 t.8.
2. The captains' names are found in B.M Otho K XI U.34a,

39b

3. &.. iii, 1454.
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Gunes from 1526 onwards.1

8andys, however, was too eminent a man tO be considered
a typical cptain of this period. A better example of a
gentleman-soldier of Henry VIII'S reign is found in. the
person of an Oxfordshire knight, Sir Adrian Fntescue, who

fortunately left behind him some record of his services.
In 1513 he was present at the sieges of TIarouanne and
Tournais "I and 1 souldyoures ware with the kynges grace
at the get tiig of turw/yn and turney, v monethes.	 In.
the following year he served in the "crew" that was sent

across to Calais under Lord Abergavenny: "1 and B. souldyoure
ware at Cales ... under the tiordi burgany, lije monethes."3
In 1522 he again served against the French: "I end
souldyoures ware on. see and brides .. under the erie of
surrey, lord adinyrall, from the vj day of June to the
xxviij day of octobre, xxj wekes."4. Thus, in the course
of ten years, Fortescue had spent more than twelve months

in the King's service. Nevertheless, he was alw&ys eager
to serve: in 1536 he evidently wrote to Cromwell!. con1ainin

1. D.N.B.
2. B.M. Otho E I f. 44a.

3. Ibid., :f. 50b.

4. Thid., f. 42a.
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that he haLl not received a surriraons to serve against the

rebels. 1 This was the last campaign in which he could have

served: tbree years later the loyal old soldier was sent

to the block by an nngratefu.1 sovereign on account, it is

said, of bis kinship with Anne Boleyn.2

One other record of service, covering exactly the same

period, is extant: it is contained in a petition made to

Henry VIII round about the year l54O by Sir Edward

Wiiloughby of Woodland (Dorset) and later of Wollaton

(Nottinghamshire). Here he relates how, "at all tymes

passed sythens that he was of thage of 	 yeres untoo

this day, by the space of xxix yeres", he "from tyme to

tyrne hath done unto your Grace sutche service as haith

bene in his power". He had served in person in "Hey

Spayne" in 1511, in Guienne in 1512, in the North in 1513

(being taken prisoner by the Scots at Flodden), in France

in 1522, and. finally against the rebels in 1536. On the

last occasion he had led 100 men "owt of Dorsettshire too

Dankester, wiche is viij	 yles".3

In. leading 100 men to the wars, Sir Edward Willoughby,

1. L.P. xi, 637.
2. D.N.B.

3. E.LC. dd1eton, pp. 146-7.
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like all captains on all occasions, would have been assisted

by a second-in-command or "petty-captain". Such an officer

often seems to have been the friend or kinsman of the

captain. In 1542, for example, being orderedto lead a

contingent of men against the Scot a, Roger Brereton appointed

his "very nere freud and kynnesman", Thomas Brereton, "to

be his petye capten of his said men and company") That it

was not unusual fo a captain to appoint a relative as his

petty-captain seems to be clear from an examination of the

list of officers serving in the Vanguard of the army a€ainst

France in 1513: Sir Thomas Blount and Meredith ap Mathew

both appointed their sons; Sir John Drayoott, Sir John

Leak, Sir John Zouche of Codnor, Arthur Eyre, and. William

Chetwyn all appointed their brothers; whih Sir William

Pierpoint, Sir John Mainwaring of Ightfield, Sir Thomas

Cockin, Sir William Gresley, William Chorlton, and Ralph

Leach all appointed men with. the same surnames as themselves,

who were probably their near kinsnien.2

But even if there were no ties of blood between captain

and petty-captain, there were always ties of class: both

officers were invariably gentlemen. Indeed, it was their

gentility which separated the officers from the other members

of the company, and which gave to them that ascendency

1. Stewart-Brown, op.cit., p.38.

2. L.P. i, 2392.
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over the common soldiers upon which lhe good discipline

of an army always depended.

Section II.	 The Common Soldiers

When the Crown sent out siet letters to individuals

ordering them to prepare soldiers, it almost always gave

some indication of the class or classes of men from which

the soldiers should be drawn. In May 1523, for example,

the suppliers were informed that their soldiers were "to

bee takene of youre tenauntes or other being within axy

youre Rule or auctoritie") In some years, however, the

Crown was more careful to enumerate all the classes from

which men should be recruited: in July 1549, for instance,

Sir Anthony Kingston was ordered to levy men from "your

own if ryndes, favorers, servaunte, Tenauntea, and others

within your off.ces and Rules".2

But although the wording of siet letters varied from

year to year, the Crown's conception of the nature of a man's

"power" remained the same. An individual who was called

upon to supply soldiers could recruit them from four principa

classes of men: his household servants, his tenants, the

1. B.M. Otbo E XI f. 213a.

2. P.LO. SP 4.6/2 f.21.
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tenants of other men under his stewardship, and his friends.

(a) Household Servants

Most of those called on to supply soldiers for the

wars kept servants in their households, some of whom would

probably be suitable for military service. From the returns

of the general musters of 1539, for eemple, it appears

that Sir Hugh Pau.let had 35 able-bodied household servants

around him at Hinton St. George (Somerset), that Sir William

Gascoigne bad 28 at Gawtborpe (West Riding of Yorkshire),

and that William Wroughton bad 13 at Bishopatone (North

Wiltshire). 1 Again, from the returns of the special

musters taken four years later it appears that Sir Robert

Dormer of Buckinghamzhire, Sir Thomas Dennis of Devonshire,

and Sir Richard Catesby of Warwickshire each had 20 able

household servants.2

The possession of able-bodied servants enabled some

recipients of royal demands for men, particularly noblemen,

"to supply a fair number of men from their households

alone". 3 Sir William Waldegrave, for instance, could have

recruited all but one of the 24 men that be sent to the wars

1. P.R.0. E 101/59/22 m.36 (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 652 1119);
W.P. Baildon, "Musters in Skyrack Wapentake" (Thoresb
oc., ix), p. 302; T. Phillipps, North Wiltshire

lLusters, p. 29.

2. P.R.0. SF 1/184 £f.125, 170, 197 (L.P. xix, pt.1, 273).

3. Miller, op.cit., p.177.



in 1523 from the ranks o:f his household servants; for an

examination, of the Suffolk "Domesday" return of the previous

year reveals that he had 211. servants (all but one of whom

were able) in his household at Bures)
1evertheless, it does not follow that, in recruiting

a contingent of soldiers, a man would recruit his household

servants first, even though they would be his nearest

available source of manpower. In fact, unless he were

serving in person, be migb.t be reluctant to part with any

of his servants until al] other sources of manpower had been

exhausted; a house denuded of its able-bodied male staff

would be an uncomfortable place to live in. On the other

hand, it has to be borne in mind that a man's household

servants were generally the most trustworthy of his dependant

at the time pf the Pilgrimage of Grace, the gentz7 of
Yorkshire, having no faith in the loyalty of their tenants

either to the King or to themselves, were obliged to recruit

their contingents only from the ranks of their servants.2

(b) Tenants

In the normal way, the greater part of a man's power

was drawn from the ranks of his tenants • It was among the

1	 P.R.O. SP 1/28 f. 201b (L.P. iii, 3288); I.P.L.
)S. 9112.64 f.60 (H.LC. Ancaster, p.491). The
Crown may have ordered him to send 24 men because
of this entry in the return of 1522. Cf. above, p. l2.

2	 L.P. xi, 692.
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people who held land from him - by lease, by copy of

court—roll, or by neither - that a lord expected to raise

the bulk of any contingent of soldiers that he sent to serve

in the King's wars. Thus it is generally true to say

that the extent of a man's "power" was roughly proportional

to the extent of his lands.

There was, of course, no fixed proportion between the

size of an estate and the number of tenants dwelling there.

The following table, in which are listed the values of four

of the Abbot of Abingdon's Berkshire manors and the numbers

of tenants residing on them in 1522 provides an illustration

of this:1

Value	 No, of Tenants	 No.of Able Tenant

arnborough	 £18
	

20
	

8

est Ginge	 £18 11•.	 3
	

2

ast Lockinge	 £29	 7
	

6

iford	 £48
	

87
	

19

The table indicates not only that the number of

tenants bore little relation to the area of the estate, but

also that the number of able—bodied tenants be little

relation to the tote.]. nwxiber of tenants. This was, in effect

what Nicholas Ashford was saying when in 1543 he explained

1.	 P.LO. 3 315/464 ff. 53-4, 56, 118-9, 122-3.
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that be was only able to certify ten able men because

"manye of his tenauntes bene wydowes, aged men, as aliso

syngle in habylyte".1

ill able-.bodied male tenants were bound to serve

the King in their lords' retinues whenever the latter were

called upon to lead or send soldiers to the wars. By his

allegiance every man was obliged to perfozn nhi].itax7 service

in the King's army; by the terms of his tenure, if no
longer by homage, 2 every tenant was obliged to perform this

service under the leading of his lord.

This tenurial obligation, even in the case of a lease-

holder, was not normally a written one, though occasionally

a clause relating to the performance of military services
was included in. an indenture. 3 The argument put forward

on behalf of two men of Potlock (Derbyshire), tbat "Jiyt

was notte there dutye" to perforn inilitazy services since
the deeds by which they held their lands made no iriention of

such services, was not a valid one.4 The nianred of his

tenants was a custoiiary perquisite of every manoral lord

1.	 P..Q. SP 1/178 f.67 (L.P. xviii, pt.l, 579/2).
2.	 As late as 1552 Henry, Dike of Suffolk was making his

tenants do homage for lands held by military service
(Indentures in Devon R.O. 123/17, 20, 21).

3.	 See above, p.93.

414.	 P.L0. C 1/1053 f.24.9.
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that was so universally recognised that it was hardly ever
mentioned. It was, however, mentioned on those rare

occasions when a tenant refused to serve in his lord's
retinue.

One such refusal to serve, indeed, elicited from one
man (perhaps a lawyer) a minor treatise on tenurial military
obligations.	 In a petition to the Lord Chancellor made

on behalf of one John Port of Etwall (Derbyshire) in l5'i4
it is stated that:1

by auncient and laudable Custuin contynuyd syria
ax4af or tyme of mynd (as well in the Countre
and shire where your said Oratour dwellitb,
as also by end throght out the hole Rea].me
of England) hyt hath byn used that, whensoever
and as often as any of the kinges faithfull
and obedient subjectes hath had in com^aundinent
by the kinges highnes or his graces lieutenaunt
(by reyson of there lettres to them adressid)
to prepare of his servauntes, fermours, and
tenauntes any nombre of men to serve the kynges
said. majestie in his gracis warres, that then
and thereuppon the kinges said subjectes (to
whom such comaundment bath at any seyson be
&yvyn ) have usyd to reise such nombre of men
amongest there said servauntes, fermers, and
t enaunt es.

The refusal to perform iiilitary service which led to

this action in Chancery was one of eight similar incidents
of which there is record. These have been listed in the

following table:2

1. i:e. C .1/1053 f.48.
2. L.P. xiv, pt.l, 968, 1071; P.R.O. C l/lO7 f.62;

c 171053 ff. 48-9; C 1/1100 Z.26; PIPR.O. Sta.Cha.
2/26/287; Collections for a Hist. of Staffs. (Wm.
Salt Soc. 1910), pp.71-2; Stewart-Brown, op.cit.,
pp.38-9.
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anie of Lord	 Manor	 Shire	 Year	 No. of
Tenant-

3ir Jn. Newton	 -	 --	 1539	 1

ir Win. Turville -	 -	 1539	 1

d. Pye	 Meriden et a].. Warw.	 1511.2	 11.

Tn. Port	 Pottock	 Derby	 1511.2,111.	 2

tic. Bradbury	 -	 Derby	 --	 9

hos. Nowell	 Ackleton	 Salop. 1511.2	 8

Sir Win. Sneyd	 B:eele	 Staffs. 1511.9 	 5

1hos. Brereton	 WettenhaJ.1	 Chesh.	 1542	 1

The reasons for these refusals to serve are of some
interest. In two cases the tenants denied that the man

who bad attempted. to recruit them for the wars was their

rightful lord. In the case of Pye the defendants, 'wto
had recently come into the possession of certain deeds,

"openly dyclaymed and denyed to be Tenauntes". 1 In the

case of Port the defendants stated that they had never

"agreyd. ... to take the sayd Coinplaynaunt for there lorde",

and that they were the tenants of another man.2

In the case of Nowell, however, thoserefusing to

serve did not deny that he was their rightful lord, but

they did deny that he had any right to compel them to serve

1. P.R.0. C 1/1047 f.62.

2. P.R.O. C 1/1053 f.49.
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in the wars. The tenants of the manor of Ackleton, it was

claimed, did not hold their lands "by kriyghtes service ne

by icy suche service ... for whiche they ought to go wthe

them (j	 the lords of the manor) in the warres ne wythe

any other but ooniy the 1ynges bighnea and stLche persons to

whom his grace wyll appoynte them". 1	thus denying the

right of a lord to recruit his tenants for the wars, the

men of Ackleton were in effect denying the existence of

that tenurial obligation upon which the whole quasi-feudal

military system was based.2

Of less significance were the objections put forward

by the two tenants who refused to be conscripted in 1539.

Newton's tenant objected to serving in an "army by sea":

"he wolde goo to see at no nnes request, but at lands

he wolde not refuse the kynges demande". 3 Turville's

tenant, however, was more adamant: in flo circwustances
would he serve under Turville, though willing "to be redy

at any tynie undre the retinue of oney other the kjnges
subg.ectes"

1.	 P.R.O. S, Cha. 2/26/287 r.3.
2. See below,pp.278_9.

3. P.R.0. SP 1/151 f. 205 (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 968).
Li. .	 P.R.0. ZP 1/152 f.29 (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 1071).
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Bad relations between landlord and tenant, however,

were probably the exception rather than the rule: certainly,

some of the cases cited above were exceptional ones. Both

Edward Pye and Thonias Nowell were dealing with men who were

probably not well known to them; they were tenants of manors
that had only come to them at marriage. Moreover, Nowell

Was a non-resident latid.lord: the manor of Ackleton was

more than 20 miles distant from his home at Pelsall in
Staffordshire.

The distance between a manor and the dwelling-place

of its lord was often a factor in determining whether or
not its tenants were called u:pon to serve in the wars. As
a general rule, the incidence of service was lowest among
tenants dwelling on distant manors, since it was normally

more convenient for a landlord to recruit those near at

hand. As will be seen later, a Staffordshire landowner
could run into difficulties if he tried to recruit men in
Surrey. 1 Thus, year after year, a man might levy troops

in the immediate vicinity of his own house, in this way

allowing his tenants in more remote regions to escape
military service. Both in 1513 and 1514 Lord Stourton,
for example, appears to have raised all his soldiers in the

vicinity of his mansion house at Stourton (Wiltshire).2

1. See below, P.161.

2. P.R.O. E 101/56/29 f, 13a; E l0]/56/l0 f. 7I (L'P.
1, p. 1518).
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Again, in 1554., when Lord Berkeley was ordered to send

500 men to the ueen's aid, be caused them all to be

"drawn out of the parts about; late and Berkeley".1

Nevertheless, there are many examples of men recruiting

distant tenants for the wars. In 1513 Sir William Sandys

of the Vyne, while levying most of his men on his Hampshire

manors, levied a few men on his Northanptonshire manors of

Steane and lint on. 2 Again, in 15114 Thomas Cawarden of

Blechingley recruited men as far north as Utlicote and.

Lox].ey - his newly-acquired manors in Warwicksliire.3

Noblemen, moreover, had always been accustomed to

recruit men over a wide area: the greatness of their

estates (which were often scattered throughout several

counties) enabled them to do this; the greatness of the

numbers demanded of them compelled them to do it. In 1512,

for instance, Lord Thomas Howard levied his soldiers in the

vicinities of Iorshaxn, Norwich, Ipswich, York, and

Tavistock; 4. while in 1513 Lord Abergavenny levied his

in the vicinities of Bury St. Edmunds, Coichester, Lewes,

Ipswich, Walsingham, and Birling. 5 In the latter year,
-u

1. Sinyth, op.cit., ii, 280.

2. P.R.0. E 101/56/25 f.6]. For these manors, see above,
p.75.

3. G.B.R.0. Loseley 153. 26 f.la. For these manors, see
L.P. xvii, g.220 (88).

4. P.R.0. E 101/56/5 p.27.

5. P.R.0. 101/56/25 f.41.
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furthermore, Lord .fiastings is known to have raised troops

in seven shires, 1 and the Duke of Buckingham in nth less
2than eighteen shires.

The incidence o:f military service among a man's

tenants was determined by other :tactors than that of

geography, many of which are identical to those faetors

mentioned in connection with the recruitment of militiamen.3
Theoretically, at any rate, a man's soldiers were selected

on account of their militaiy capabilities. In 1536 Sir

William Molyneux, f or example, was ordered to select only

"the moost able and piked men that you canne make and shall

thinke the moost potent and ' able to doo us manly .. service",1

but whether or nob he conlied with these requirements it

is impossible to say.

It is certain, indeed, that some gentlemen, when they
came to select men for militax7 service, found that many of

their tenants were not suitable for this puzpose. In 1523

Sir Adrtan Portescue was informed by his agent, John ffeywood,

that few of the tenants of one of his manors were meet to

serve, but that he would be able to find "pretyar men" on

1. L.P. i, g. 1804 (28).

2. See above, P.107.

3. See above,t I, $hapter II, Section II.

4. L.R.O. DDM 17/75.
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his estate at Henley. 1 On another occasion James C'ifford

was informed tba the men that his brother was p1arning to

recruit at Pyworthy were of such poor quality that "the

more parte of them woll not be alowed when they shall be

inustred", and that he would therefore be advised to "loke

well tpon the tenaunttes of Stokeham and Yalmeton where

be as tall and actyff men as any within devofl1.2

The likelihood of a tenant's being recruited for the

wars, however, may have depended less ion his ability to

do good service than on his ability to,purchase his dis-

charge. It is possible that, as with the militia, so with

the quasi-feudal forces, the poor bore a bigger share of

the burden of military service than did the men of substance.

The seven men of Monks Eleigh (Suffolk) who were away serving

in the arwy when the "Domesday" commissioners visited that

village in 1522 were all described as men of no substance.3

Again, many of the tenants of the manor of Margaretting

(:Essex) whom Sir William Petre recruited at the time of

Wyatt;'s rebellion were apparently 9f the poorest sorte".1

1. P.R.0. SP 1/28 f.68a (L.P. iii, 3148).

2. P.R.0. SP 1/140 f.66a (L.P. hit, pt.2, 1016/3).

3. I.P.L. MS 942.64 f.].12. These men were probably tenant
of Christchurch Priory, serving in the retinue of the
steward there. See below, p. 163.

4. E.R.0. D/DP Z 14/1 Z.7.
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There were probably a number of ways in which wealthier

tenants could escape service in their lords' retinues. One

way was to find substitutes. That this was permissible

is clear from the wording of the military clauses that are

found In some leases: the tenant was not normally required

to serve in person - he could furnish another in his stead,1

Moreover, it seems that many of the tenants who are biown

to have refused to perform military services at this period

had the option of finding substitutes. Indeed, the two

tenants who caused John Port so much trouble in 1521.2 and

15244 bad not been ordered to serve in person: they had

merely been "requirid and. warnyd to furnishe upp ij able

men". 2 They were wealthy busbandmen, and they may have

had servants or labourers whom they could send in their

places.

Furthermore, the wealthier tenants were probably

able in. some cases to bribe their landlords to allow them

to escape service, just as the wealthier inhabitants of a

parish were able to bribe the King's commissioners. 3 In

1523, when Sir Adrian Fortescue was planning to recruit some

of his tenants for the wars, he was told that a number of the:

1.	 See above, p. 93.

2. P.LO. C 1/1053 f.2i8.

3. See above, P. 82.
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Rd. AndxYews

Rd. Browne

t. Buckland

• Rawlinson.

• Westfield
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"wil be glad to by ther peace to byde at home".1

Little is known about the men that Fortescue eventually

recruited in 1523 (if indeed he did recruit any). However,

it so happens that a list of the men that he recruited f or

service against the rebels in 1536 is extant; 2 and about

a few of these men it is possible to find informaton in

a contemporary rental of Fortescue's manor of Watcombe

(Oxfordshire).3 The names of these men, together with

their particulars, have been set down in the following

Holding
	

Rent

]. tenement
	

2s. Cd.

1 cottage, %acre 5s. Cd.

1 tenement,
1 warren 13s. 8d.

1 tenement,
1 toft, 5 acres 23s. 2d.

1 cottage,
1) acre	 5s1. 6d.

Another member of the contingent was Richard Ford.

1. f.68a (L.P. iii, 3148).

2.

3	 B 315/491 if.22-7 (27 Hen. VIII); ibid.,
if. 28-35 (29 Hen. VIII). The information in both
rentals is identical.
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He was probably the same Richard Ford who was bailiff of

the manors of Sotwell Stonor and Sotwell St. John in

1532,1 and who five years later was referred to thus:2

Sotewell. Richard if ord hath the inanour
place and the dema.yne londes in fernie for
jjjer yeres.

In addition to Ford, three other Sotwell men, Tlaomas.Barett,

John Heron, and John Prefl,tice, who almost certainly correspor

to the three customary tenants of these names listed in a

rental of 1523, appear to have served under Fortescue in

1536.
Here then are nine of the many thousands of tenants

'who, in the year 1536, were conscripted by their lords to

fight against the Pilgrims of Grace • Thet her or not they

are typical exaiiles of the soldiers who made t the quasi—

feudal contingents of early Tudor England one cannot tell;

only a few retinue lists survive, and the chaneesof being

able to. eonare these with manoria]. rentals are very small.

But these nine men - the freeholder, the leaseholder (a

member of the rising class of demesne farmers), and the seven

customary tenants - are perhaps a representative selection of

the English soldiery in an age when the majority of soldiers

1. P.R.O. E. 315/14.91 f. Ca.

2. PR.O. SP 1/152 f.147a (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 1244/5).

3. P.R.O. SC 11/66.
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were the tenants of the gentry, and the majority of the

held their land according to the custom of the manor)

(C) Stewardship-tenants

A man's "power" coirised not only his own tenants,

but also the tenants of other men that had come under his

authority by virtue of stewardship. This class of

d.ependants was often specifically referred to in the siiet

letters which ordered and authorised a man to raise troops.

In October 1511.9, for example, Sir Jienry Seymour was in.stru.cte

to levy as many men as possible "by vertu.e of anie

aucthoritie, Stewardshipp, office or libertye, whatsoever

it be".2 Generally, however, the word "stewardship" was

not in fact used: a more typical wording was that enloyed

in a letter sent to Sir kienry Willoughby in the year 1511,

in which lie was Informed that he could levy the "inhabItaunta

within any office that ye have of oure graunt or of the

graunt of any other person or personnes or coxnnynaltie, not

being tenawites or officers to any other person or personne

baying semblable conmiaundnient".3

The proviso at the end of this clause was Inserted

in order to obviate disputes over inanred. Such also was

1. Cf. tawney, op.cit., p.24.
2. P.R.O. SP 10/9 f.4.

3. ff.M.C. Middleton,p.126. Cf. B.M. Otho E XI f.45.
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the puip ose of the order issued by the Crown in 1539 to the

effect that "none shold reteyn men to serve the kyng in.

otheres offices, Romes, and lordshyppes" - an order that

was, in Sir Richard Rich's opinion, "vezy requysytt for

awydyng of debate and stryveff") The order, however,

did not avoid a "debate" between Sir Edward Aston and Sir

Matthew Browne over the manred of the lordship of Ashtead

(Surrey). In. the spring of 1539 Sir Edward ordered some

of his tenants there to prepare themselves to serve in a

contingent of soldiers that he was sending to the wars, only

to find that the same tenants had already received a

similar summons from Sir Matthew. Accordingly, Aston

wrote to Cromwell requesting him "that I may have my owne

teynauntes to do servyce unto the kynges byghtnes with me,

as in tymes past they have d.owne"

Now it is highly probable that Browne was in fact

steward of the manor of Ashtead, and that, as a consequence,

he numbered the tenants there among the "others within his

offices, rules, and authorities" who were an essential part

of his "power". If this was so, he had either forgotten

that the tenants of other men who had also be*called upon

1. P.R.O. SP 1/146 f.259 (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 692).

2. P.R.O. SP 1/151 f.190 (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 938).
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to supply soldiers must not be meddled with, or he bad.

not known that Aston had, been thus called upon.

Although there is no definite evidence that Browne

was steward of Ashtead, it does seem highly unlikely that

the tenants there would have obeyed his orders were be not

Aston's officer. Moreover, as Ashtead. was a long way from

Aston's prineipal residence at ixa1l (StaffordshIre), it

is robab1e that he would have found it necessary to appoint

a local gentleman like Sir Matthew Browne of Betchwoth as

his steward there. Such a practice was not uncommon, as

the returns of the survey of 1522 indicate. Sir Andrew

Windsor, for instance, was Sir Henry Marney's steward at

Bucinghain; 1 while Marney was Sir Edward NevilI's steward

at Nayland. (Suffoflc). 2 And, since in the following year

(1523) all three knights were called upon to lead. contingents

against the Prench, it would have been quite ossible

for them to have become embroiled in disputes over manred.

Ten years later, indeed, there were the seeds of such a

dispute in the North between the Earl of Derby a.i4 Sir

Robert Belliiigbaui, steward of the Earl's tenants "nere unto

efurnes"; for Bellinghaiu received a letter direct from

1. Bod.. e 187 t.la.

2. LM,. Ancaster, p.487.

3. Hall, o'p.cit. pp.661-2.
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the Lord. Warden of the West Marches ordering him to be in

readiness to resist the Scots with all the horsemen that

he could muster.1

While there was some risk of disputes over manred.

between the lords and stewards of lay manors, there was no

risk at all of such disputes between the lords and, stewards

of most monastic manors, since only a very small proportion

of religious houses ever received direct demands for

men from the Crowja. 2 And even in the case of a large
monastery like the Priory of Christchurcb. (Canterbury),

which often sent men to the wars, such disputes would

probably have occurred only on manors like Hollingbourne

and. Chartham which were near enough to Canterbury to be

used. for the recruitment of men. 3 In 152a, when the

Priory sent 50 soldiers to france,4 the tenants of outlying

manors like Halton (Buckinghamshire) and Monks Eleigh

(Suffolk) were probably not called upon to serve in this

contingent, but were at the disposal of John Cheyney and.

Humphrey Wingfield., the stewards of the respective manors.5

1. P. N. Toiler 1 Derby Correspondence, (Chetham Soc.n.s.
xix), p.123.

2. Bee above,p.132-3.

3. It was from these manors that the I'riory recruited. men
in 1536 (3. B. Sheppard, Literae Cantuarienses, iii,
348-50) . I owe this reference to r. i. W. Ives.

4. B.M. Add. MS. 28035 (LIP. iv, App. 87).
5. Bod.. e 187 t.39a; H.LC. Ancaster, p.496.
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The stewardship of a monastery (or of part of a

monastery's lands) did. in fact constitute a very ricb.

source of manpower. The lytu1l offyce of the hye steward.es-

chype of owre monastery" which the Abbot of Winchcombe gave

to Cromwell in March 1538 (in a last-minute attempt to win

his good favour) was only worth £5 a year; "howbehyt",

said. the Abbot, "ther ys a pratty inanredde belonggyng to

hyt wereby yow shall have at yowre coinmawndment too or thre

hundrythe men to serve the kyng"? Again, the stewardship

of God.stow Nwmery, which the Abbess offered to Cromwell

at the same time, provided the holder with 40s. and 20 or

30 men. 2 Both offices had been held. by Walter Welsh, who

had recently died, and who (probably on account of his

steward.ships) had been called upon to provide the large

number of 200 men in l536.

Another notable holder of monastic stewardships was

the Earl of Derby. As he pointed out to the Earl of

Northumberland in 1533, he was steward. for life of all

lands belonging to the Abbey of Pu.rness by virtue of a

patent "made under the Convente Seale of the same Monastery':

Northumberland therefore bad no right to call out the

1. P.R.0. P 1/130 f.Li.5 (. xiii, pt.l, o5).

2. . xiii, pt.l, '44l.

3. . xi, 580.
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tenants on the Abbey's estates in Borrowd.aie.' In the

same year also, when he was raising a small force to defend

the Isle of Man against the Scots, Derby, as high steward

of the Abbey of Whalley, called upon the head, of that house

to levy 20 of his tenants for this purpose. 2 A third

religious house, the Priory of Buracough, also came under

the rule of the Stanleys; and. in 1536, when some were

evidently of the opinion that the steward. of the monastery

(Sir James Stanley, the Earl of Derby's uncle) had no right

to its manred., the Earl wrote a long letter to Sir William

Fitzwilliam informing him that his uncle's stewardship

"apperith by wryting under the Convent Seale", and that his

ancestors (who had. founded the Priory) had always had. the

leading of its tenants.3

A third. great proprietor of monastic offices was Sir

William Compton, high steward. of "Citetter, .iIalvisbury, and

many other Religious places " . On the latter's death in

1528, Lord Sand.ys wrote to Wolsey asking him to order the

heads of these houses to grant their steward.ships to him;

for, he said, by the acq,u.isition of these offices he would. be

1.	 Toiler, op . cit.

2. Ibid. pp.117-8.

3. I'IIL , LtV.

I
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"the inor able to do the better service unto the kinges

highnes".1

The Crown, it seems, was well aware that the ateward.ship

of a religious house placed a considerable number of

potential soldiers at the disposal of its holder. This is

clearly indicated by the letter that Henry VIII wrote to

the Prior of Carlisle in 1537 informing him that, in order

that the Deputy Warden of the West Marches "may have the

men of that countrey in a more redynes to serve us at all

tymes whan nede shal be or Requyer, It were veray expedient

that he shuld. have the Office of Stuard.ship of that your

priory" 2

By 1537, however, the monasteries were doomed to

extinction, and the monastic steward was soon to lose his

distinctive place in the military organisation of the

kingdom. When special musters were taken in 143, only

one man, it seems, could still iaise men from his old

monastic office: Sir Thomas Wriothesley, formerly high

steward of the Abbey of Hyde near Winchester, informed the

King that he was able to raise ten archers on "the lands

of Hide not sold". This, nevertheless, gives one only half

1. P.R.O. SP 1/49 1.55 (1.1'. iv, £1450).

2. P.R.O. SF 1/241 1.78 (L.P. Add. 129).
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the picture: some of the manors formerly belonging to

this monastery had. in fact been granted to Wriothesley at

the Dissolution, the tenants of which manors were probably

included in the 100 other men that he had. described as his

own tenants and. servants. 1 Similarly, some of the 500

able men. certified by' Sir Thomas Dennis lh the same year

were probably tenants of the large manor of Littlehaia and.

Exniouth, of which he had formerly been steward. for the

Abbot of Sherborne, and whñch had. passed to him by purchase

in 1540: thus the monastic "power" which he had enjoyed

before the Dissolution remained with him after that event.2

This, however, was not a frequent occurrence: in. Devonshire,

if not elsewhere, it was not usual for a man to acquire

lands belonging to a monastery of which he had been steward.3

Most monastic land, of course, passed in the first

instance into the hands of the Crown, and. its manred. into

the hands of the Crown's stewards. Thus in 1543 John

Ridgway was able to report that he could raise 34 able men

1. L.P. xix, pt.1, p.149. CC.2'.N-a

2. P.R.0. SP 1/184 f.170b (. xix, pt.l, p.154). Cf.
J. A. Iouings, "The Disposal 9f Monastic Property in
Land in. the County of Devon" Lond. Univ. Ph.D. thesis
1950), p.lsl,

3. Ibid. pp.186-7.
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from "his office of Stuax'd, of the late Monastery of Torre",1

Ridgway's "power", like that of any other steward of Crown

lands, was greatly increased by his tenure of this office.

After the Dissolution, it seems, the Crown becaie more

than ever aware of the military potential that lay at the

disposal of the stewards of its lands. In the "Articles for

the ordering of the Manred.e", which were probably drawn

up in 1539, it was laid. down that the king was to have 'tA

booke of all suche offices and. .Romes as be of his graces

gift within this his Realme of Englande by the whiche any

men may be made, with the names of the officers of the said

Ronies and. offices - And the nombre of all suche able

persones as may be made within the same offices". The

purpose of such a book was to enable the King to "ordre the

said Manrede to his graces moost suerty and. to the good

succession of this his said. Realme", and, the rest of this

document is taken up with the regulations to this end.2

Though it is not known whether such a book ever mnateria-

used, the very fact that its compilation was ever contemplatec

is an indication of the Crown's appreciation of the military

importance of the steward's office. A further indication

1. P.R.O. SP 1/18k f.l7'4-b (. xix, pt.1, p.15k).

2. P.R.O. sP 1/1L4 t.205b	 a• (&.:.. xiv, pt.l, 643).
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is that, when a man was granted the stewardship of Crown

lands, specific mention of the nianred was sometimes made

in the grant. In 15 44 , when Sir Richard Southwell was

given the office of chief steward of the Nottinghanishire

lordships of Mansfie)4 Woodhouse, Clipaton, ath Linby, and

of the Derbyshire lordship of Rorsley, it was explicitly
stated that he was to have the leading of the King's tenants

there. 1 Again, in 1557 Sir John Parrot's patent as chief

steward of the lordship of Carew (Pembrokesbire) entitled

him to "le nianred" of the inhabitants there. 2 Moreover,

the absence of such a clause from many grants of stewardship

is merely an indication that the governance of the tenants

in time of war was universally recognised to be an essential

feature of the office.

It was because of its military perquisites that the

office of stewardship of Crown lands was often given to the

captain or constable of a castle. A letter from Gregory

Cohyers to Sir John Bulnier dating from the year 1537

provides an illustration of this:3

towchyng the sewerdschyp off Whytby, it is
gyffyn all Redy by the kyng, and that can master

1. L.P. xix, pt.l, g.812 (18).

2. C.P.R. 1555-?, p.k85.

	

.	 P.R.O. SP 1/115 f.l2Ob (. xii, pt.1, 271).
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Boynton schew you; £for he hard.e yong Sir
Rafl'e Evers tell the same to Sir George Conyers,
And. sayd. that the kyng and. hys cowneell had.
takyn d.yrectyon that whosoever ware constabyll
off Skarborow castell schold. be  atewerd. off
Whytby strand.

Similarly, the constable or Sandal Castle seems generally

to have also held. the office of steward of the lordship

of Wakefield..'

The office of King's steward of Wakefield in Henry

Viii's reign gave its holder "the ledyng and settyng

forthe or many of the kynges subjecttes in the tyme of

warres agaynst Scotland.e." In the case of Sir Richard

Tempest, sleward. there until his death in 1537, the

exercise of these military functions appears to have

provided plenty of opportunities for bribery and. corruption:

on one occasion he was accused of allowing the King's

tenants to purchase exenption from military service.2

Nevertheless, in 1558 the Privy Council upheld the claim

of hs kinsman, Sir John Tempest, to the uianred. of

Wakefièd by virtue of his ancestral office of steward

of the lordship.3

Another important stewardship in the West Riding of

1. &.. xvii, g.7].k (13, 1k); xviii, pt.l, g.981 
(lii).

2. H. B. McCall and W. Brown,Yorkshire Star Chamber
Proceedings, ii (Iorcs. Arch. Soc. Rec. Ser. xlv), 7;
iii (Ibid. ii), 29-30, 61-2.

3. A.P.C. 1556-8, p.272.
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Yorkshire was that of the honour of Tickhill and

Coniabrough. This was held jointly by Sir Rerizy Wyatt

and Sir Arthur Darcy until the former's death in 1536.

Wyatt, however, had. apparently delegated his share to

Sir Bryan ifastings; for, soon after his death, the

latter wrote to Sulfolk complaining that "my 8treflgth

which I shold. have aydyd. the kyng withall is taken fro me

by the meanes of sir Arthur Darcye; for I was stuard. of

thonour of Tyckull and. Conesborow under sir Herry Wyatn.L

Two years later this particular office again became the

object o± a pleading letter: Sir John ifercy wrote to

Cromwell requesting him to cause it to be granted to him

"off purpas that I may be more abyll to serve the kynges

grace when I shal be Caulyd". In the same letter,

incidentally, Hercy also congratulated Cromwell on his

recent appointment as Justice of the Porests North of

Trent, because, concluded this redoubtable warrior (who

tended to think of all offices in terms of the soldiers

that they would yield) "in ' Shyrrwod.e you ought off Ryght

to have many men yff yt be wel lokyd on".2

This last sentence seems to suggest that the number

of soldiers that an office would. yield. depended to a

1. P.R.0. 51' 1/111 t.39 (L.P. ii, 1026).

2. P.R.O. SI' l/l8 f.67 (L.P. xiii, pt.2,).
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certain extent upon the diligence of its holder in seeking

out the able men and. preparing them for military service.

Corroboration of this is found in a letter of Sir Piers

Dutton, who, by the King's express command, had the
"execution" of the stewardship of Halton (Cheshire) under
Sir Edward evill. In rendering an account of his

stewardship to Henry VIII in 1535, Dutton stated that he

had, brought the office into "better Ordre then hyt was

af fore I medled therwith" and had. "prepared moo men in

aredynes within the same Office... then hath byn accustomed.

afforetyme "• 1

That the stewardship of a royal manor placed a

considerable number of men at the disposal of its holder

is clear from the returns of the urvey of 1522. Everard.

Digby, for example, who was steward. of eleven such manors

in the county of Rutland, had. 62 able tenants of the King

under his leading. 2 Again, Sir Richard Weston, who was

steward. of the queen's large manor of Newbury, had. under

his rule there no less than 97 able-bodied men. 3 It was

from the neighbourhood of Newbury, too, that 22 years later

1. B.M. Earl. 283 I.1 (L.P. viii, 22).

2. P.R.O. E 36/54 ff.4b, 9a, 15a, 17b, 18a, 20b, 25a,
26, 28b, 32a.

3. See above, P • 126.
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Thomas Cawarden, steward. of the royal manors of Donnington,

Church Speen, and. Enborne, was to raise 150 footiaexi.1

While the most valuable atewardships were those of

royal (and, up to the time of the Dissolution, monastic)

manors, there were other miscellaneous stewardships

which placed. onsiderabl numbers of men under the leading

of their holders. The steward.ships of boroughs, which

will be discussed later, come into this category. 2 So

also, it seems, do the stewardships of universities.

Thomas Howard, third. Duke of Norfolk, for instance, who

was High Steward. of Cambridge LL'om 1540 onwards, required.

that university to provide him with men in 1542 and. 15214.

In the former year 14 colleges contributed money towards

"the settinge forthe of x soldyard.es wythe the duke of

northefolke, our atuard.e, into skotlande". 3 And in 1521-3

the Duke wrote to the university authorities informing

them that, because the King had ordered him to prepare

as many men as he could. "as well of myne owne landes as

of syche offyces as I have at thys presente under hys

Majestie", they were to advertise him in writing of the

number of able men that they could. raise. 4 Accordingly,

L.	 G.B.R.O. Loseley MS. 26 f.la. Cf. .C.H. Berks, iv, 92,
100, 170.

2. See below, Pl89.

3. C.C.C.C. MS. 106, p.582.
L	 Ibid.. p.581.
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in the following year, ten soldiers were equipped at the

colleges' charge and set forth to serve in the Vanguard

of the Army against France.1

(ci) Friends

In addition to his servants, tenants, and. others

under his rule, the recipient of a signet letter was also

empowered to recruit his friends, provided that they were

willing to serve. In 1525 Sir Adrian Fortescue was

informed that he could levy his appointed number of men

for the wars from any of his "frendes or lovers that of

thair good inyndes woll passe to the same". 2 Again, in

1557 Sir Rice Mansfield was ordered to be prepared to

serve with all his dependants and "with suche yor frendes

also as shal be willing to go with youe".3

This seems generally to have meant in practice that

a man could and would levy his friends' tenants and.

servants. In 1523, when Sir Edward Guldeford. was ordered

to levy 500 men for service in France under Suffolk, he

asked his agent, one Copuldyke, to "speke with Thomas Aldy

1. C.C.C.C. MS.106, pp.326-7.

2. E XI f.LI.5a.

3. P.R.0. C 66/908 xn.l8d. (C.P.R. 1555-7, p.315) . It is not
clear why this letter was passed under the Great Seal
instead of the Privy Signet.
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and my cousyn Crayford. and other my frend.es to appoint me

the tallest men that be in that parties". Guldeford.

also suggested that, if Copuldyke spoke to Lady Ringley,

"1 am sure I shall have her tenauntes and. the best that

she can do".' Again, in 1542 , when Roger Brereton was
ordered to prepare himself and. "all suche power arid.

company as he eold.e or myght make of hymseif and his

frend.es for able and convenient men for his graces warres",

his "very nere frend. and. kynnesman", Thomas Brereton,

placed his whole "power" at the said Roger's disposal.2

A request to a friend for military assistance was not

normally of the nature of a command, even if the one whose

aid was sought was of inferior social status. When Thomas

Grey, third. Marquess of Dorset, sent a letter under his

signet to his friend Sir John Trevelyan asking him to

provide him with a number of soldiers, the tone of the
letter was mild. and. almost apologetic:3

his grace hath apoyented. me to go with hyza to
serve hym with suche nombre of goode men as I
can gete in this ... viage. Wherfore I heretely
pray you to do so moche for me as pourvey me
of iii or fore goode archers, or mo, suche as
ye thynke be goode and. sufficient men.

1. B.M. Eg. 2093 f.57b.
2. Stewart-Brown, op. cit. p.38. Cf. above, p.

3. W. C. and C. E. Trevelyan, Trevelyan Papers, pt.3 (Cam.
Soc. 1st ser. cv), p.11.
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Friendship, however, was probably the weakest of all

the various bonds that linked the supplier of soldiers to

the men that he supplied. A man could not command a friend.

or a friend's tenants to follow him in war, even though

he had a royal warrant in his pocket. With his servants,

his tenants, and. the tenalits of others under his stewardship,
on the other hand, it was a very different matter: with

them his word. was law. The strong bonds that already bound

servant to master and tenant to lord became very strong

indeed when reinforced by the power and authority of the

Tudor Crown.
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CUAPTER I

The Military Obligations of the Boroughs

Section I. The Nature of the Obligation

When in May 1522 the city of London was ordered to

send 100 men to serve in the King's wars, the Court of

Aldermen decided "that kr. Recorder, with the Cownsell of
hi Citie, shall goo to my lord.e Cardynalles grace and

shewe to hym tharticle of oure grete Chartre ... concernyng

that the Citezens shall nott be compellyd to goo or send.e

into the kynges warre owte of this Citie, etc., besechyng

his grace that the same may take effecte and stand in force".'

Again, in the following year, when the city was once more

ordered to supply 100 men, the Cardinal was informed that
"yt ys expressly agenst the liberties of the Citie".2

This claim, if i had been upheld, might have bad.

serious repercussions; for the Crown relied on the cities

1. L.C.R.O. Rep. 4- f . 152. This may refer to a grant of
1321 re military service (see M. Weinbaum, British
Borough Charters, p.75).

2. Ibid. f.168a.
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and towns of England to provide it with a fair proportion

of its soldiers. The claim, however, was not upheld; the

Crown ou1d point to numerous occasions during the previous

two centuries when London and other cities and towns

hact sent soldiers to the royal armies.

Throughout the later Middle Ages, indeed, the English

boroughs had borne their share of the burden of supplying

men for the King's wars. Whenever a large army was to be

raised, it seems, writs were sent out to all the princpa1

towns and. cities of the realm ordering tem to contribute

soldiers to it. In 1336, for example, Edward III commanded

the mayors and bailiffs Qf some 8 boroughs to furnish

contingents for the war aainst Scotland. between them

they were to sup1y more than 2000 men, London being

burdened with as naxy as 300, and Dunstable, Ware, and

Guild.ford with as few as six. 1 Again, exactly 100 years

later (in 1Zi. 6) Henry VI sent out letters under his Privy

Seal to a number of municipalities asking them to "send.e

as many ersones defensables and habiles for the werre as

yn any wyse ye goodly may" to serve in the defence of

Calais: wheretipon the citizens of Salisbury duly granted

a dozen men. 2 It would seem, therefore, that throughout

1. Rot. Scot. i, 61.

2. H.M.C. Various Collections, Iv, 198-200.
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the 14th and. 15th centuries the boroughs recognised. their

obligation to give military aid, to the Crown whenever it

needed it.

The accession of the Tudors saw no chang-e in the

position of the boroughs. Henri VII, who seems to have

regarded the English townsmen as his most loyal subjects,

made frequent demands upon them for soldiers: Ipswich,

for example, was called upon to supply men on at least

seven occasions in the course of his reign.1 And when,

towards the end ol his life, Henry began to organise what

seems to have been a small reserve army, Coveintry,

Coichester, ani Ipswich were all requested to prepare

contingents 2

During the next three reigns the borougbs continued.

to play an important part in the military organisation. of

the country. $ome of them, it Js true, seem to have been

called upon less frequently than .nprevious reigns, perhaps

on -account of declining wealth: only once iii the town

records of Ipawich for the reign of Henry VIII, for instance,

1. N. Bacon, The Annalls of I'pswlche, p. 152 egg.

2. 1ff. D. Harris, The Coventry Leet Book, its., 608; W. G.
Benhaiu, The Red Paper Book of Coichester, pp.92-3;
N. Bacon, op. cit. p.l78.
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is mention made of soldiers. 1 However, in the first half

of the 16th century, as in previous periods, most of the

important campaigns saw contingents of townsmen marching

off to join the armed forces of the Crown. Ten boroughs -

Boston, Canterbury, Coventry, Exeter, Gloucester, Grantham,

Oxford, Salisbury, Stamford, and. Worcester - are known

to have sent men to join the "army by sea" levied in l5lLI..2

Seven boroughs - Coichester, Dover, London, Norwich,

Nottingham, Oxford, and. Reading - are known to have raised

troops to serve in the "army by land" which crossed to

France thirty years later.3

That were the factors which determined which boroughs

sent men to the wars on any particular occasion? Clearly,

one important factor was that of geography soldiers would

not normally be demanded from those cities and towns whicl.

were far removed from the assembly-point of the army.

Although in 1542 men were recruited in boroughs as far squth

V. B. Redstone, "Ipswich Corporation Records", no.10,
pt.2 (East Anglian Daily Times, 28 May 1932).

L,j. 1, p.1518; P.RO. £. 101/61/31 f.53; Cov.C.R.0.
A 79 p.26.

3.	 T. Cromwell, History of Coichester, i, 78; B.M. Add.
MS. 29618 f. 362; L.C.R.O. Rep. 11 ff.71- 2 ; Norfolk
.Archaeo1oy, i, 36-8; W.H. Stevenson, Records of
Nottingham, iii, 383-9 (wrongly dated l5'+l by editor);
W. H. Turner, Records of Oxford, p.l7; J. . Guild.ing,
Reading Records, i, 187.
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as Norwich and. Reading for service on the Scottish Borders,1'

this was not a normal practice. A more typical example

of the recruitment of municipal levies comes from the year

152$, when Lord. Sandys, Captain of Guianes, collected a

small force at Guild.ford.: on that occasion all the nine

towns to which letters were sent were situ.ated within 100

miles of the place of assembly.2

Qeography, nevertheless, was not the only factor: the

size of a borough also had much to do with determining

whether or not it would receive a military summons. On

some occasions only the larger boroughs viould. receive them.

In 1521, for example, when Wolsey was asked to draw up

a list of those individuals and corporate bodies which he

considered "meate to make men" for service in Flanders,3

be included in his list the names of six cities and, four

towns.4 Wolsey's upper ten boroughs were the Zo.1owing

(in this ol"der): London, Coventry, Exeter, Wincheser,

Norwich, Salisbury, Bristol, Worcester, Coichester, and.

Ipswich. He chose these because, in his estimation, they

1. N.C.R.O. Assembly Proceedings I 1.200; Guildin,
o p . cit. ., 180

2. iv, 4199.

3. State Papers1 Henry VIII, 1, 23.

4. B,M. Otho II 1.38.
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were the a1gest and, wealthiest boroughs south of the

Trent - the "good townes, as Sir Robert Cotton was later

to describe them.1

There were, of course, other "good townes" in England

beside the ten selected. by Wolsey. There was, for instance,

the city of York, but it was excluded for geographical

reasons: it was so far from the southern ports that it
could. not conveniently be called upon to send, men to serve

in I1anders, and it was so near to the northern Border
that its forces were always reserved for service in that
region. 2 But, apart from York, there were about thirty

other boroughs which are known to have been ordered to

furnish soldiers on variois occasions duing the period.
under discussion - some receiving direct summonses from

the Crown, and others receiving indirect royal summonses

via some intermediate authority.3

The latter boroughs probably bore a heavier military

burden than others of similar size and comparable

geographical position; for they would almost certainly

be required. to supply men whenever their officer received.

1. Grose, op . cit. 7k.

2. For the question of York, see N. J'. Longbone, "The
Military Obligations of York Citizens in Tudor Times"
(Leeds Univ. M.A. thesis, 1953).

3. See below, P . 189.
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a royal summons. Thus the fct that the Lord Warden

of the Cinue Ports was a magnate from whom the Crown would

be likely to demand a contingent of soldiers on every

occasion when troops were levied in the south of England.

meant that the town of Dover, for example, would receive

frequent demands for men: Dcver, indeed, received at least
'a	 1six such deniarid.s in the period. 1522-wi-.

On the whole, however, the municipalities which were

called upon most frequently were the large cities: London

set forth four separate contingents in the course of the

two years 1544 and 
j545;2 York furnished at least that

number of contingents in the wo years 154.8 and. l549;

Coventry provided men on tbree occasions during the first

French war of Henry Viii's reign;4 while Norwich was called

upon to supply soldiers on at least seven occasions in the

period under discussion.5

• 1. The six occasions were: 1522 (B.M. Add. MS. 29618 t.54b);
1523 (Eg. 2093 ff.56-7); 1536 (Add. MS. 29618 f.305b);
1539 (Ibid. f. 315b); 1543 (ibid. f . 358a); 1544 (Ibid.
f. 32aJ.

2. L.C.R.0. Rep. 11 f.72 sgg.

3. T.C.R. iv, 177	 v, 10 sqq.

4. I.e. in 1512 (Cov.C.R.0. A 79 p.25), in 1513 (L.P. i,
1176/3), and. in 1514. (A 79 p.26).

5. I.e. 1513 (P.R.O. E iOi/%/29 f.2b),
rIL f.38), 1536 (N.C.R.3. Ass. Pro.
(Nor!. Arch. i, 32-6), 1544 (mId.. 36-8), 1545 CN.C.R.O.
Chamberlains' Accts. IX ff.l72-3), and 1558 (ibid.

III ff.130-4).
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Not only were the larger boroughs requested to send.

men to the wars more frequently than others; they were

also requested to send. larger contingents. In 1513, for

instance, Coventry provided more mex than did Salisbury,

Exeter, and. Oxford between them. 1 In 1521 Norwich was

ordered to send a contingent equal to the combited

contingents of two other East Anglian boroughs, Colchester

and. Ipswich. 2 In 1557 London furnished 25 times the

number furnished by either Reading or Gloucester.3

While the relative sizes of the contingents depended

upon the relative sizes of the boroughs that provided. them,

the actual number provided by any given borough at any

given time depended. ultimately upon the size of the army

to be raised. Thus the numbers supplied by a particular

borough varied considerably from year to year, as is seen

from the case of the city of London in the 1540s. To the

small army sent to the aid. of the Emperor in 1543 the

Londoners contributed 100 men; 4 to the large army sent

into France in 1544 they d.eàpatched. 500;	 and for the

1. Coventry 100, Salisbury 30, Oxford 20 (. 1, 1176/3);
Exeter ,0 (E.C.R.O. Act Bk. I f.38b).

2. Norwich 20 N.C.R.O. Ass. Pro. I f.130); Colchester 101
Ipswich 10 (B.M. Otho E XI f.38).

3. London 1000 (L.C.R.O. Jor. 17 t.50b); Reading 40
(Guild.ing, o;p. cit. i, 252); Gloucester 40 (H.MC.
12th Rep. App. ix, p.453).

4. L.C.R.O. Rep. 10 f.337a.

5. L.C.R.O. Rep. 11 f.72.
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great "lev€e en masse" that was ordered for the defence of

the kingdom iii l55 they set forth no less than 1500.1
$ince the number' of men ±hat the Crown demanded

from a borough was determined more by the need. of the

Crown for men than by the ability of the boroughs to provide

them, it sometimes happened that the latter found themselves

unduly overburdened.. On several occasions in the middle

years of the century, when there was almost continuous

warfare between the English and, the Scots, the citizens

of York complained, about the great numbers of men that

they had to supply: the city's burden, they maintained,

was bigger than it haI been in days gone by, "whan it was

a greate better Inhabited and. farre more wealthie than It

is nowe".2

Complaints of this kind, indeed, were often to be

beard. In 15k2 the citizens of Coventry sent two men to

London to obtain "the discharge of the furnysahyng of xl

men to be mad redie". 3 Three years later the citizens of

London, who had. been ordered. to send. 2000 men to Portsmouth,

were oblIged to inform the Lord. Chanceilor that 1500 "was

as meny as they could.e convenyently sett fourth, onelesse

1. 0. Wriothesley, A Chronicle of ngland, i (Cam.Soc.
2nd. ser. xi), 158.

2. I.C.R. v, 183-4.

3. Cov.C.R.0. A 9 p.9.
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they sholde leve the Cytie desolate of men") Im 154B

it was reported that so many men had, been levied in the

borough of Soutliwark that, if any more were levied there,

the foreign residents would outnumber the English residents

by two to one.2

Nevertheless, a comparison between the numbeis provided

by corporate bodies and. the numbers provided by individuals

reveals that the former were often let off relatively

lightly. To the "army by sea of 151k, for instazice, the

cities of Exeter and. Salisbury each contributed the same

number as did an ordinary country gentleman like Tohn

Chichester of Devonshire or Willia Bonhain of Wiltshire.3

Again, to the expedinary force of 1521 the corporations

of Norwich and. Coichester were each required to send the

same sized contingents as were Sir William Paston of

Norfolk and Sir Witini Browne of Essex respectively. 4 Such

comparisons as these merely provide a further indication

that, in the military administration of the early Tudor

period, equity was frequently not an important consideration.

1. L.C.R.0. Rep. 11 f.189b.

2. P.R.0. SP 10/3 f.l]4b.

3. P.R.0, B 101/56/10 ff.86, 98, 100, 115 (.i, p.1518).

k.	 B.M. Otho B XI tf.3k, 38; N.C.R.0. Ass.Pro. t f.130.
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nistra

The English borough, for most of the period.. unier

discussion at all events, was an integral part of both the

quasi-feudal and the national military systems. Because

it had. a corporate personality, the Crown could call

upon it to supply soldiers just as though it were a private

individual. Because it was a geographical division of the

kingdom, the Crown would recruit militiamen within its

boundaries just as though it were a shire or a bnndred or

a tithing. This being so, the external administration of

its military forces is best discussed under two separate

heads.

(a) Quasi-Feudal System

Under the quasi-feudal systeIi the royal demands for

men. reached the borough in one of two ways. In the first

place, there was the direct demand - the signet letter

sent straight from the royal palace to the mayoral parlour.

For most of the period under review this was the normal

method of ordering one of the larger boroughs to place

its "power" at the Crown's disposal. It was in this way,

for example, that the te'. "good townes" were called upon

to send contingents to the aid. of the Emperor in
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1521.1 The mayors of the larger corporations were placed

on an equal footing with temporal and. spiritual magnates

in this respect: they were all the "trusty and. well-

beloved" subjects of the sovereign, and. were add.ressed. and

treated as such.

In the case of the smaller boroughs, however, the

requests for men did. not always come direct from the

sovereign: like the tenants of the gentry, they received.

their orders at second hand. Many boroughs, as has already

been noted, were subject to the overlordship of a high

steward. or other officer, who, when called upon by the

Crown to supply men from all his "rooms and offices",

would pass on some of the burden to them. There is some

evidence, in fact, that the Government at this period was

anxious to ensure that these "pocket boroughs" did. not

escape their military obligations: in 1539 it was laid

down that the King would henceforth have a "booke of all

Romes and. offices that ... any Cities or Towxiea have or

gyve, by the whiche any men may be made by the officer of

the same". 2 Such a book would have enabled the King to

know to which corporations letters could be sent direct

1. Bee reference to these letters in Wolsey's letter of
1 August (P.R.O. S.P. 1/22 1 .276 - L.P. iii ].L15,).

2. P.R.O. SP 1/l L14 1.206a (L.P. xiv, pt.l, 643). Bee
above, P•168.
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and. which ones could. be summoned indirectly via their

stewards.

Thj book, if it was evet compiled, unfortunately does

not appear to survive.	 everthe1ess, one good example of

municipal stewardship can be found. At Leicester,

throughout the period under discussion, the stewardship

was in the hereditary possession of the family of Hastings,

Barons Hastings and. Earls of Huntingdon. In 1510 Lord.

Hastings's right to the manred. of the burgesses was

confirmed by the King's letters; 1 while in 1553 the

townsmen were reminded that no man was to be retained

"except only with us to do us service when required in

the retinue of our stewardship there". 2 That the Hastings

exercised their rights in this matter is seen from the

events of the year 15L1-9, when the Earl of Huntingdon

received a royal order to levy 300 men from his "frendes,

favorers, tenauntes, and. aervantes": since the mayor

and corporation of Leicester were his "very frendes", he

ordered them to provide him with as many men as possible.3

Thile the claims of the Hastings family to the manred

1. M. Bateson, Records of Leicester, iii, 1.

2. Ibid. 73.

3. Ibid. 58.
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of Leicester appear to have been maintained successfully,

the opposite appears to have been the case with those of
the Clifford family to the manred of York. When Lord

Clifford. ut forward his claim in 1513, the citizens

replied, that they could not find, any foundation for it,

even though they had. "maid serche as well by old.e

registres as by examinacon of aged folks". 1 In 15L1.2,
however, they appear to have admitted the claim made by

his son, the Earl of Cumberland.; 2 although two years

later they seem to have forgotten all about it, since the

Earl was obliged. to send. them a stern letter reminding

them that he had the "governaunce of the iñhabitaunts

within the Citie". 3 Again, despite the fact that

Cuinberland's claim was once more admitted. in 1545, the

citizens were able to inform him in 1557 that they had.

searched. "the old. regystars and. books of this Citie" and

had. found therein no evidence to support his pretensions!5

The claims of the Clif fords were nevertheless bound to

1. Y.C.R. iii, kO-l.
2. Ibid. iv, 79-80.

3. Ibid. 101.
4. Ibid. 123.

5. Ibid. v, 154.
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be ignored, for York was a great city that would always

receive direct summonses from the King or from the Council

in the North. It was precisely because the citizens

received orders for men both from the Government ath from

the Earl that they were forced to ignore those of the

latter. As they themselves pointed out to him In 151.15, they

could only admit his claim if, in return, he could "fynde

the meanes that the kings lettres may so be dyrectyd. to

us for our d.yscharge" from the obligation of meeting the

direct demands of the Government. 1 Even so, it 18 hard

to imagine York in the "pocket" of any magnate, however

powerful: what the Earls of Huntingd.on could do at

Leicester, the Earls of Cuinberland could never hope to do

at York.

While many of the smaller boroughs received Indirect

royal summonses from the hands of their stewards, those

boroughs which belonged to the Liberty of the Cinque Xorts

received theirs from the hands of their Lord Warden.

Sometimes, it woald. beem, the royal demands reached them

even more indirectly; for there was an intermediary

between the Warden and the towns. In June 1523, for

instance, when the Lord. Warden (Sir Edward Guld.eford)

received a royal demand for 500 men, be promptly wrote off

1.	 Y.C.R. iv, 123.
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to his deputy (one Copu]4yke) to tell him to send. out

"lettres of attendance" to every town within his jurisdiction1

The latter then d.espatched letters under the warden's

seal to "all and. singuler Mayers, Baylyffes, Jurates, and.

Combarons of the ... fyve portes" ordering them to prepare

men for the wars.- This rather cwabersome procedure seems

to have caused. considerable delay: a fortnight elapsed

between the despatch. of the letters under the King's

signet and. the arrival at their destination of those under

the seal of the Lord Warden.1

(b) National System

The part played by a borough in the organisation of

the militia varied according to its size. The largest

boroughs, in the first half of the 16th century at any

rate, were independent of the shire a&in1nistration and.

enjoyed. the privilege of mustering and levying their own

men. Thus, whenever musters were to be taken throughout

the land, most of the larger boroughs were sent separate

commissions, in which their mayors and. other officials

were always named.

For only one year does there survive a complete list

of those boroughs which bad. been sent separate commissions

1.	 B.M. Eg. 2093 ff.56-7.
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This was the year 1523, when a total of

30 cities and. towns are recorded as having received. them.1

What was it that distinguished these 30 from the rest of

the 150 odd. English boroughs then in existence? 2 In the

first 1ace, 15 of them were to be distinguished by the

fact that they were 'county boroughs", and. were therefore

separated from the shires in which they lay. 3	wo others,

though not of county status, enjoyed the privilege of a

separate commission of the peace, which would probably

have entitled them to the further privilege of a separate

commission of musters.	 With regard to the remaining

thirteen, it is difficult to point to any distinguishing

feature which would explain their receipt of separate

commissions. True, five of them had been officially

incorporated by Royal Charter, but then so had 17 other

boroughs which bad. not received. commissions. 5 It would

1. P.L0. C 82/528/1 (L.P. iii, 2875/1).

2. This estimate was arrived at from an examination of
the tables in Weinbauin, op. cit.

3. These were Bristol, Canterbury, Carlisle, Chester,
Coventry, Exeter, Gloucester, Hull, Lincoln, Newcastle-
on-Tyne, Norwich, Nottingham, Southampton, York, and.
London. (See Weinbaum, op. cit.).

4. These were Oxford and Cambridge. (Bee C.PiR. 1494-1509.
pp.632-3, 655).

5. The five incorporated bvroughs were Colehester, Ipswich,
Northampton, Rochester, and Scarborough. (bee Weinbauia,
op. cit.) The remaining eight were Bath, Derby,
Leicester, Salisbury, Shrewsbury, Westminster,
Winchester, and Worcester.
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seem therefore that these 30 boroughs had been picked

out not on account of any legal status, but simply because

they were known to be among the largest and. wealthiest

communities in the land. Thus it could happen that an

unincorporated town like Shrewsbury was included. in the

list,, while an incorporated city like Chichester was

excluded: the significant facts were that the former
was a prosperous trading centre, and. that the latter

belonged. to "the category of small and unimportant

communities". 1 Nevertheless, it is symptomatic of the

flexibility of the system that, when in 153L1. the next

musters were taken, the city of Chichester did. re&oeive

a separate commission.2

The cherished municipal privilege at this tiiie,

however, does not seem to have been the possession of

a separate commission, but simply that of "corporate

junction". For in practice it made little difference

whether or not a corporation received a separate

commission: what did. matter was that, whenever musters

were taken in their town, the mayor and other muiaicipal

officials had the right of being "joined in the commission".

1. M. Weinbaum, The Incorporation of Boroughs, p.81.

2. . ru, 1468.
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Hereford. was a borough which apparently enjoyed. this

privilege; for when Sir James BaskerviUe and Richard

Warmecombe (the shire commissioners appointed to the task

at the "division") came to take musters there in 1539,
they were coined. in their duties by the mayor of the city.1

Another borough which appears to have had. this privilege

was Plymouth: in l52 their mayor is recorded as havin

ridden to Plympton to oppose the evil designs 01' the

shire commissioners, who "wold. have had. this towne to have

mustered there before theym agayrist cure auntient custom".2

This custom, however, does not appear to have been very

ancient: Plymouth was not included. in the list of abomt

fifty boroughs whthh in 1336 were declared. to be outside

the jurisdiction f the shire authorities. 3 Nevertheless,

the custom may have grown up in the intervening two

centuries, and the townsmen may indeed have been defending

their proper liberties. Similar attempts to encroach

upon customary rights probably led the townsmen of King's

Lynn and Lichfield, both of which were "viflae exceptae

in the early years of Edward. III's reign, to have the

privilege of '1corporate junction" recorded in their

1. L.P. xiv, pt.l, 652

2. R. N. Worth, Plymouth Municipal Rcords, p.112.

3. Rot. Scot. i, 461, 463.
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respective charters of 1547 and. 1553.1

The smaller boroughs, on the other hand, were

definitely denied this privilege. In 1546 the Lords of

the Council informed the mayor and brethren of Portsmouth

that they could not be joined in the commission of musters

as the mayors and brethren of other boroughs were. 2 It

was the lot of the lesser boroughs to be merged. in the

shires in which they lay; in 1539, for instance, the

inhabitants of the Wiltshire boroughs of Caine, Malmesbury,

and. Marlborough, mustered. before the same commissioners

as did the inhabitants of any village in that part of

the county.3

The day was not far off, however, when even the large

privileged boroughs would be obliged. to fight for the

retention of their independence from the shire. At

Northampton the clash came as early as 1545, when the

townsmen were ordered to prepare soldiers by the

commissioners for the county; the latter seem to have been

victorious, but the townsmen, "bicause they be a liberty

of themself, saved their faces by refusing to let their

1. C.P.R. 1547-8, p.101; 1553-4, p.52.

2. L.P. xxi, pt.1, 136.

3. Phillips, op . cit. pp.8, 15, 24-5.
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men march to London with the shire levies.' In the

following year even the great city of Coventry was

threatened with the loss of its independence: the citizens

had. to remind the Warwickshire commissioners that their

mayor had. to be included in any commission of musters

within the city. 2 Again, in 1554 the Lords of the Council

were constrained to order the Wiltshire commissioners to

permit the mayor and aldermen of Salisbury to take the

musters of the inhabitants of their city.3
The independence of the larger municipalities from

the shires in which they lay appears to have received

confirmation in the Militia Act of 1558. Here the

practice of "corporate junction" was authorised in "every

City, Bourghe, and Towne Corporate, wherin there bee

Justices of the eace". 4 This meant that many corporations

would be able to continue to avoid that subordination to

the shire commissioners which they feared so greatly.

But it did. not mean. that they woula be able to avoid

subordination to the new local authorities - the Lords

Liettenants. As early as 1554 the citizens of Norwich

1. P.R.O. SP 1/208 f. 11-7a (L.P. xx, pt.2, 425).

2. Coy . C.R.O. A 79 p.56.

3. A.P.C. 1554-6, p.8.

4. Statutes of t e Realm, iv, 320.
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received a great surprise when the Lord Lieutenant of

Norfolk and. Suffolk ordered them to send him details of

their military strength: they marvelled that "there came

noo Commission to this Cittie, being a Countye of itself,

whereby the musters of liable men might be taken".1

Nevertheless, by 1558 the subordination of the municipal

corporations to the Lieutenants was a f alt acconrpli: in

January of that year those appointed to levy men were

expressly ordered not to spare "any Cytye or toWn though

the same be a Countye of itself". 2 Thus even the greatest

cities in the land found themselves deprived of that

direct contact with the Crown which they felt to be the

main guarantee of their liberties.

n III.

"Each town," wrote Bishop Stubbs, "has its history,

and. makes its independent contribution to Municipal

History as a whole". 3 This means that any attempt to

1. N.C.R.O. Ass. Pro. II t.3b.

2. P.LO. SP 11/12 f.18a.

3. 0. Ogle, Royal Letters Addressed to Oxford (Oxford,
1892) ,p.vii.
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describe the internal military organisation of the English

borough is bound. to be complicated by the fact that there

were wide local variations in this organisation. Thus

th following description of municipal administration,

which is based on an analysis of only a few boroughs,

must not be thought to be of universal application,

although it is probably typical of most of the larger

cities and towns. For convenience, this subject may be

discussed under two separate heads: (a) the orgariisation

of watches for home defence; and. (b) the organisation.

of military contingents for offensive warfare.

(a) Watches

A regular institution of the majority of English

boroughs was the watch - a periodic review of the military

forces of the town, normally associated with some religious

festival. At London and Coventry the watc was bi—annual,

taking place n St. Peter's Eve and St. John's Eve; 1 at

Pavershani it took place on Lamraas Eve; 2 at Salisbury, on

St. Osmund's Night; 3 and at Exeter, on Midsummer Eve.

1.	 Stow, op. cit. p.k88a; Harris, o p . cit. ii, 791, 813.

F. F. Giraud, "Expenses of the Corporation of Faversham
Temp. Hen. VIII" (A.rchae logia Cantiana, x), p.237.

3. S.C.R.O. Leger B II tf.2 14-6a, 25L1.a, etc.

4. E.C.R.0. Act Bk. II, f.Z4-3a.
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These watches were generally kept with unfailing

regularity, unless circumstances compelled, their cancella-

tion. A common cause of cancellation seems to have been

the plagUe: in 1528 the London watches were put down on

account of this, whereupon the city Armourers, who had.

a vested, interest in the matter, "made great suite to the

Kyng and, declared their great hynderaunce")

The burden of these ceremonial summer inanoeuvrea

seems to have often been borne by the crafts, occupations,

or companies existing in the boroughs. At Exeter in 1514.9

he corporations of Tai1ors Weavers, Tuckers, Si±Demakers,

Bakers, and. Brewers were each ordered to grovid.e ten

harnessed men for the watch. 2 At Salisbury in 1534 it

was ordained that "every occupacion do there best ... to

bryng forthe as many harnes men as they conv,enyently maye

to thonour of this citie". 3 At Coventry throughout the

eriod it was usual for each of the larger craft guilds

to send a certain number of men in armour to each of the

summer watches: normally the Dyers and. Butchers each

provided six men, the Smiths and Drapers four men, and

the Cappers and. Carp nters two men.4

1. Hall, op. cit. p.750.
2. E.C.R.O. Act B. II f.103b.

3. S.C.R.O. Leger B II Z.277a.

14.,	 T. Sharp, Coventry Pageants, p.192.
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Apart from these formal watches, which were part of

the yearly routine of English municipal life, there were

special watches in times of national emergency. At London

in 15k9, for instance, watches were kept on two separate

occasions: firstly, from 3 July to 10 Septenxber, on

account of the rebellions in Norfolk and. the West;' and.

secondly, from 7 October to the 17th of the same, on

account of the Somerset Conspiracy. 2 On each of these

occasions there were both daily and. nightly watches: the

former were maintained by the city companies, and, the

latter by the wards. 3 Again, at the time of the second

insurrection of the Duke of Suffolk in. 1554 the civic

defence forces of Coventry were on duty for seven days and

eight nights.'

(b) Military Contingents

The burden of furnishing men for the royal armies was

distributed in ciifferent ways in different boroughs; and

1. Wriothesley, op. cit. ii (Cani. oc. 2nd ser. xx),
15, 23.

2. Ibid. 25, 28.

3. For a specimen of a mayoral letter to the warden of a
company re the provision of harnessed men for a daily
watch, see L.C.R.O. Jor. 16 f. 33 a.

4. J'. G. Nichols, op . cit. (Cam. Soc. 1st ser. xlviii),
p.125.
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within one borough it was sometimes distributed in different

ways in different years. Generalisation, therefore, 18

extremely ditIicult: all that can he done is to describe

the various methods of distribution, and indicate on which

occasions certain boroughs are known to have used them.

In the first place, it wa comnon for the whole burden

of equipping soldiers to be borne by the craft-guild.s.

This was the normal practice at London: the Lord Mayor

merely passed on the royal demands to the wax dens of the

companies. 1 The numbers allotted to the various companies

varied according to their size and wealth. The Mercera

always seem to have headed the list: in 15 44 and. 1557 they

provided 36 out of a total of oo;2 in ay 1545, eight

out of 1O0; and. In 1558, 72 out of 10OO. Similarly,

the Brown Bakers generally supplied the smallest proportion,

if they supplied any at all: in 1544 they provided one

man out of 500; ih May 1545, none at all. Whether or
not this was an equitable distribution it is hard. to say;

at any rate, the city authorities seem to have intended

it to have been. lb. December 1557, for example, the wardens

1. See,	 . L.C.X.0. Jor. 17 t. 53.
2. L.C.R.O. Rep. 11 f.72a; 13 ff . 525-6, 582b.

3. L.C.R.0. Rep. 11 f.l7Ob.

4. L.C.R.O. Jor. 17 f.53b.
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of one company (who may have complained that they were

being overburdened) were informed, that "there ffelowship

shal be as gentylly usyde and intreatyd. accordynge to

theire habylyty and. power whensoever the Companyes and.

ffellowshippes of this Cyty shall hereafter be generally

chard.gyd. with settynge furth of any Soullyours".1

In provincial boroughs, too, the crafts bad. to bear

their share of the military burden. At Ludlow every

occupation was obliged to keep men and. equipment in

readiness for war: the Weavers, for instance, were on

one occasion recorded. as having ready "iiij men able in

harnes, with iij Jakkes, a payre of almayn Ryvettes, iiij

peyre of Splentes, iiij Salettes, iiij gorgettes, ij

bowes, and, to bylles, to serve the kyng on fote". 2 The

Salisbury guild.s were under a similar obligation: in 1512

it was decided. that their obligation should be rigorously

enforced, and the stewards of the guild.s were reminded

that "bifore this tyme d.yvers Craftes of this Citiehath

been charged to fynd.e certayn men sufficiently harneysed.

to do the Kyng oure soverayn Lord. services of warre".3

1. L.C.R.0. Rep. 13/2 f.575a.

2. P.R.0. E 101/62/3 m.1.

3. S.C.R.O. Leger B II f.26b.
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Such, too, was the case at Coventry, where in 15k2 the

craft-guild.s furnished 58 out of the 80 horsemen which

the city sent to the army in the North, the Mercers and

Drapers heading the list with six men each, and. the

Carpenters and. Painters bringing up the rear with one.1

The craftsmen, nevertheless, were not the only

citizens of Coventry who furnished men on that occasion.

Five out of the 80 were furnished by the "fforerice" or

suburbs of the city.	 "And the residue of the said iiij

men", it is recorded, "were £urnysshed partelie at th.,

charges of suche Citizense as be not associat to eny

feliship or Craft in the Citie and bere no charges with

the same; and. the rest of the costes and charges therm

was paid and borne owt of th Tresorie or coinen box of

the said. Citie".2

Even in those boroughs where the military contingents

were frequently supplied by the craft-guilds, it sometimes

happened that the soldiers were furnished in other ways.

The charges of the 1500 men set forth by the city of

London in July 15k5 were borne by the inhabitants of every

ward. 3 The 0 men prepared by the city of Salisbury in

1. Coy . C.R.0. A 9 p.538.

2. Ibid. p.5.

3. L.C.R.O. Rep. 11 f.189.
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1522 were equipped- at the cost of those possessing goods

to the value of £10 or more.1

In many boroughs, moreover, the burden of furnishing

so1dies seems to have been borne by the inhabitants qua

residents, and not qua guild-members. This seems to have

been the case at Southampton, Exeter, and. Reading among

others. At the first-named town in 1513 each member of

th contingent sent to the wars was "ferneshid" by a

prominent resident: the	 furnishers included the mayor,

two ex-lnayors, the sheriff, four ex-sheriffs, the broker,

and. the senior and. junior bailiffs. 2 At Exeter, in the

same year, contributions towards the cost of soldiers'

equipment were levied from the inhabitants of the four

quarters of the cIty, some men paying as much as 26s. 8d.

and. others as little as L1.d. 3 At Reading in 1542 the

burden of furnishing the municipal troop of cavalry fell

upon the wealthiest inhabitants, individually or in

groups of two, three, four, five, or

1.	 S.C.R.0. Leger B II ff.2L19_5l.

2. H. W. Gidd.en, The Book of Remembrance of Southampton,
iii, 103, Cf. lists of officers in vol.1, 78-9.

3. E.C.R.0. Act B. I ff.35-8 (H.M.C. Exeter, pp.302-3).

4. Guilding, op. cit. i, 180-3.
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While it was customary for the wealthiest inhabitants

to bear the cost of their town.'s military forces, it was

probably the lot of the poorest inhabitants to bear the

actual burden of military service. 1 Municipal society

seems to have been divided into two groups: those who

fought and. t ose who paid. There was, for example, no

coincidence between the list drawn up in 1558 of "all the

wealthy and substantial persons in York and Ainsty" and.

the lists of those who served in the city contingents in

1557 and 1558 . As the Lord Mayor pointed out on a later

occasion, it was against the city's custom to send. the

wealthier citizens to the wars, since they were relied

upon ta provide the money for taxes and. military assess-

ments 2

The selection of men for the wars was sometimes the

task of those responsible for furnishing them with

equipment. At London, when th city companies we e called

upon to provide equipment for soldiers, they were also

ordered. to provide the men, presumably from the ranks of

their awn members or their servcints. 3 Generally, however,

1.	 Cf. above, pp. 82, 157.

'.	 Longbone, op. cit. pp.182-4.

3.	 Bee, e.g, L.C.R.0. Rep. 11 11.116-7.
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the tasks of supplying materials and selecting men did.

not go together. The work of selection often devolved

upon the officials of the wards: at Norwich in 154 L1. , for

instance, every alderman was ordered to seek out the

ablest men in his ward and certify their names to the

mayor. 1 At York, on the other hand, where there were no

wards, the work devolved upon the constables: in 15k2

these officers were ordered. to cause all able men of

military age "personally to appere before ther wardens in

ther parissh churches furthwith to thentent that the sayd.

maister wardens with the consent of the constables and.

parisshinners may elect and. appoynt ther men".2

The selection of soldiers, in boroughs as elsewhere,

was no easy task. As the Lord. Mayor of London pointed

out to the wardens of the city companies in 1557, the men

selected had. to be "good, sad.d, apte and. hable men".3

Similar qualifications were specified in the following

January, but the wardens were negligent; and. the Qu.een

was obliged to write a strong letter to the Lord. Mayor

telling him that in future the citys soldiers were to be

1. Norf. Arch. i, 36-7 (where the year is wrongly given
as 1553); N.C.R.0. Ass. Pro. I f.207a.

2. Y.C.R. iv, 81.

3. L,C.R.O. Jor. 17 f.50a.
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tiapter personages and better chosen".1

The citizens of Norwich always seem to have been

especially careful in the choice of their soldiers.

Whenever they were required to supply a certain number

of men, they took the precaution of levying a larger

number; then, having mustered and inspected, those

provisionally selected, they proceeded to weed out the

less suitable recruits. Thus, in 1544, when required to

send. 40 men to the army against France, they levied 60

men, "wherof	 of the worste ... wer shiftid. oute and

discharged.". 2 In the following year they cut down their
contingent from 54 to 4o; and. in 1558 only half of the

60 "prested" were eventually set forth.4

On some occasions it was necessary for the borough

to choose a captain for its contingent. York, for example,

was often required to do so, and the tas.c of commanding

the civic forces usually fell to the city maeebearer. 5 The
Lono.on contingents, on the other hand, generally served

1. L.C.R.O. Jor. 17 f.54.

2. N.C.R.O. Chamberlains' Acets. I f.160a.

3. Ibid. f.192b.

14. • 	 Ibid. III f.130a.

5 .	 I.C.R. iii, 89; iv, 81, 132, 179, etc.
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under captains appointed by higher authority: the 600

men whom the city sent a ainet Sir Thomas Wyatt in 1554.

(and. who were later to chan e sides so dramatically)

were led by captains appointed by the Queen's Council,

not by the city.1

Once the men had been prepared for the wars, it only

remained for their fellow-citizens to bid them farewell.

The departure of municipal contingents seems always to have

been an occasion for beer-drinking. The accounts Qf

borough chamberlains are full of references to payments

like that made at Nottingham in 1544 to "Grene wyffe" for

"ale that was d.ronke at the Towne Hawle when Mayster

Mayre veuyd. the sodyoures at the Chapell Barfl.Z

After these final refreshments, the soldiers would

march out of the town on the first stage of their journey

to the assembly-point of the army or the port of embarkation.

That happened to the men after the gates of their town

had closed behind them lies outside the scope of this

study. Nevertheless, the march of the men of Norwich

to Ipswich in January 1558 (the events of which can be

1.	 L.C.RO. Rep. 13/1 f.117b.

2...	 Stevenson, op. cit. p.386.
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reconstructed from the accounts of the city chamberlain)1

may provide a fitting narrative with which to bring this

chapter to a close.

After a civic breakfast, the soldiers, 30 in number,

marched out of Norwich un or the command of their two

conductors, John Bloine and Robert Collard. On reaching

the village f Long Stratton, some nine miles on, the

platoon halted for a meal of bread and ale, after which

they went on to Dickleburgh. Here they stopped for the

night, footsore and weary no doubt after their fifteen

mile march in newly-issued boots. Lodgings at Dickleburgh,

however, eeia to have proved unsatisfactory,, for "the

soldegears refused to paye" their whole price. Next

morning the men continued their journey along the old

Roman road to the south, stopping t Brockford for a

snack before completing the 25 miles to Ipswicb. It

must have been late in the evening when the soldiers

marched into the town to the sound of an eightpenny drum

specia]ly purchased for the occasion.

The Norwich men remained at Ipswich for two or three

days, awaiting further instructions. But these, when

they came, merely informed the soldiers that they were

1.	 N.C.R.O. Chamberlains' Accts. III ff.130-4.
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not needed. after all, and. that they were to return to

their honies. 27 of the 30 men did so, but the other

three, perb.a;s because they were uuwi1lin to face the

O mile walk home, went ther waye with all thinges

that thei were sett forthe witball" and were not seen

again. Itba. in truth been a fruitless enterprise: it

had involved the men of Norwich in a march of over 80

miles; aad t bad. involved the city chamberlain in an
expenditure of at least £25 . Nevertheless, such happenings

were probably all too frequent: a similar story could

perhaps be told about the contingents sent off to the wars

by many boroughs (or 1 for that matter, by many shires or

by many individuals) in those days of indecisive policy,

bad. communications, and inefficient methods dZ recruitment.
*
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CHAPTER II

Financial Aspects of Military Obligation

The fulfilment of their military obligations necessarily

involved the people of England in considerable expense. The

complete harness which many were compelled to possess

according to the provisions of the Statute of Winchester,

or even the bow and arrows which many more were compelled

to possess according to those of the Archery Laws, could

not be obtained !or nothing, Nor Indeed could the other

military equin1ent which soldiers had to have when they

were set forth to serve the IU.ng in war.

Every soldier, whether conscripted by commissioners

to serve in the militia or by a private individual to serve

in his retinue, bad. to be properly equipped. He had to

be "fencibly arrayed." - to be protected against the blows

of the enemy by a complete set of armour. In practice

this meant that be had to be given a sallet for his head,

a gorget for his throat, a jack or coat of fence for his

body, and a pair of splints for his arms.

Some of these items were very expensive. While a

sallet could be obtained, for 30 pence (the price paid. by 7/e_
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churchwardens of Cratfield. in 1546),1 and. a gorget for a

mere sixpence (the price paid by the cburchwardens of

Ashburton in 1558),2 a pair of "almain rivette", by which

collective name the rest of the harness was generally known,

cou1d cost a considerable sum of money. Though in July

1523 Sir Henry Willoughby bad been able to obtain a second.-

hand pairfor the modest price of 4. 	 a new pair

normally cost much more than this. In November 15 21 the

citizens of Exeter decided to purchase ten pairs of almain

rivette "yff they may be bade for x s. a peyr" which

suggests that they were concerned lest the prospect of war

with France might put up the price of this equipment.

This in fact was exactly what did happen: in August 1522

Wolsey informed some of the aldermen of London (in which

city most of the German armour was marketed) that the King

waa displeased because the price of harness had, been

greatly enhanced. 5 The same thing happened at the time of

1. Holland, op . cit. p.71.

2. J. H. Butcher, The Parish of Ashburton in the 15th and
16th Centuries, p.37.

3. N.U.L. Middleton MSS. Acot. of John Levissey (1523)
!. 29a.

4. E.C.R.O. Act Bk. I .f.93a.

5. L.C.R.O. Rep. 5 f.317a.
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the next French war: while in 154 .2 the chamberlain of

Norwich had been able to buy alinain rivetta at 7s. Gd.. a

pair, 1 in the spring of 1544 the receiver of Barnstaple

had, to pay 13s. 144.2 Little wonder, therefore, that in

August of that year the Crown ordained that no pair of

alinain rivetts was to be sold at more than 9s. 6d.3

That there were additional items of expenditure in

cozinection with the purchase of armour is evident from

this extract from the accounts of ir Thomas LoveU. for

the year l523:

Item paid for the cariage of vXv salettes
and iiijXXx peyer oI' splentes from London to
Haliwell, bought of John Barnard in Seynt
Laurance Lane, ironmong.r, with xij d.. paid.
for a dry fatt to put the harnesse in, xix d..

Since the distance from the City to Holywell was only a

few miles, it can be imagined that those who had to send.

to London for armour from distant parts of the country

would have to pay quite considerable sums of money on its

carriage.

1.	 N.C.R.0. Chamberlains' Acets. I t.93a.
. J. B. Chanter and. T. Wainwright, Reprint of the

Barnstaple Records, ii, 106, 200. diey are referred.
to as "a.lmetry tytts".

3 .	 L.P. xix, pt.2, 102.

. H.M.C. Rutland, iv, 2614.
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The soldiers also had. to be provided with weapons.
Every archer had. to have a bow and, a shear of arrows: the
former might cost as much as 3! • 4d. (the price paid by the

chamberlain of Dover in 1543)1 or as little as is. 8d.. (that

paid by the chamberlain of Canterbury in 15.58);2 the

latter might cost as much as 3s. (the price paid by the

churchward,ens of Shipdham in 1545) or as little as is. 4d..

(that paid by Sir Henry Willoughby in l522). Similarly,

every billman bad to have a bill, the cost of which was

generally In the region of 15th (the price paid. by the

chamberlain of Norwich in 1544) or 16th (that paid. by the

churchwardens of Woodbury in 1546) 6 Moreover, it was

usual for every soldier, whether bowman or biliman, to

be issued with a sword and. a dagger: the former might

cost as much as 3s. kd. (the price paid by Sir William

1. B.M. Add. MS. 29618 f.358a.

2. Cant. C.R.0. Chamberlains' Accts. XII f.29b.

3. B.M, Add. MS. 23008 f.112b; 23009 f.29b.

'4.	 H.M.C. Middleton, p.350.

5. N.C.R.0. Chamberlains' Accts. I I.lGla.

6. T. N. Brushfield, "The Cburchwardens Accounts of
East Budleigh" (Trans. Devon Assocn. xxvi) p.350.
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Petre in 1554)1 or as little as 2s. 2d. (that paid. by the

churchward.e]as of Snettishain in 1544);2 the latter xaigb.t

cost as much as is. 34. (the price paid. by the chamberlain

of Ma].d.on in 15244) or as little as fourpence (that paid.

by the receiver of Exeter in i5l3).
The equipment of mounted. soldiers, with which the

gentry were often charged. in the later years of this

period, naturally involved additional expenditure. Horse-

armour could. not be obtained. cheaply: in 1547 a complete

harness for a demi-nce could. be  obtained. from Sir Richard.

Gresham for the sum of 4Os. Some idea of the trouble

and. expense involved. in equipping a horseman can be

obtained. from a letter which Sir WaLter Devereux wrote

to the Earl of Sbrewsbury on one occasion. "There I am

apointed. to frynde ij Dymilaunces", he wrote "if you

wolde be soe good. Lord. unto me as to take xx markes of me

and. to ffynd. them, I wold. thinke ye did miche for me".6

1. E.R0. D/DP Z 1k/i f.6.

2. LP.L. MS. 11357 r.116b.

E.R.0. D/B 3/3/238.

4. E.G.R.0. Act Bk. I f.39b.

5. P.R.O. SP 10/1 f.117b.

6. E.G. Talbot MS. N f.91a.
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An essential part of a soldier's equipment was his

coat or jacket, which was normally the only item of wearing

apparel in an army that was really "uniform", and. the only

one for which the Crown made an allowance of money. The

cost of such a garment would depend largely upon the price

of the cloth from which it was made. The price of white

kersey, which was normally the cloth used, rose steadily

throughout the period: in 1523, for example, the citizens

of Oxford paid 6d., 63d., and 7d. a yard; 1 while in

1558 the parishioners of nearby Marston paid 2..2 The

amount of cloth used. in the making of one coat was in the

region of three yards.3

That the making of soldiers' coats involved a number

of miscellaneous items of expenditure is apparent from

the following extract from the accounts of John Hall,

receiver to Sir Richard Gresham at Fountains Abbey

(Yorkshire), for the year l5Ll.3:4

White kairsey for my Mr. is men that shuld.e
have gone to the Borders.

1. Turner, op. cit. pp.43-4.

2. F. 1. leaver and G. N. Clark, Churchward.ens' Accounts
of Larston, Speisbury, and. Pyrton (Oxf. Rec. Soc. 195),
p.22.

3. See,. e. g , C.C.C.C. MS. 106 p.326.

4. J. R. laibran, Memorials of Fountains Abbey, i (Surtees
Soc. xlii), p.406.
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Item, bought at Rippon, the 7th clay of
&uguste, vXXxiij yerdes white cloth, v	 xiiij s.
iiij .; and. geven to him that brought the same
to Brymbem, ij ci.; and for a taylor of Rippon
and his men isdenes, at Brymbem, vj ci. - v 11.
xv s.; and for my expenses when I bought the
clothe, viii .; and for two yerdes reade
clothe, ij . viij d.; and. to a taylor for
mayking fouretie cotes, vj . viii ci.; and. for
him and. his servauntes commons whan the cotes
were in maykinge, iiij .; and. for whit threde
x a., and. for blakke threde ij . vj !• x .

Since, however, the King made an allowance of four shillings

for every coat, this expenditure of £6 lOs. would hae

been offset by the receipt of £8: Greshain would. thus have

made a profit of 30s. on the transaction.

A supplier of men, nevertheless, could not make a

profit if he provided his men with. other clothing besides

their coats. But this was what the boroughs and parishes,

at any rate, frequently cud, do: their soldiers were often

equipped with hats, doublets, and boots. The payment of

ten shillings "to John Hatmaker for xviij hattes" by the

receiver of Exeter in 1514,1 of 2s. 3d. for "thre yerds

of whyte ffustyan for a Dubbellet" by the churchward.ens

of Wood.bury in 1546,2 and of 3s. kd. "for boottes for the

soldyer" by the churchwardens of Snettisham in l541l- are

	

1.	 E.C.R.O. Act BkI f.155a.

	

.	 Brushfie].d, bc. cit.

	

3.	 I.P.L. MS. 11357 f.116 b
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not exceptional ones. That was perhaps a little wnusual

was the expenditure of 20d. by the chamberlain of Mald.on

on five "nyght Cappes" for the town soldiers who were set

forth in September

The clothing of the soldiers who had crossed to France

to joj.n the array earlier that year had. been exceptionally

costly; for, on this particular occasion as on no other

during the period, their suppliers had been ordered to

provide them not only with uniform coats but also with

uniform hats and, hose. Thus the citizens of Norwich had

to spend £12 on hose and 26s. 8. on hats for the 40 men

that they sent to this army. 2 The Crown, nevertheless,

made no extra allowance this year.

The ecjuipment of soldiers for the wars was thus an

expensive procedure: the provision of armour, weapons,

and. jacket .f or one footman must always have left his supplier

at least one mark the poorer, if, like William Gonson in

l2, he had no HBos, aroos, Bylles, or barnes" in his

possession and. was therefore "compellyd to Byelt the same.3

How did the supplier raise the money?

1. E.R.O. DIE 3/3/238.

2. N.C.R.O. Chamberlains' Aects. I U. 160.1.

3. P.R.O. SP 1/172 1. 76 (L.P. xvii, 605).
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If he were a local official like the mayor of a borough

or the constable of a parish, he would prøbably levy an aid.

from the wealthier members of the community. Kow this was

done in a borough has already been noted. 1 flew this was

done in a parisi. it is no so easy to see, owing to the

aucity .r pariskrecords. What is certain, however, is

that in June 1545, when militiamen were being prepared. to

serve in the defence of the realm, the Crown ordained

that there was to be "a common purse in every village,

parishe, and. townehippe sufficient to furnihe the poore

men 1.n their voyage". 2 But such a common fund. was already

in existence in most if not a11parishes: this was the

money In the Church Box. That this was in fact used for

militaz7 purposes in 1595 is clear from the fact that

in that year the churchwardens of BramLey (flainpahire)

paid. 13s. 4d.. "of the church money for fyndynge sodeara

at Porcbinoth". 3 The "church money" came from mpny sources,

but doubtless most of it cameoriginally from the pockets of

the parishioners.4

I. Bee abve4 P' 205-7.
2. P.E.O. SP 12/90/9 p. 5.

3. J. F. Williams, The Early Churchwardens' Accounts of
flamt,shire p. 7.

4. Cf. ibid. pp. xvi-xxi.
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On some occasions, moreover, a separate aj.d was

levied trom the whole shire towards the cost of militia-

men's equipment. This evident1 happened in Cornwall

in March 1546, when men were prepared for service at

Boulogne by John Reskymer and other shirecoxnmissioners.

However, since 200 of the 300 originally demanded. were

later countermanded, the people who had. ontr1buted.

towards the expenses of the soldiers not unnaturally

wanted to have their money returned.. On 8 April. Hugh

.Trevanyon told. Reskymer that everyone was noticing

"how inyche the Pepyll d.othe mormur that Restytucyon ye

not made of thos Somines of monye that you and, your deputes

dyd. BeCeve ifor the ffurnytut of your nomber or CC men".

He therefore desired biwto make repayment at the next

General Sessions.1

There the supplier was an individual lord, or gentle-

man, part of the financial burden appears sometimes to

have been passed on to is tenants. In June 1544 , when

he equip ed 30 men for service in the Vanguard of the

Army against France, 2 the Dean of Westminster levied an

aid ad Arinaturain" from his tenants at Deerhu.rst, Tod.enham,

1. P.R.0. SP 46/58 f.3 . Cf. L.P. xxi, pt. 1, 91.

2. See L.P. xix, pt. 1, 274-.
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Morton Castle, and. elsewhere. 1 Again, on another

occasion in Eenry Viii's reign, Lord. Montague seems to

have raised sums totalling over £5 s a "Gyft toward. the

hernys of his sold.iers frog øextin of his tenants.2

Furthermore, a Warwickshire landowner, Thomas Braysbridge,

even went so far as to insert a clause concerning such a

tenurial b1igation In the d.enture by which he leased

laths in ingsbury to one Thomas Thisov.re. In this

indenture it was laid down that, whenever Braysbrid.ge

was called upon to supply men for the King's wars,

Ensou.re 'shu].d paye ... tOwardes the Zfurnyssheyng and.

settyng Zorthe of one harnyst man to serve the kynges

maeatye the aoznme of xx 8." In most dases, however,

the landlord, who inserted. a military clause in a lease

botnd his tenant not to pay money but actually to provide

harness

Other landlords seem to have resorted. to the expedient

of raising loans from their tenants. In January 155k,

at the time of Wyatt's Rebellion, the Queen wrote to Lord.

1. Westm. Abb. MS. 3705k.

2. P.R.O. SP 1/140 f.66b (L.P. xiii, pt. 2, 1016/3).

3. P.R.0. C 1/1119 f. 20.

'I. See above, p 93
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Berkeley ordering him to send. 500 men to London with

the greatest possible speed. Whereupon:1

This lord, to his great ciarges, redely prepareth,
armeth and, apparelleth tbt number ... ; for
help wherett hee obtained a lone of money from
his tenants - from fourty shillings to Twenty
pound a peece - and gave bills of repayment, in.
like resemblance as kings by their privy seales
borrow of theix subjects.

Lord Berkeley must have been brought to the verge of

bpnkruptcy on this occasion: he even had to pawn his

mother's and. his ancestors' plate, "much of which was never

redeemed t*.^ A siini1ar fate befell $ir George Blou.nt when

be was "Appointed to serve the kines Majesty in his

Warres beyonde the Sea". In rde to obtain "some store

ot money for his redy furnyture and provision bf borses

and. other thinges necessary and. meete for the same, Eh)
bargayned. aid. sold.e unto one John Leve son squier for the

some of one hundred. and Three Score pounes to bym by the

said ,Tob.n paid.e the rdanour of Worley in the Countie of

'tafZordshire".3 But neither Berkeley nor Blowit suffered

as much as did. poor Cbr.stopher Ascugh, who thus described.

his 1ight to Cromwell in 1537:

I.	 Smyth, be. cit.

2. Ibid. All this was in vain because the men were turned
baci after they had marched half way to London.

3. P.R.O. C 1/1195 f.3k.

4. PR.O. SP 1/127 Z.188a (L.P. xii, pt.2, 1322).
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my lord, I sa.ràtfed the kyng with xxiii men and.
ora and barnys and, awli thyng that be].ongyt to

thyem bobt at londdon and at holl, and with my
lord off norffowk In thenorbt, withowt anny
wayggys In awil thys tyom or anny alowans;
wecti cost me awil that effver I have.

Some men, however, were more farsighted and, less

patriotic than Christo:pher .4.scugh: lhey attempted to

escape financial ruin by req .uesting that the number of

men that they had. been appointed to supply might be

reduced. Charles Moreton, for example, when ordered. on

one occasion to prepare ten soldiers for the wars, informed

the Earl ot Shrewsbury that he was unable to prepare so
many:1

for, sir, the truthe ye I have nether oflece
nor rowme were I may make any part toward.es
the furnessyng of a man; and. also, sir, in
gud. fathe I have but bare xx 11. landes, off
the wyche I have never a man able to do nothyng
towardea the same, for thay be but pore cotageres

besechyng your gud. lord.shype to conceder
y smale pour and also my grete charge off

chyld.eryn, and. (that) I am in grete d.ettes to
the kynges majestie.

By the time this letter was written, however, the

quasi-feudal system of military recruitment was in its

last years of life and. the financial burden that the

i.	 L.c. Talbot MS. P p.259.

$
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gentry had, borne so long was s on to be greatly lightened.

Under the reorganised. national system, a gentleman's

obligation was strictly limited to his means. The new

system was a more eq,uitable one than the old. one: the

cost of equipping soldiers was fairly distributed. throughout

all classes of society.

'p
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CEAPT3R III

Regular Soldiers

It has been seen that the great majority of the men.
who served in the armies of the early Tudor Period were
not professional soldiers: in the normal way, a soldier
was merely a man who had bee, obliged (sometimes against
his will) to serve in an. army. Nevertheless, there were
some "regular" soldiers in the royal service at this

perioa, and these fall into five main groups.

Section I. The Yeomen of the Gunrd

flenry Vii's creation of a Corps of Yeomen Archers
soon after biB accession has been mentiol2ed by most

chroniclers. kIall states that:1

for the savegarde and preservacion of his
awne body, he constituted & ordeyned a certayn
nombre as well of good archers as of diverse
other persons being hardy, strong and of
agilitie to geve dailye attendaunce on. his

1.	 Rail, op. cit. p.425.
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person, wlaome tie named lomen o:f his garde,
which president men thought that he ]arned o:f
the Frenche kyng when tie was in Fraunce: For
men reineinbre not any kyng of England bef e
that tyine wtiictie used such a furniture of
daily souldyoures.

According to Po1ydcxie Vergil, there were originally

about 200 Yeomen in the Guard;' but this was probably

only a very rough estimate. In Henry VIIIs reign, at

any rate, the strength of the Corps varied considerably

at various times: in 1509 there were about 200 Yeomen;2

in 1513 there were no less than 600; in 1528 there were

over 3OO; in 1541 there were less than 25O; and in

154.5 there were only about 125.6 The peak number, it

wil]. be noticed, was reached at the height of the first

1rench war, after which time the King appears always to

have been anxious to cut down the strength of the Cozs.

In 1526, for instance, when "it was considered that the

greate nomber of the yomen of the gard. were very chargeable",

64 of them were put on half-pay and ordered to come to

1. D. Hay, The Anglica Historia of Polydore Vergil (Can'.
$o. 3rd er. Lxxiv), p,b.

2. H. Hennell, The History of ... the Yeomen of the
Guard, pp.5-7.

3. See P .260, below.

4. .	 L.P. v, p.306.

5. L.P. xvi, p.188.
6. L.P. xx, pt.2, p.2. There were other Yeomen at

ii1ogne.
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Court only when sent for.'

That these "Yeomen Extraordinary", as they Caine to

be called, were occasionally sent for is clear from the

following entry in the King's Book of Payments:2

Item, for the wagis of xxviij yomen of the
gard, beinge no da.yly wayters, but sent for
by the kinges comixaundement to geve their
attenlance at the Qnes comniynge into this
Realine - from the j' day of Decembre anno
zxxj° unto the xix dey of this moneth of
January eodem anno - and then sent home agayne,..liii3 ii. iiij s.

There are two other occasions when the Yeomen Extraordinary

are known to have given attendance upon the Bovereign:

in 15I.6 81 came to Court at the time of the visit of

the Admiral of Prance; 3 and in 1553 an unknown number

helped to guard the person of the Queen during the

critical months of July anl Angust.'1

The Yeomen of the Guard, indeed, were first and

foremost a roa1 bodyguard. Their main task was to

protect the person of the Sovereign wherever he (or she)

went. Thus, while they spent most of their time in

the vicinity of London, the Yeomen sometimes went further

1.	 Hall, op. cit. p.707.

2. B.M. Arundel 97 f.11lb (L.P. xvi, p.180).

3. L.P. xxi, pt.l, 14. 21k. , 1516.
14 • 	 A.P.C. 1552-4, p.311-2.
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afield: for instance, they went to Prance with the Zin
in 1500 , 1513, 1520 , and. 1544.1

Nevertheless, detachment of Guardsmen were

occasinally employed on military duties other than those
of a Sovereign's escort. Some were employed as grrison
troops . in March 1515 314 Yeomen were serving in -she

garrison of Tourndy; 2 in December 1544 185 were serving

in that of Boulogne; 3 while in Beptembez' l55 the privy

Council discussed the possibility of sending 100 to

Guisnes. 4 The Crown was also prepared to en1p1oy the

Yeomen in more aQtive r].es: in 1521 it was ctecide. that
as many Guardsmen "as may be spared." should serve in the

expeditionary force that 'was to be sent to the aid. of the

Emperor5 ; while in 1554 Sir Henry Jerningham, Captain

of the Guard, and, some 200 Teoen served under Norfolk in

the early stages df the campaign aa1nst Zir Thomas Wyatt

and the entish rebels.6 Again, on one or two occasions

indiyidual Yeomen aw service as officers in the Royal

Navy: in 154.5 a Guardsman by the name of Lakyer met his

1. ennel1, op. cit. pp. 47, 65, 72, 85.

2. . ii, pt. 2, p. 1514.

3. L.P. xix, pt. 2, 799/2.

4.. A.P.C.l550, p. 126.

5. B.M.0thoXlf.39.

6. 3. Proctor, The Ristorie of yates Rebellion, f. 37b.
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death while serving in command. of ne of His Majesty's

Ships; 1 and. in 1557 a list of naval captains included

the name of "Turner of the gard".2

If the Yeomen were Lit to fill reonsib1e posts

such as these, they must have been men of parts, However,

58 their name implies, they were not men. ot gentle birth:

most were probably men who, like Roger Haccheman, bad.

"neither learning nor great language". 3 Many, moreover,

may have sad. a better command. of the Welsh language than

the english: to the origi4at Guard. th, first Thdo bad.

apppinted. a considerable number of his Welsh fo11owers

and it is significant that among those names of Yeomen

that have found. their way into the Letters and ?apers of

Henry VIII there is a Lair sprinkling of Powells,

Vaughans, and. Grttfitha.5

1. L. P.C(,pt. 2, 3.

2. P.R.0. SP 11/11 f. 79a.

3. L. P. ii, 701.

4. Hennell, o.cit. pp. 23-4.

5. I have made a list of all Yeomen mentioned In L.P.
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Section II. The Gentlemen of the Guard.

It is often stated that, soon after his accessicn,

Henry VIII strengthened his bodyguard bl the addition

of a Corps of Gentlemen, who at first were known as

"King's Spears" and. later as entlemen Pensioners", and

who survive today as the "Gentlemen-at-Arms") r1iis,

however, is an erroneous view: the Corps created at the

beginning of Henry Viii's reign was disbanded. within, a

few years of its creation; and the Corps which survives

today dates only from 1539. The two organisations must

therefore be treated under two separate heads.

(a) The King 's SDears Cc. 1510- c. 1515).

In the first year of HenryVIII's reign, according

to the chronieler Hall, "the kyng ord.eined. fiftie Gentle

menne to bee speres, every of theim to have an Archer,

a Dimilaunce, and a Cu.strell, and. every epere to have three

greats Horses, to bee attendaunt on his persons, of the

which bend.e the r1e of Essei was Lieuetenaunt and sir

Jhon Pechie Capitain".2

The Spears make their first appearance in the King's

Books of Payments in March 1510, when 23 of them received.

1. This is the view expressed in B. Pegge, Curlalia, pt. 2
pp. 1-4; if. Brackenbury, The History of ... the Honour-
able Corts of Gentlemen-at-Ar, pp. 35-6; ath . D.
Mackie, o p . cit. p. 269, A. R. Myers, in his EnRiand.
in the Late Middle Ages (1952), p. 200, even goes so far
as to say that the entlemen-at-Arms were founded by
Henry VII.

2. Hall, CD. cit. p. 512.
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an instalment of their wages. 1 And. in later years many
more names make their appearance. The names are invariably
those of men of good birth: among them are the scions of
the noble houses of Roward. an Grey, anil the representatives
of substantial county families like the Courtenays and, the
Gu].deforda, The appoiztment of such men was strictly j.n
accordance with the original Regulations, where it was

stated that the Spears were Itto be chosen of gentlemen

that be commen and extracte of noble blood,".2

The Regulations also state that the Spears "shall

make their abode in suche places as the King's Grace

shall appoint theim ... whedd.er it be in places nigh his

person or elgewiere". Thus in 1513 the King req,uired

some (like Sir Edwaxd. Don and Sir Edward Cobbam) to

serve "nigh his person" in the átt1e of the "army by

land" against Prance, 3 and others (like Sir Wistan

Browne and $ir arthur Plantaganet) to serve "elsewhere"

in the "army by sea".. As well as being a bodyguard,

the Spears constituted what has been described as a

1. P.R.O. E 36/215 f . 25a (L.P. ii, pt. 2, p. l'i45).

2. These Regulations have been printed in Grose, p. cit.
1, 109-12.

3. P.RO. B 101/56/25 fl. '2, 53b.

4. A. Spout, Letters and FaDers relatinR tothe a
ance. l5l2-l. (Navy Rec. SOC. XJPP . 81 and. 83.
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"nursery for officers' 1 an& as a "pool or reliable

captains • 2

As the war against France drew to a close, the King

realised that the Spears' "apparell and charges were so
greate" that tbey Could not be maintained, in time of

peace. 3 The first signs that the King was thinking of

disbanding the Corps when the war was over are found. 1n

a letter that be wrote on 5 May 1513 to Sir John Daunce,

Treasurer of the Midd.].eward of the 4.rmy against Prance,

in which he stated that the wages of the Spears attendant

upon his person sha1 not be any lenger payed for a season

by thandes of our servaunt John Heron, Treasourer f our

Chamber, but oonly of ours warre mohey".' Accordingly,

throughout the rest of that year and. part of the next,

Dau3ace was paying wages to various gentlemen out of 'warre

money", the last own payment being that made to Sir

William Parr, "oon of our Speres", in the autunn of

Some of the Spears, however, continued to be paid by the

Treasurer of the Chamberuntil this time.6

1. Grose, o p . cit. 1, 109.

2. •Makie, o p . cit. p. 268.

. Ball, bc. cit.
Li. B. M. Stowe 111-6f.57 (L.P. i, 1821.3).

5. B. M. Add.. Oh. 16578. For some earlier warrants, see
. i, 1990, 2100, 2356.

6. L.P. ii, pt. 2, p. 11165.
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The Spears, indeed, appear to tiave received their last
payments in 151k : the end. of the Corps probably followed

closely upon the end. of the war. Though the payments of

two years wages in advance to individual Spears like
Lord Leonard and. John Grey in September 151k meant that
they were officially in the King's employment until the

autunui of 1516, these isolated payments probably represented.

"gratuities" rather than salaries. 1 The last two Spears

to be found earning their3s. 4. a iay in the ring's

service were Sir Anthony Ughtred. and. Sir Richard Jerning-
ham, who in March 1515 were both receiving these wages in

addition to their aaaries as officers in the garrison
of Tournay.2

al1 1 s statement that the Qorps "endured but a while"3

has not passed unchallenged. Samuel Pegge, asserting

that he cared little for "the evidence of cbroniclera,

historians, and compilers" described this chronicler's

statement as "absolutely fallacious". 4 flis attack was

followed. up by Major Brackenbury a member of the Corps

1. t_2l1 pt.2, p.1465.

2. L.P. ii, pt. 2, pp. 1513.14.

3. Ia11, bc. cit.

4. Pegge, 2 cit. pp. 3-4.
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of Geitleinen.'at-Arms, who maintained that "Hail •.. errs

in saying that the band. was after a time dissolved.

There is direct evidence of a continuous existence from
1509 to 1526, and presumptive evidence which covers the
period between the latter date and. l539.l

This "direct evidence" deserves close examination.

The first item is the record of payments made to the
Earl of Essex as Ca:ptaizi of the King's Spears i 1513

and. 1520; but the sums that the Earl was paid in those

years have nothing to do with his Captain's wages, of

which there is no mention after 1513.2 The second.
item is an engraving which depicts the embarkation of
Henry VIII at Dover in 1520; but there is no eason

at all to suppose that the armed gentlemen there

portrayed are members of a royal Corps of Spears, since

there is no mention of such a body in the list of the
Xing's attendants at the Field of the Cloth of Gold.4

Brackenbury's third. piece of evidence is more

formidable: it is the 1tbam Household Ordinance of

1. Brackenbury, CD. cit. p. 35.

2. The 1515 entry is in P.R.0. E 36/215 t.202a (L.P. ii,
pt. 2, p. 1469); and. the 1520 entry is in 1 36/216 f.
89b (L.P. iii, pt. 2, p. 1540). The last record. of a
ayinent to Essex as Captain is in E 36/215 Z.129b

(. ii, pt. 2, p. 1461.)
3. This well-knOwn engraving is reproduced. in Brackenbury,

'op . cit. facing p. L16.

L!Y' iii, 703-k.
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1526, in which is found a list of 50 Pensioners. This
list, indeed, would provide convincing proof of the truth
of hiB argument if it really did date trom 1526. But,

although the list was included in the edition of the
Ordinance printed by the Society of Antiquaries In 1790,1

this was done without any good. reason; in fact it must
be as late as 1544..h12 A similar error, moreover, led to
the inclusion of another list of Pensioners in the

Appendix to the Bitham Ordinance printed in the Letters

and Papers of Eenr VIII; 3 tb.ia list, which includes

the names of	 Osburz Ichyxighazn (wo was not knighted

until 1529)44and Petei Carew (who was zot bdrn until l5i4),

clearly dates from- 5396 Thus, the continuons existence

of the King's Spears throughout the perod 15l9, for

which the principal evidence was found. in the Ordinance of

1. A Col1etion of Ordinances and Regulations for the
pp.

2. LP. iv, pt. 1, p. '865n.

3. Ibid., p. 871.

. W. A. Shaw, The Knights of En gland (19O1,. ii, 47.

. D.N.B.
6. Cf. lists in L.P xiv, pt. 2, 783; xv, 10.
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1526, is no mOre than a legend. alegend which arose

largely because most copies of that Ordinance "include

a good. many add.ition8 tron ordinances of later periods".1

(b) The Gentlemeti Pensioners (1539 onwards).

The Corps or Gentlemen Pensters was finally

established. in the last days of 1539, although the Crown

had. been contemplating the establishment of such a

Corps for the past three years. 2 "In the moneth of

December", wrote Stow in his account of the year 1539,

"were appointed, to waite on the . person 50 Gentlemen

called entioners or Speares, like as they were in the

fix'st yeere of the King".3

The new Corps, indeed, did. bear a strong likeness
to the one that bat teen established 30 years before.

Its 50 members were under the command of a (aptain

and a Lieutenant; they were armed with the spears

that distinguished. them from the reoiaen ichers of the

other Quard; and, they were all men of good birth and

breeding. Their wages, however, were lower than those

1. Air P. Newton, "Tudor Reforms in the Royal Household"
Tudor Studies) p. 237.

2. G. R. Elton, The Tudor Revolution in Governinent,
pp. 82-k.

3. Stow, o p . cit. p. 577b.
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enjoyed by the oldSpeara, and. they were paid to them in

a different way: while their predecessors had been paid

individually by the Teasurer of the Chamber or a

Treasurer of Wars, the new Pensioners received their

wages from their own clerk of the cheque.'

The new royal bod.ygu.ard., with its own pay clerk,

its own harbinger, and, its own standard-bearer, was thus

macb. more of a unit than the old one had been. And it
was as a unit that it served in France in l5Ll4.2 That

the Corps also constituted a "pool" of officers is clear
from the evidence of its members' activities In the

following year: in 1514.5 the Pensioners were employed

in different ways In many different regions. Edward

Vaughan was captain of the all-important town and

garrison of Portsmouth, with. Edward G'riinston acting as

his deputy. 3 Nicholas Arnold was captain of the forces

assembled, in the Isle of Sheppey. 4 John Portynary as

captain of a com4i.y of pioneers employed in building

coastal defences in. the Isle of Wight. 5 Henry Markham,

1. See Grose,	 . cit. i, 113.

2. L.P. xix, pt4, 275.
3. L.P. xx, pt.2, 800.
14. .	 Ibid.. 221.
5.	 . xx, pt.1, 1329.
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William Fuiwood, and. Richard Knyvett were serving under

Hert!ord on the Borders. 1 Clement Paston, Peter Carew,

and Gawen Carew held commands in the Navy. 2 Sir Ralph

Pane, the Lieutenant of the Corps, was acting as a

commissioner of musters in Germany.3

Section III. Garrison Tros.

While the Yeomen and. Gentlemen of the King's Guard

(together with a small garrison of Yeomen and Gunners

in the Tower) constituted the only permanent central force,

there were other permanent military forces in the

provinces. These were the garrisons of the various

castles and. fortresses that la scattered throughout the

kingdom, the most important of which were situated on the

Scottish Border and along the South Coast.

(a) Border Garrisons

Though in time of ar the Border strongholds were

garrisoned by large numbers of troops, in time or peace

1. L.P. xx, pt.l, 901.

2. L.P. xx, pt.2, 88.

3. Ibid. 2k8.
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the military establishment of this region was not large:

outside Berwick and. Carlisle, the normal garrison consisted

merely of the constable or deputy and, his household

servants .

The èonstable of a Borcier castle was a gentleman

specially appbinted to have the keeping of it by a patent

under the Great Seal. Typical of his class was Thomas

Cary, Sewer of the King's Chamber, who on 3 December 1537

was given a patent as constable of I'rudhoe Castle in

Northumberland. 2 Two days after this grant an indenture

was drawn up between him and. the King, in which it was

stipulated that the said Thomas with his howehold. and

famylye shall every yere for the moost part ot the same

be contynually resident, permanent, inhabiting, and

dwelling within the said. castell of Pred.o during his

liefe, if he shall so long kepe the l'orenained office of

custody of the same". If he ever had. occasion to leave

the castle for a time, be was to leave behind him "oon

substancyall personage to be his lieutenaunt". 3 Thomas

Cary (or his deputy) and. his able-bodied household

1. Cf. L.P. xiii, pt.l, 60.

2. L.P. xii, pt.2, g.1311 (7).

3. P.R.O. SP 1/l7 f.1O (L.P.xii, pt.2, 1174).
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servants, of whom there appear to have been eight in

l53,l thus constitute the whole permanent garrison of
this northerii fortress. In times of emergency, however,

the constable had the power to 'call the tenauntes of the

lord.shipp of Pred.o and the neyghbours aboute into the

saide Castell for the defence of the same".2

An important fortified place like Berwic, on the

other hand, had, a permanent garrison of considerable size.

In the castle alone there were normally forty soldiers

(included in. which number were the constable, 2 porters,

3 watchmen, one priest, and one cook) 3 and. ten gunners:

this, at any rate, was the number of men that Sir Cuthbert

Radcliffe, formerly constable of Alnwick, was appointed

to have under him when he was promoted to the captaincy

of the castle in 15Ai4. 	 In the following year, however,

Simon Sage, one of the gunners there, gave a very u.n.-

favourable account of the state of affairs in the cast1e:5

1. J. Hodgson, "Musters for Northumberland in 1538w
(Archaeologia Aeliana, 1st ser. iv), p.180. Should
be 15)9.

2. P.R.0. 61' 1/127 f.lOb (L.P. xii, pt., 117k).

3. P.R.0. E 351/3k70 m.ld..

1.	 L.P.xix, pt.l, g.14-1 (51).

5.	 B.M. Add.. MS. 32656 f.230a (. xx, pt.l, '4-20).
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ffurst, ther is in the said. castell x gounn.ers
in wages; and ther is bott fou.re that can
shoite, whoos names followith - Richerd.
Bellinggham, lyell haggerston, Symond sage,
and. Thomas Best.

Item, when the Capitayn is froo home, the Rewle
is lette to his soune, who is constable of the
castell ... (a verye wilfull yo;g man. and. nott
all of the wyssyst), and. not past xviij persens
with hym; and., when the Capitayne is at home,
ther is nott past xxxti persons duly ther
residente.

In addition to the garrison of the castle ), there was

in the town of Berwick a "crew" of 50 gunners. Though

this was a permanent corps of iien, its membership was

constantly changing: of the 50 who belonged to it in the

quarter ending 15 November 1519, for example, only 37

continued to do so in the quarter ending 16 May 1520.1

This probably meant that every quarter new men had to be

recruited to fill the places vacated by those who had grown

tired of the military life.

Some indication of the kind of man who woji.d be

r cruited. to serve in the garrison of Berwick and of the

way in which he would be recruited is provided by a letter

which Lord Daroy, Captain there, sent to William Langton,

Treasurer there, n May

1. P.R.0. SF 1/19 f.104 (L.P. iii, 511); SP 1/20 f.49b
(L	 iii, 813).

2. P.R.0. E 101/57/6 f.15.
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I send unto you now Percyvall Wortelay, a
bastard son of my Cousin sir Thomas
Wortelaies, to be put in th Crew ther at
vj a.. by the day. I wold.e ye did advyse
and loke upon hyni to cause hym to be thrifty...
I wolde be glad. to her he shulde do well,
and specially nowe under me, for niy Cousin his
faders sa.ae ... I pray yow kep hyin abowt
yourself - hourey, unthrifty, and d.ronken ye
shall fynd. hymn.

If Gunner Worteley was typical of his class, one is not

surprised to learn that there was somnetiniesa little

friction between the inhabitants and garrison of Berwick.

(b) Coastal Garrisons

In the any part of Henry VIIVs reign, the coasts

of southern Zngland were ill-protected against invasion.

Admittedly, there were a few castles at various points

along the shores of the English Channel: ever since

Edward IV's time the townsmen of Dartmouth, for instance,

had. maintained a "stronge and. nightie £ortresse or buiwarke

of lyme and stone" for the defence of their port and. its

hinterland, 1 and. other and stronger castles were to be

found during the period at Dover, Southampton, and.

elsewhere on the South Coast.

It was not until the 1530s, however, that the Crown

becaae fully aware of the need. for an efficient system of

1.	 E.C.R.O. DD 61375.
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coastal fortifications, and. this awareness led. to the

erection of a considerable number of castles and bulwarks

along the coasts of Suffolk, Essex, Kent, Sussex,

Hampshire, and orset. Each of these new fortresses

was manned by a sxn4]. arrison of trained men: by the

end. of 1540 there were more than 170 soldiers and gun.ners

in the 26 castles and, bulwarks on the coast between

Gravesend and Portland.1

By the beginning of Edward Vi's reign there were

also seven blockhouses on. the coast of Essex. Those at

Iersea and. t. Osyth were each manned, by a captain, a

lieutenant, a porter, two soldiers, and, three gunners;

each of the three at Harwich had the same garrison, with
the addition of one guiiner; while those at "Langer

Point" and. "Langer Rood" each had. an extra three gunners.

This made a total of 7 captains (at 16d.. a day), 7
lieutenants (at 1d.), 7 porters (at 8th), 14 soldiers

(at 6th), and. 0 gitj1ies (at •),2 in the autumn of

1552 , however, these blockhouses (together with those

on the coast ot Suffolk) were thought to be no longer

necessary, and. their garrisons were discharged.3

1. L.P. xvi, 372.

2. P.R.0. SP 10/1 ff.82-3.

3. A.P.C. 1552-4,, pp.130, 139-40; P.R.O. SP 10/15 f.15.
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Nevertheless, many of the coastal garrisons in other

shires 2'emained in being alter this date. In 1557 the

garrison of Hurst Castle (Hampshire) consisted of a

captain, a lieutenant, a master gunner, and. three soldiers,

while those of the Kentish bulwarks of Milton and. Gravesend.

each consisted of a captain, two soldiers, and. fire

gunners •

By l57 the garrison of one important Henrician castle
on the outb. Coast appears to have ceased to exist. This

was the Sussex castle of Camber near Winchilsea, of which

in July 15114 Philip Chute had. been appointed captain
by patent under the Great Seal - with a retinue of 8

soldiers and 6 guianers. 2 Ten years later the same Fhilip
was still in command. of the fortress and its garrison

of one sub-captain, one janitor, one sub-janitor, one

soldier, and 17 gunners. 3 In 1557, however, it was

reported that both captain and crew were "not payed. bycause

the patent is not renued", 4. and. in the following year it
was said that the castle was "in sore decaye".5

1.	 P.R.C. SP 11/li ff . 150b , 152a, ].54b.
L.P. xix, pt.l, g.1035 (14.2).

3. I.R.O. SP 11/11 £.154a.

4. Ibid., Z.155b.

5. P.R.O. SP 11/13 f.11b.
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Camber Castle, moreover, was the subject of an

Order in Council in 1558: all able-bodied men dwelling

in the two hundreds that adjoined, it were to be put in

readiness to enter the fort if and when need. should arise.1

There was however, nothing unusual about this Order:

militiamen were often recruited for "castle-ward" even

where the castle had a regular garrison. In 1557 it was

decided that a number of those able-bodied men who lived

in the vicinity of Portland Castle should stand. in

readiness at all times "to be placed and. putte into our

saide Castle for the defence and. safetie of the same",

since "the Captayne and his oun force is no su1ficient

garde for the sayd. Castell".2

The garrison of Portland, which Leland had

described in the late 1530s as "a right strong and

magnificent castel",3 consisted at this date of a master

gunner and five soldiers under the command. of John

Lewston, armiger. ' Lewston was in many ways a typical

castle commander: like lilliam Blechend.en, captain of

Wa]r (Kent), 5 Richard Uved.ale, captain of Yarmouth (Isle

of Wight), 6 and. Thomas &rundell, captain of St. Mawes

i,,. A.P.C. 1556-8, p. 258.

2. P.R.0. SP 11/10 ti. 7-5.
3. . T. Smith, The Itinerar y' of John Leland, j. 251.

11. .	 P.R.O. SF li/li f.152a.

5. Ibid., f. 154b.

6. A.P.G.	 p. 202; P.R.O. E 101/563/55.
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(Cornwall), 1 he was a member of a local landed family.

These gentlemen-captains, however, who probably owed.

their appointments to local influence rather than to any
military prowess that they might possess, were not always
suitable men for the job. Arund,ell's predecessor at St.

Mawes, Thomas Treffry, for instance, had been much too

old, for the captaincy of the castle - which he clearly

regarded as a sinecure. At the beginning of Mary's

reign he described himself as "a man drawen in yeres

as lx or above and asked the queen that he might be

allowed. "to spend.e the residue of his tyme in the said

Roome and. Offyce and not to be forced nowe in. his olde

daies to chaunge his habitacon or dwellinge. 2 Neverthe-

less, he lost his job, but not (as one would. expect after

such a clear statement of his unsuitability for it) on.

account of his age, but of his religion.3

Captains of coastal fortresses, however, were not

drawn entirely from the ranks of the local gentry: a

number were men without locl connections who, at the

time of their appointment, w re already paid. servants

of the Crown. In 1541, f or example, three of those in

1. A. L. Rowse, Tudor Cornwall, p. 385 . The first captain
of Pendennis Castle across the haven was John Xliii-
grew, whoee family owned the land upon which it was
built (Thid. p. 247).

2. P.R.O. Req. 2/25/190.

3. Rowse, o. cit. p. 385.
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command. of Kentish strongholds appear to havebeen

Serjeants-at-Arms: Richard Keys, captain of Saxxdgate

Castle, Folkestone; Thomas Vaughan, captain of the bulwark

under Dover Castle; and. John Tard.ley, captain of Highain

bulwark. 1 Richard Keys, it may be noted. in passing,

was succeeded at Sand.gate by one Thomas Keys, who may

have been his son, and who in 1556 was given an annuity

of £40 in consideration o his 10 years' service as

captain there.2

Section 1V. Forei gn Mercenaries.

The employment of foreign mercenaries in English

armies was a customary practice of the later Middle

Ages: Edward III, for example, had. used them in the

first major campaign of his reign. 3 So, too. the first

major campaign of Benry Viii's reign the Guienne expedi-

tion of l5l2) and. most of his subsequent campaigns

against the French saw foreign mercenaries serving side

by side with English troops in the armed forces of the

Crown.5

1. . xvi, 456. Cf. L.P. i g. 2861 (30); ii, 1338;
xii, pt. 2, g. 1311 ti).

2. C.P.R. 1555-7, p.73.
3. Prince, "The Army and Navy" Cot). cit.) p. 347.
4. Hall, o. cit. p. 527.

5. See, e. g . ' L.P. i, 1918, 1934 , 1939, 2050 ; xix, pt. 1,
245-7, 279-82, 419-21.
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At the end. of Henry Viii's reign mercenaries were

even employed against the Scots. In the spring of 1545

a contingent of Spanish troops under Peter de Gaiziboa arrived

at Newcastle; 1 and. these were soon followed by Contingents
of Italian and. German troops. 2 In addition to these, the
Council planned to bring over a band of Spanish soldiers

from Calais - for service in the defence of Essex and

Kent. 3 The use of foreign mercenaries in the defence of

the Northern Border and. the South Coast represented a

new d.epartu..re: although mercenaries had often been, used

to supplement expeditionary forces, this was the first

time that they had been used. to supplement the militia.

In the reigns of Edward and Mary the Government tended

to rely more and. more on foreign troops. The eventful

year 1549, for example, saw Italians and Spaniards fighting

Scots on the Border, 4 and. Germans fighting Englishmen i

Devonshire and. Norfolk. 5 Indeed, it seems to have been

the Germans, "hitherto never employed to suppress an

insurrection at home, 6 who turned the tide in the Crown's

favour at that critieal time. The rebellious peasants were

no match for the "alniaynes", who, as Thomas Aud.ley 	 .

1. L.P. xx, pt. 1, 596.
2. Th±d, 654 , 656, etc.
3. Ibid. 1071.
4. A.P.C. 1547-50, pp. 272-5, etc.
5. pp. 314, 316, etc.
6. F. Rose-Troup, The Western Rebellion of 1549, p. 235.
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had, told. Henry VIII, "be accompted. among all nacions the

flower of the world for good. orders of footemen"?

Section V. Other Volunteers.

Sir Thomas Wyatt the Younger, in the proposals for

military reform that he laid, before the Privy Council

in Edward Vi's reign, had suggested that the only men

who should. be recruited for military service were

those who were "joyefull and. deslerous to serve there

prynce as men of warr". 2 But, in spite of a Venetian

Ambassador's statement that there were I $ngland. between
20 and. 25, 000 "huomeni d.a fattione" who were always
willing to serve as soldiers, 3 it is doubtful whether an

army of volunteers could. ever have been raised. in

England. Englishmen, unlike Germans, were never very

"joyful" at the prospect of military service.

Occasionally, however, the Crown did. attempt to

recruit volunteers for its armies. The attempt appears

to have been successful during the second. French war of

Henry Viii's reign: in l52'i there was a band. of about

200 such soldiers "called the krekers or aventurers"

1. B. M. Han. 309 f.6a.
2. B. M. Loan, Wyatt 23 f.3b. See Appendix II.

3. Cal. S. P. Ven. vi, pt. ,, p. 1046.
2.
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serving at Guisnes.' Again, In 1545 one John of Calais
was lic nsed by the King to recruit "Soldiers Adventurers"

at the sign of the Gun in Billingsgate, London; 2 but with

what success it is not known.

Raising soldiers by the beating of drums appears to

have been a favourite expedient of the Duke of Northuinber-

land. On one occasion in 1551, for instance, when troops

were needed for service in Ireland, the Government sought
to raise men in this way in London, but only 200 footmen

answered the call. 3 In July 1553, however, the
beating of the drum in the City yielded an ampler

harvest: the Duke was able to get together 1000 horse-

men and 3000 footmen for his enterprise against Queen

Mary, but, so the Spanish Ambassadors assured that
lady's future husband, few of these volunteers were

loyal to their leader's cause.4

1. Hall, OD. cit. p. 686.

2. L. P. xx, pt. 1, 504.

3. Cal. S. P. SDan. x, p. 291.

4. Cal. S. P. SDan. xi, p. 103.
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CHAPTER IV

Narrative Account of the Years 1513 and 15114

In the period under discussion the two most eventful.

years :from the military point of view were 1513 arid 15L14.

There is, moreover, a striking similarity between the

events of these two years: both years saw the King

himself in Fx'ance at the head of a large arny, the

English triuhant over the Scots, and the calling out

of the national militia to act as a reinforcement in

the face of an enemy cit fensive. In this chapter e.a attexxt

has been made to relate these events to the system of

military organisation that has been discussed in revioua
chapters.

Section I. 1513

After the military failures of the previous year, the

early part of 1513 saw England very much on the defensive.

On 28 January the sheriffs of all southern coastal shires

were ordered to sake proclamation that all ren of military
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age prepare themselves to resist a French invasion,1

and a fortnight later commissions as principal captains

against this threatened attack were issued to several

southern magnates. 2 The militia, however, was not in

fact called out, because the threatened invasion of the

King of France did not inaterialise.

By the beginning of February, indeed, the King of

Zngland was himself preparing to go over to the offensive:

before the end of January, even, he had caused letters

to be addressed to various individuals ordering them

to prepare soldiers for an "army by sea". Among those

who received such a demand were Sir Henry Vernon and

the mayor of Coventry, each of whom was to send 100 men

to Greenwich by 8 March, and to certify the King of his

ability to do so by 15 February.3 It was on this day,

moreover, that the mayors of Norwich, Exeter, and

Southaitton (each. of whom had presumably received a

similar letter to that Bent to the mayor of Coventry)

mustered their contingents of soldiers before sending

them off to join the army.4

1. L.P, i, g. 1602 (38).

2. Ibid. g.1662 (27).

3. LM.C. 12th Rep. App. lv,20; Coy. C.R.O. A 79 p.25.

11.	 N.C.R.O. Ass.. Pro. I f.97a; E.C.R.0. Act Bk. I f.38b
Gidden, op. alt. lii, 103.
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By 15 February, it seems, the Fleet, under the

o ominand of Sir Edward Howard the Lord Admiral, had already

arrived in the Thames? Before long, too, the soldiers

would have begun to arrive at Greenwich. These men had

come from all parts of the kingdom: from nearby places

like Brentwood, Erifield, St. Albans; 2 and from distant

ones like Lostwithiel, Oswestry, and Cardiff. 3 Among

them were the dependants of great monasteries like the

Abbeys of Gloucester, Peterborough, and Westminster;4

the retainers of great magnates like the Ear]. of Oxford,

Lord Perrers, and the Countess of Devon; 5 and the

inhabitants of the greatest city in the kingdom - London.6

At Greenwich the soldiers, more than 3500 in
number, were divided up into groups of 100 or more and

put on board the various vessels that were lying waiting

in the Thames. The 100 men supplied by Sir Thomas

Iyndham, for exaiile, were quite naturally allotted to

the John Hopton. of which Sir Thomas himself was captain.

To this ship were also allotted 50 of the 200 men sent

by the Earl of Oxford - the residue being accommodated

on the Nicholas Reede. Again, on the Gabriell Royall

1. 1, 1628/2.
2. P.R.0. E 101/56/29 if. 6a, 8a, llb.
3. Ibid. if.2b, 3b, 8b.
4. L.P. i, 1176/3.
5. Ibid.
6. L.C.R.0. Rep. 2 if. 150-2.
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were placed the 100 men provided by the Bishop of Exeter

and the 50 men provided by Lord Stourton.1

All necessazy preparations having been made, the

Fleet put to sea on 19 March and sailed along the South

Coast to Plymouth. There it remained for some days before

setting sail once again: this time the destination was

the hostile harbour of Brest. After a small encounter

with the Prench on 25 April, in which the Lord Admiral

lost his life, the "arxy by sea" returned to Plymouth

in a very dispirited condition. The soldiers were

particularly troublesome: some went on shore and created

disturbances; others even attempted to desert; and it

took the new Adidral, Lord Thomas Howard, a long time

to restore order.2

Early in May, however, plans were afoot to en1py

these soldiers in an epedition into Brittany. On the

10th of this month the King informed the mayor of Coventry

that he was "entending to have a secret enterpriCe Of

our Ennen'-ea" and. that, with this in view, be had appointed

Sir Charles Brandon (soon to be created Viscount Lisle)

as "Chef Capteyne" of an army to be assembled at outhairton

1.	 Bpont, op. cit. pp.80-5.

2 • Ibid • pp • m1 -xl.
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on the 18th. 1 This force, it seems, was to consist

of the soldiers then at Plymouth and a number of newly-
levied troops (who had originally been pointed to Dover

for service in the "army by land"), of which 50 men to

be sent by the city of Coventx7 were to be a part. 2 But

this intended expedition evidently caine to nought, and.

the newly-levied troops were absorbed in the "army by

laud", which, from the middle of May onwards, was being

transported from Dover to Calais.

For this arniy preparations had been in progress for

some months. On, 22 and 23 Pe1uary letters were sent

to Sir David Owen and Lard PitzWalter ordering each to

prepare 100 soldiers and to send to London for coat and

condxt money before pri1. 3 On the 13th of the latter

month some of the suppliers were sent further instructions:

Lord Hastings was informed that his men were to pass

over in the Vanguard; Sir Adrian and John Fortescue
were informed that theirs were to pass over in the

Middleward .

It was not until the second half of May, however,

that the Vanguard (under the Earl of Shrewbbury) and the

1. Coy. C.R.0. A 79 p.26.
2. Ibid.; L.P. 1, 1869. Cf. L.P. i, 1858, 1874. The

Ooventrn were to servnder Sir Edward Belknap.
3. L.P. i, 164.0, g.1662 (50).
4. IbId. g.1804 (28-9).
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Rearguard (under Lord Herbert) crossed to Calais - to

be followed at the end of June by the M.lddleward or

Battle (with the King himself at Its head). This arny

numbered some 25,000 men, who had been drawn from an

even wider area than those in the "army by sea". Many

horsemen came from the North of England: there were

demi-lances from Kendal and Pickering, and mounted

archers from York and Newcastle-on-yne. 1 Footmen, too,

had come from places many miles from Dover: there were

Yorkshiremen from Wakefield and Wilstrop, and Weishmen

from Holyhead and Haverfordwest. 2 Some footmen, on the

other hand, like te men from Penahurst and High Halden,

were more fortunate in that they had only a very short

distance to travel. 3 Most fortunate of all in this
respect were the seven men of Dover conscripted to serve

in the retinue of the Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports:

they merely had to march the few hundred yards that lay

between Town Hall and harbour.4

Among those who came to join the M.tddleward of this

great arniy were the dependants of some of the most iiiortant

1. P.R.0. E 101/56/25 ff.7b , 37, A14b, 47.
2. IbId. ff.l, 2, 50, 71b.

3. Ibid. ff.41b, 89b.
4. B.M. Eg. 2092 f.92.
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people in the kingdom. From Groby (Leicestershire) and

Stoke-upon-Tern (Shropahire) came those of the mighty

Marquess of Dorset; 1 from Blechingley (Surrey) and

Maxatoke (Warwickshire) came those of the over-mighty

Duke of Buckingham; 2 and from Ipswich and the Isle of

Axholme came those of one who was soon to become mightier

than either of these - the King's Almoner, Thomas Wolsey13

The majority of those who were seen nnrching through

the Kentish countrysifie in the last days of Jtme,

nevertheless, were the dependants of less eminent

personages. Such were the tenants of John de Vere's

Northantonshire manors of Lanport, Thorpe Malsor,

Marston Trussel, and Easton Maudit, and of Sir homas

Tyrel].'s Cambridgeshire manors of Shepreth and Meidreth.

Such, too, were the men levied in Buckinghamshire on

Sir Andrew Windsor's manor of Horton and on John Cheyney's

manor of Chesham Bois.4

On reaching rover the men were mtEtered before the

King's comnissionera, whose task it was to inspect them

and to divide them up into tactical units of 100 men.

1. P.R.0. K 101/56/25 f.65b.

2. ibid. if.87-90.

3. P.B.0. K 101/61/31 f.38.

PJ.0. K 101/56/25 if. l ila, 16a, 23b, iI0a.
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Those soldiers, however, who were already grouped in

"centuries", like the contingent3 of Sir John Seymour,

Sir Edward Hungerford, and Sir Ralph Egerton (each of

which was a hundred strong), were not meddled with. They

fought in the field as tactical units under the command

of their own suppliers, each of whom held the rank and

drew the pay of one of His Majesty's captains.

While the quasi-feudal levies conrised the great

bulk of the soldiery in the Army against Prance of 1513,

they did not càn,rise the whole of it. Also serving the

King that year were "vi C archers of his garde, al in

white gabberdines & cpes", 1 the gunners of the Ordnance

under the Master, Sir Richard Carew, 2 and several

thousand mercenaries from Flanders and High Almain. 3 In

addition to the soldiery, of course, there were large

numbers of non-combatant personnel: as Hall pointed out,

there were over 11,000 men in the Battle, "but of good

fightynge men ther were not full ix

When the King decided to cross to Prance, "he and

his counsaill forgat not the olde Prankes of the Scottes

which is ever to invade England when the kyng is out".5

1. Hall, op. cit. p.539.
2. L.P. i, 2053.
3. Ibid.

4. Hall, op. cit. p.54.0.
5. Ibid. p.555.
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Thus, before leaving England, Henry gave orders to the

Earl of Surrey to repair to the North Parts to organise

the defence of the kingdom. Surrey did as he was bidden,

and towards the end of July be sent out letters for

special musters to all the lords and gentlemen of the

northern shires, Upon receipt of their certificates,

he ordered them to bring or send their certified numbers

to Newcastle by 1 September: accordingly, a large arxr

assembled in the path of the advancing Scots?

art from the men of the garrison of Berwick

serving under Sir Ralph Evers, Deputy there, 2 this again

was an army of non-professional warriors. Among the

20,000 men that assembled at Newcastle were Sir John

Stanley with the Bishop of Ely's servants, Lionel Percy

with the tenants of the Abbot of Whitby, and Richard

Choliuely with the King's tenants of Hatfield and certain

townsmen of kIull. 3 But before joining battle with the

Scot s, this army was reinf orced by the arrival of over

one thousand men from the Fleet, who had landed at

Newcastle under the command of the Lord Adn'1-''al, Thonus

howard, and 15 captains. 1	 These reinforcements were

1. lall, op. cit. pp.555-6.

2. L.P. i, 2651.

3. hall, op.cit. pp.555-S.
• L	 i, 2652.
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to prove invaluable on the field of Flodden on 8 September.

At the time of this battle, moreover, further reinforce-

ments were apparently on their way northward under the

command of the Queen Regent. These, it is said, were

militiamen from Berkshire, Wiltshire, and other aiuthern

counties - some 10,000 in number - whom Katherine had

assembled at Stozy Stratford. And, according to one

rather unreliable account, among the Berkshire contingent

was the celebrated jack of Newbury with a hundred servants.

These forces, however, had not travelled far along the

road to the north when news came of the great victory

tkiat Surrey had won over the Scots: the army duly dis-

banded and the soldiers returned to their homes.1

Demobilisat ion was now the order of the day . Soon

after Flodden Surrey dismissed the greater part of his

forces: back to their ships went his son's followers

after only 16 days on shore; 2 and back to their homes

went the quasi-feudal levies from the northern shires.

Before the end of the month the greater part of e1'aivay by

sea" was also demobilised. The "dispatchyng and bre1yng

up of this army took place on 26 September. 3 Not all the

soldiers, however, returned to their homes: in spite of

1. Deloney, op.cit., pp.42-6.
2. L.P. i, 2652.
3. P.R.0. K 101/56/29 f.la.
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its inactivity, it seems, the army had suffered casualties.

It was reported that, in the course of one skirmish, "Syr

Wystan Bro[wne bad] 3 men slayne"; 1 this may account or

the fact that, of the 611! men that he had originally

su.pplied, 2 only 61 returned to Sir Wistan's home at

Langenhoe (Essex) in September, 3 Similarly, only 42

of the 50 men supplied by Lord Stourton returned tO Mere

and. Sourton,4 and only 28 of the 30 men supplied by the

mayor of Exeter returned to their native city.5 There

is evidence, toothat casualties were sustained by the

Middleward of the Army against France, which was disbanded

at the end of October. Of the "centuries" provided by

Sir Maurice Berkeley and Sir William Sandys, for example,

only 89 and 88 men respectively appear to have returned

to their homes. 6 The fact that a considerable number

1. Spont, op.cit., p. 156.

2. L.P. i, 117613.

3. P.R.O. E 101/56/29 f. 6b.

4. L.P.	 16j; IP:O.;E !01I56/291f'X3aA-9 f.2b.

5. .O.R.O. Act Bk. I f.38b; P.R.O. E 101/56/29 f.2b.

6. I.?. i, 2053/1; P.R.0. B 101/56/25 if. 61, 6kb.
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of soldiers did riot return to their homes that autuiin,

however, had nothing to do with casualties: these men had

been detained in Prance to serve in the garrison of the

newly-captured town of Tournay.1

section II.	 15114

In 15k3 the Crown, forseeing the possibility of war

against France and Scotland, had ordered special musters

to be taken throughout the rea].in. 2 Accordingly, the lords

and. gentlemen of England had returned their certificates -

those in the southern shires to the King and Council at

London, and. those in the northern shires to the Duke of

Suffolk, the King's Lieutenant in the North Parts. Thus,

when in the following year it was decided to raise armies

to fight the French and the Scot a, the Crown was already

in possession of much valuable infomation about the

"power" of the leading inhabitants of every shire in the

land.

Preparations for the war against Scotland were coxmnenced

early in 15114: before the end of January the King was makin€

1. See, !!Z" L.P. 1, 21i.80/23.

2. L.P. xviii, pt.l, 53, 342.
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steward.a of royal honors and manors: in this categoz7 must

have come many of the Cheshire men provided by Sir Piers

Dutton, Steward of ifalton under Sir Edward Nevill, and

many of the wakefield men supplied by John Temp/e at, the

ICing's steward there.1

The soldiers had to remain on. Tynesida for a whole

month, much to the annoyance of their commander, Hertford.

The Fleet that wa8 to transport them to Scotland did not

arrive in the Tyiie until 2]. April, and it was not able to

set sail again until 1 May. On the 4th, however, the

whole army- disembarked near Leith and the war against the

Boots began in earnest. On the 8th Hertford was 3oined

by Lord Evers (Lord Warden of the East Marches) and. Sir

Ralph Evers (Lord Warden of the Middle Marches), who

brought with them 4000 horsemen that they bad levied within

their offices.2

By 18 May the army was back in England, and on the

following day the bulk of the soldiers were dismissed. Back

to Bolton. in Wensleydale (Yorkshire) wen.t Lord Scrope's men,

and back to Halsall (Lancashire) went Henry Ralsall's.3
But others were less fortunate. On 15 May the Council bad

informed Hertford that he must keep back 3900 of his men

1. L.P. xix, pt.1, 532. See above, pp. 170, 173.	 --
2. Ibid. 366, 451, 463, 483.
3. Ibid., 532.
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and send them by ship straight to Calais for service

in the Army against France. 1 Hertford had replied that

this was inossible since most of his men were in need

of rest and fresh equipment, but he had promised to send

a smaller number. 2 Thus it came about that a number of

men saw service that year in two separate canaigns:

in the spring expedition against Scotland and in the

siinmer expedition against Prance.

By the end of May, indeed, preparations were In

full swing for the expedition against France. On the

25th a signet letter was sent to the Dean and Chapter

of Wells ordering them to send £3.0 soldiers to Dover by

12 June.3 And on the same day the Lord Mayor, the

Recorder, arid the Sheriffs of the city of London were

due to appear befom the King's Council "for the

annsweryng of theyr Cominaundement for the fyndyng of

Souldeours to the kynges warres".' Five days later, too,

the council of the city of Oxford was discussing "the

settyng forward of certen persons to the Kyngs

niajestyes warres wyth the Duks grace of Suffolk".5

1. L.P. xix, pt.1, 508.

2. Ibid. 531.

3. li.M.C. Wells, ii, 257.

4. L.C.R.O. Rep. 11 f.71b.

5. turner, cip. cit, p.174.
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The vast majority of the soldiers in this army,

however, were supplied, not by ecclesiastical or municipal

corporations, but by individual lords and gentlemen. As

the latter had been ordered to take special musters in

the previous year, the Crown knew exactly bow many each

could provide. 1 Thus, to the Vanguard of the Army the

Crown was able to order magnates like the Lords Mountjoy

and Wentworth each to supply the number of 14 .0 footmen,

and small squires like John Berney of Reephani (iorfo1k)

and John Pointz of South Cekendon. (Essex) each to supply

four.2

The whole army numbered over 30,000 men, who had

been drawn from a wide area, From the North came Sir

Peter 1Iewtas with 500 hackbutters who bad lately done

good service in Scotland, 3 and ten footmen of the Dean

and Chapter of Chester.4 From the West caine Lord Ferrers

and his son Sir richard Devereu.x with "a great number of

Welshmen", 5 and soldiers supplied 'by both the Bishop

and the Dean of Exeter. 6 From the East caine townsmen from

1. See above, p. 113.

2. L.P. xix, pt.1, 274.

3. Ibid. 472, 634,652.

4. Ibid. p.159.

5. Stow, op. cit. p.587.

6. L.P. xix, pt.l, p.165.
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Ipawich and Lynn, 1 and the men set :forth by the tiniversity

of Canthridge. 2 Prom the South came the contingents of

the Archbishop and Archdeacon of Canterbury, 3 and King's

tenants from Blechingley and Nonsuch.4

By 11 June the soldiers of all, three wards - the Van

under Norfolk, the Battle under Suffolk, and the sear under

Russell - had begun to cross to Calais. Most embarked at

Dover, but some embarked at Rye, klarwich, and Ipswich.5

It was to the last-nand port, for exanle, that the O

soldiers of the city of Norwich were sent. And, although

the city authorities had sent a man to Buckenham "to

appoynt with Sir :Edmond Knyvet knyght what dayt the

Sowgers shuld settefforward", they apparently got to

Ipswich. too early; they were kept waiting about there

for a day and a half "beff ore the Capiteyn wold receyve

them" 6

In spite of such delays, however, by 5 July all those

appointed to serve had crossed to Calais, with. the

exception of a few from Harwich and those in attendance

upon the King. The King himself eventually crossed over

1. L. xix, ptl, p.158.
2. See above, p. 175.
3. L.P. xix, pt.l, p.159.
il.	 G.B.R.O. Loseley	 . 26 f.la.
5. L.P. xix, pt.l, 672.
6. i.C.R.O. Chamberlains' Aects. I f.161b.
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to Calais on the 14th, by which time Norfolk and Russell

with the Pore and Rear Wards were preparing to lay

siege to Bolougne?

In England, meanwhile, the King's co1nTn11s1oners

were mustering the forces of the shires and ordering all

men of military age to be prepared to serve in the defence

of the country at an hour's warning. 2 On 23 July the

Council with the King informed the Council with the queen

(who was acting as Regent in her husband's absence as her

predecessor had done in 1513) that 4000 of the militiamen

prepared by the commissioners were to be held in readiness

for despatch to Boulogne as reinforceirients. 3 Nevertheless,

it was not until 8 September, six days before the capture

of Boulogne, that the King ordered the soldiers to be

sent across. 4 The men were to be levied in 12 different

shires, and were to take snip at the nearest convenient

port: 600 men from Essex, for instance, were to embark

at Rarwich on the 20th. 5 Among the latter were five

1. L.P. xix, pt.l, 848; flail, op. cit., p.861.

2. Ibid. 890.

3. Ibid. 979.
Li.	 L.P. xix, pt.2, 202.

5. Thid. 253/3.
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townsmen of Maldon who bad been well equipped for the

purpose by their borough: they had been issued with

doublets, hose, and hats; and the sum of threepence had

been expended on the "nottyng of the Sogeors hedes")

Again, 500 Norfolk en were due to take ship at Lynn,

Ipswich, or Yarmouth on the 24th.2 Among these were two

men of Ship dham arid two of North Elmham, each of whom

had been supplied with a pair of boots at the parochial

expense, 3 and one iian of Snettisham to whom the

churchwardens there gave eight shillings for his "exspenses

to ypyswyeh".4

The militiamen, however, had no sooner reached their

ports of embarkation than they were ordered to march hone

agaih. 5 But, on the 25th, in view of a sudden french
threat to Estaples, new orders were sent out for the

despatch of 4000 men across the Channel. These were

provided by the same shires which had previously set

forth soldiers, with the exception of four which were

thought to be too far off. 6 The Essex commissioners were

1. LR,0. D/B 3/3/238.
2. L.P, xix, pt.2, 253/3.

3. B.M. Add. MS. 23008 f.112a; 23009 f. 29a; Legge,
op. cit. p.33.

4. N.P.L. MS 11357 f.117a.

5. L.P. xix, pt.2, 452.

6. Ibid. 292.
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again, ordered to send men to flarwich, and the chamberlain

of !.ldon recorded the payment of four shillings "to the

Sogeors at ther next goyng forthe this yere'.1

By £ October the 11.000 men that had, so often teen

demanded and Countermanded were beginning to arrive at

Boulogne. 2 These reinforcements, however, proved

insufficient in. view of aigorous counter-attack by the

French, and on the 10th the shire commissioners were

ordered to prepare further levies. 3 The Surrey

commissioners, for instance, were instructed to raise

11.00 men of whom 80 were to be archers and the rest

billmen. Accordingly, on 16 October they met together

to allot a proportion of this nuither to each hundred and

borough in the county: 20 men were to be raised in the

borough of Southwark and 16 in that of Guildford; 36

were to be raised in the hundred of Woking and 20 in

that of Effinghain.4 But there is no record of any

militiamen being sent to France at this time.

By this time, indeed, the military situation had

taken a turn for the better, and the bulk of the army was

1..	 E ,R. 0. D/B 3/3/238.
2. L.P. xix, pt.2, 347.

3. Ibid. 397.

11.. Manning and Bray, bc • cit.
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preparing to return to England. On the 14th the King

bad ordered the Council at Calais to send over all the

soldiers abiding there (save for 2000 of the best men

who were to go to Boulogne) whenever they thought it

expedient to do	 Thus, by the end of the month,

the only men of the Army against France left in the

fever-ridden town were a few who were too sick to more

and the 2000 who were waiting to go to Boulogne.2

The 2000 eventually left Calais and went to Boulogrie,

where they became part of a garrison of some 5000 soldiers

that was to remain there througbou.t the winter. 3 Thus,

at the end of the year l54 a considerable number of

conscripts were still on active service: the capture of

Boulogne may have brought honour and glory to the King,

but it brou.gh nothing but hardship and. unhappiness to

several thousands of his subjects who (evidently much

against their wil]s) had been conelled to remain in his

service after the campaigning season was over.4

1. . xix, pt.2,4.36.

2. Thid. 505.

3. ; :p d. 799.
4. For the unwillingness of the 2000 to serve at Boulogne,

see L.P. xix, pt.2, 489.
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CO1CLU8XON

One of the principal purposes of this thesis has been

to establish the fact that there were two distinct ways

of enforcing the military obligations of the English

people in the period 1511-1558 - by the national system

and by the quasi-feud.al system. For there has been a

tendency to overlook the existence of the latter system

altogether: the most recent writer on the subject of

English military organisation, for instance, declares

that "the ttLkirig of musters of the total male population

was the basis upon which the whole of the Tudor military

system was founded.". 1 In other words, there has been a

tendency to date back the Elizabethan military establish-

ment to tIie beginning of the ce.tury - to allow the

picturesque figures of Falstaff and $hallow to dominate a

hundred years of English history.

Ati. exaa:ple of this kind, of confusion is to be found

in. Dr. Noyea's account of the measures taken by the

Crown to combat the Pilgrimage of Grace in. 1536. Clearly,

he thought that the principal instrument of recruitment

1. Longbone, o p . cit.p. 64.
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on this occasion was the commission of array: "at the

time of the Pilgrimage of Grace",'he wrote, "resort

was made to the muster of array for military purposes")

Nevertheless, he does mention the fact (but only in a

footnote) that "armies to crush internal risings were

also raised by letters under the Privy Seal to landed.

gentry ordering them and. their followers to come to the

aid of the crown".2

Now it is conceivable that Dr. Noyes derived his

erroneous view that the militia was called. out in 1536

from a reference in the Letters and. Pa pers of Henry VIII

to a "circular letter thanking the person addressed for

his obedience to the summons of the commissioners of

musters on the breaking out of the rebellion in Lincoln-

shire". 3 This certainly gives the impression that troops

were levied by shire commissioners, but an examination

of the original document reveals that the editor of

Letters and. Papers (who doubtless had the Elizabethan

military system in mind) had. interpreted, its contents

very freely. The commissioners in this case were not

1. Noyes, ot,. cit. p. 9.

2. Ibid., p. 49n . The letters, in fact, were not sent
out under the Privy Sea]. but under the Privy Signet.

3. L. P. xi, 821.
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shire authorities, but merely men "appoynted. for the

takyzi of the mustres of suche persons as ... made theyr

repayre unto Ampthyll" (i.e. 'muster masters" whose task

it was to inspect and order the assembled companies);

moreover, they had. given no summons to any man.1

The same kind, of mistake occurs in the Catalogue

of the Harlelan Manuscri pts in the British Museum. On

10 February 15k3 a signet letter was sent to one George

Booth ordering him to certify the Duke of Suffolk of

all the able men under his rule. 2 In the CataloRue,

however, the letter is described thus: "Copie of K.

Henry Viliths Commission ... to George Boothe Esq,;

authorising him to muster all the able men in Cheshire".3

Clearly, the compiler was wider the impression that

Booth was a J P. or a commissioner of array who had, been

charged with organising the county militia - a Cheshire

version of Justice Shallow in fact.

The confusion between the national and, the quasi-

feudal military systems that exists in the minds of some

modern writers was absent from the minds of contemporary

1. P.RO. E 36/121 1. 69a.

2. B. M. Han. 2131 tf. 22-3 (L.P. xviii, pt. 1, 138).

3. A Catalogue of the Harleian Manuscripts in the
tish Museum, ii, 521b.
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observers. Giovarual Michiel, Venetian Ambassador in

London, saw that a distinction had. to be made between

the forces of the shires on the one hand, and those of

private individuals ("quelli dei Signori, e parti-

colari baroni") on the other. 1 Michiel was writing in

May 1557 . Later that year the distinction between the

two systems of recruitment, which the Ambassador was

drawing, was to become very much in evidence when the

Crown attempted to raise men under both systems at

once. As a result, the two systems came into conflict;

for although, by its letters of 31 July, the Crown had.

specifically ordered. them not to do	 the commissioners

of at least one shire attempted. to raise men within the

rules of a gentleman who had been sent an individual

letter of summons. On 25 August the Privy Council was

obliged to write "to the Justices of Peaxe in the

cowitie of Hertford. to Lorbeare the mustering and

levieng of eny tenantes within the rules and offices of

Sir John Mordant, knight, for that he is otherwise

1. CaLS. P. Ven 'vi, pt. 2, p. 1O6.

2. P.R.O. SP 11/11 f.75a.
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presently appointed to serve with them himself".1

The J.P.s ot the neighbouring county of Essex (of whom

Mordant was one) also ran into difficulties, because

"diverse private personnes" bad. received "lettrea to

muster and, put in ared.ines thiere tenantes and. others

within thier rules and offices".2

A few years previously a similar clash had occurred

in Ru,tland. and. had occasioned. the following letter from
Gregory Cromwell to one of the muster commissioners

for that county:3

iforasmouche as I ame advertised that ye have
by vertue of Cøzumissione taken a tenaunte of
myne named Thomas Barkeby of Langhame to serve
the kinges majestie ... I, not knowinge when it
shall please the kings to call uppon me, wold.e
gladly be as well in arredynes to serve his
grace with suche of my owns tenauntes as hatbe
heretofore served. his higbnes for me ... This
sha]. be therf ore moste hertily to desire you the
rather at this my requeste to leave bym at home.

In these clashes between the national and the quasi-

feudal systems it appears to have been the latter which

prevailed against the former. Although, round. about

the year 1544, some lawyer seems to have tried to

maintain that the manor was but "a parcell and membre

of the ... parisshe" and that its tenants ought to

1. A.P.C. 1556-8, p. 160.

2. See above, P.70.

3. B. M. Eg. 2986 t.7.
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"appere and muster afore the kynges Comyssioners"

rather than the lord, of the manor, 1 it seems to have
been generally recognised that the lord took precedence

over the coniniissioner. The Militia Act of 1558, more-

over, made it clear that the tenurial obligation caine

before the local:2

this Acte ... shall not extende to take awaye
or dischardge any Tenaunt or Fermour of his
Service or Covenant towardes his Lorde, for the
finding of Horse, Armour, or Weapon, or for
doing of Service by himself or any other, whiche
by the Tenure of his Lande or Fernie he is bownd.e
to doo at the tynie of making of this Acte.

By 1558, however, such a proviso had, little meaning,

for the quasi-feudal system was almost dead. Ever

since 15L14 the Crown had been gradually abandoning it

in favour of the national system. The militia bad.

become the principal fighting force in the realm, not so

much because the Crown had become strong enough to dis-

regard the old custom that the shire levies must never

be sent overseas, as because the national military

system had become efficient. The frequent issue of

commissions of musters in the years after 1535 had,

caused the gentry to become skilled in the working of the

1. P.R.O. Sta. Cha. 2/26/287 1.2. Statement made in
defence of tenants of Ackleton manor (Sbropsbire) who
refused to serve under their lord in war. See
above, p.152.

2. Statutes of the Rea1m iv, 318.
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machinery of the militia and. the people to become more

conscientious in the fuUilment of their military

obligations; and the practice of appointing Lieutenants

in the provinces had. lea to the emergency of a really

effective local authority. In the long run, indeed., it

was perhaps inevitable that the quasi-feudal system

should be replaced. by the national: that a system wider

which men were levied in divers places by individual

gentlemen should give place to one under which men were

.evied within given limits by gentlemen specially

commissioned for the purpose; and, that a highly

centralised. system whereby the Crown made direct contact

with an enormous number of suppliers should give place

to a deceztralised. one whereby the Crown made direct

contact with only a small number of local officials.

The national system, however, did. not supersede

the quasi-feudal merely because it was more desirable

from an administrative point of vtew: it was also

more desirable from a political point of view. The

national system was not only more efficient than the

quasi-fewial: it was also less dangerous to the State.

The rulers of England. had not forgotte n. the anarchy

of the Wars of the Roses, when the mai4iteflalice of armed

retinues by private individuals had served. to undermine
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the whole basis of public authority. A similar

situation, indeed, developed in the troubled autumn

of 1536, when the Pilgrims defied the King in Lincoln-

shire. It was then that Sir John Thimbleby of Bourne

(to name but one of the gentry who sided with the

rebels) "Assembled all his tenauntes, Zrend.es, and.

servauntes together tinder the colour to do the kinges

service" and, marched. 911 to join the King's enemies.1

This was as clear a case of i1leal maintenance as one

could wish to find.

At the time of the Pilgrimage of Grace, moreover,

there was a strong desire on the part of the King's loyal

subjects to avoid being accused. of such a practice. On

6 October 1536, for examples the Earl of Huntingdo/n

wrote to Henry VIII as follows:2

I shall humble beseche your lughnes that, if
it please the same to commaund.e me to Bease
anny of lour Subgectes, that I may have your
graces Auctorite so to do to thentent that
neithur I nor thay that shall goo with me
incurr the d.aunger of your Lawes, which is to
hevy for Anny of us to bere.

The laws in question were the Statutes against

Unlawful Retainers 61 Eenry Vii's reign, exemption

1. P.R.0. SI' 1/107 1. lk7b (L._P. xi, 658)

2. P.R.0. BP 1/106 1.282 (L.P. xi, 560).
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from the provisions of which was always given at the

end of a signet letter. In August 1521, for instance,

those required. to supply men for the King's wars were

informed, that;1

these oure ].ettres shall be ta sufficient
warrant and. discharge unto you for your
indempnitie in the reteignyng, levyeng, and.
preparing of the said. nombre as though ample
auctoritie were geven unto you for 'that
purpoose under our greate seale. Any act,
statute, or ordenaunce made to the contrary
notwithstanding.

In. spite of every precaution, nevertheless, it was

clearly undesirable, in so far as the security of the

State was coxtcerned., to allow individuals to keep retinues

of armed men even in time of war. There was always the

danger that a gentleman would. see in an order to- arm his

depend.ants a glorious opportunity to revenge himself on

an unfriendly neighbour. It was this kind of local

rivalry which the Duke of Norfolk had in mind, in 136,

when he informed tie ring. that som be desirous to have

a greter company more for glory than for necessite".2

Row much preferable was a system of military recruitment

under which the national necessity was- the only

consideration and. national glory the only goal.

1. B.M. Otho E XI Z,4-la.

2. P.R.O. SP 1/108 f.230b (. xi, 800).
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The suceesfu1. implementation of both the quasi-

feudal and, the national systems, nevertheless, depended.

upon the loyalty and willingness of the same men. Neither

system coulI work without the co-operation of the gentry
i'rom those ranks were drawn the recruiting ot!icera and.

the captains, and of the lower classes of society from

whose ranks were drawn the common soldiers of the Crown.

But the loyalty and. willingness of these men always

depeMed upon whether or not they thought the cause in

which they were called upon to fight to be a just one.

In times of war with Prance or Scotland the Crown

could generally count upon the patrIotism of its subjects.

In. 1539, for example, when the prospect of war with

Prance loomed large, Cromwell informed, the King that he

perceived a "good Ihclination, d.isposiCion, and towardnes

of good. will in all your graces people", 1 arid. Lord

Pexrers informed the President of the Council n Wales

that be bad. never seen men. more willing to serve the

King.2

In times of internal rebellion, on the other hand,

the Crown could. not always rely upon the loyalty of its

subjects. This was particularly apparent at the time

1. Merriman, o p . cit. ii, 197.

2. L.P. xiv, pt. 1, 696.
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of the l'ilgrimage of Grace: many of the Lincoinshire

gentlemen to whom the King had dd.ressed his signet

letters went over to the insirgents; 1 some of the men

serving under Norfolk were of the opinion that the rebels'

quarrel was "gode and. godly"; 2 and "every third man

in ShXewsbury's force was wit) the Pilgrims at heart".3

Again, it may have been sympathy with the rebels which

led. Robert ard.yng, one of the tenants of the Prior

of Christcliuzch (Canterbury), to withdraw himself from

the contingent of 60 soldiers which his lord, had. prepared

for service in the King's army.1 Similarly, it may have

been sympathy with the King's enemies which lay behind

the actions of Edward. Brett and. gther ol' Sir William

Sneyd's tenants at Keele (Staffordshire), who in 1549

refused tc serve in their lord's retinue against the

NorZolk rebels and who "arraied in manner of war" to

resist his attempts to eonscript them.5

It was on occasions such as these, when the fate

of the kingdom was determined by the loyalty or disloyalty

of the gentlemen and yeomen of England, that the Crown

2.	 . xi, 587, 590.
2. IL. . & R. Dodd.g, The PilgrimMe of Grace, 1, 269.
3. Ibid.. 257.
4. At the muster held on 13 October, "Robert Hard.yng

comparuit et recessit postea" (Sheppard, 01). cit. iii,
349).

5. Coil, fOr Hist. of Staffs. (Win. Bait Soc. 1910), pp.7]2
bv'.
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must have been most painfully aware of its lack of a
standing army. According to one authority, indeed, it

was in the period that followed immediately upon the
suppression of the Pilgrimage of Graee that Cromwell
drew up "a draft proposal for the creation of a standing
army". 1 This view, however, has been challenged. by
another authority, who states that "there is no sign

at all that a standing army was ever contemplated".2
And although the phrases 'tstanding army" axd Hstandtng

forces" have been used to describe the armed retinue
of l55l-2 it is robably safe to say that at no

time was the formation of a large reg1lar army ever

seriously envisaged. Throughout the period uxi.der 4315 cussion

the security of the kingdom depended upon 'irregular"

levies of unprofessional amldiers. And the Crown, in

many ways, waS content that this should be so, foz itt

realised that an "irregular" military organisation (in

spie of its many unsatisfactory features) bad. one

great advantage over a "regular" one: it plaeed. no

permanent strain upon the financial resources

country. The importance of this consideration, i.nieed.,

--	 -t -

1. L. Stone, "The Political Programme of Thomas Cromwell"
(B.I.H.zxiv), p. 1.

2. G. i. elton, "Parliamentary Drafts, 1529-1540"
(B..H.R. xxv), p.130.

3. A.P.O.1550-2, p.225 3. Strype, Ecclesiastical
!e!1orialS (Oxtord 1822), ii, pt. 2, 501. See above,
p. 11.
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was to be as great in the years that followed, the death
Qf Queen Mary as it bad been in the years that preceded
it.

J.	 fi

The year 1558 has not been chosen as the closing

date of this thesis because it saw the death of Mary,

though her death did bring to the throne a younger and.

more vigorous woman who was to do much to reform the

military organisation of the kingdom. Nor has it been

chosen because it witnessed the fall of Calais, though

the loss of this continental bridgehead dLd mark

the end. of that long series of French campaigns for

which the English military system bad been specially

adapted.. It has been chosen because it saw the replace-

ment of the ancient Statute of Winchester by a new

"Acte for the having of Horse, Armour, and. Weapon".1

The Militia Act of 1558 caused "an upheaval in the

niilitary"2 and. brought about "the most important change

that had. occurred. for two centuries in the military

sys'em of the country."3 The basic military obligations

of the English people were brought up to date: the

1. Statutes of the Realm, iv, 316.

2. Noyes, o p . cit. p. 50

3. Fortescue, o p . cit. L25.
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mediaeval provisions which had. previously defined. theni

were abolished. and modern ones put in their place.

Moreover, this reorganisatio4 of the national military

system meant that the quasifeuda]. system, which

'had. been falling more and more into disuse, would

henceforth cease tQ exist. The old. dualism was ended,

and. the subsequent history of the Tudor army is the

history of the Tudor militia.
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APPENDIX I

The Survey of 1522

The cbronicler Stow relates that, between Easter

and Michaeliaas in the yaar 1522 , there was made "a

generall proscription of all the Realnie of England",1

the inortance of which led one historian to describe it

as "such a survey as was formerly taken in the reign of

William the Conqueror".2

This Tudor "Domesday" survey took the form of an

inquiry into the military and. financial resources of the

country - a determined attemt on the part of the Crown

to bridge the eat gulf of uncertainty that lay between

it and the human and material resources of its kingdom.

The coimmisioners appointed for this purpose were ordered

to return certificates containing the names of all men

resident in the district allotted to them, together

with the quantity and quality of their arms and armour and

the names of those "whom they belong unto". In addition,

1.	 Stow, op. cit. p.515.

2. Rapin do Thoyras, fils tory of England (trans. N. Tindal,
1732), i, 750.
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the returns were to contain the following information:1

who is Lord. of evex towne or hamlet ... and
wno bee Stewards. Item, who be parsons of the
same townes, arid, what the benefices be worth
by yeere. Also who be owners of every parcell
of land within any towne, hamlet, parish, or
village ...with the yeerely value of every mans
land within the same townes, hamlets, parishes,
and villages. And of every stocke and stocks
of Cattell, or other things that be occupied
upon any ferns within the said townes, hamlets,
and parishes, and who be owners of them. Also
what aliants or strangers dwell in any towns,
hamlet, or parish ... and where they were borne,
and under whose dominion. Item, what
occupation, n rstery, or substance they 'be of.
Item, the value and substance of every person
being of 16 yeeres and above •.. as well spirituall
as tenorall. Also what pensions goeth. out of
any lands there to any religious or spirituall men.

The answers to these questions would have provided, the

Crown with a very valuable descrption of the kingdom.

But it so happened that many of the q,uestioris were often

leftuinanswereds among the surviving returns, 2 indeed,
only these of Berkshire, Rutland, and Coventry contain

all the req,4site information. The other returns, while
giving the names of the able men, generally fail, for

exan1e, to designate "whom they belong unto" - an

absolutely vital piece of information in view of the

1. Instructions sent to the bailiff and chief constable
of the half hundred of althaui by the Essex
commissioners. (Stow, bc. eit)

2. For a list of these, see Note D below.
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overwhelmingly quasi-feudal basis of military organisation

at the time.1

Owing to this shortcoming, the Survey of 1522 (in so

far as it was a military survey) was effective only as

an inquiry into the condition of the militia as an

atbempt to find out how many able men and how much

harness there were in the shires, hundreds, and parishes

of England. In this, at any rate, the attent was

successful, for from the returns the Government was able

to conile a table showing the strength and distribution

of the nation's military resources. 2 It was also able to

discover the extent to which the people of England were

fulfilling their military obligations.3

As an attempt to give administrative unity to the

English military system, the Survey of 1522 appears to

be un4 tte. Never before or afterwards did a Tudor

Government endeavour to combine "general" and "special"

musters in one all-encompassing investigation.' On no

other occasion in the period under discussion did the

Crown atteiçt to acquire so much military information

1. For the use that the Crown probably iiade of thce
returns which were complete in this respect, see
above, P.125.

2. B.M. Royal 111. B X (L.P. iv, 972).
3. See above, PP.20-2.
4. See above, PP.35-6.
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at one time.

But the information that the Crown attented to

acquire in 1522 had a fiscal as well as a military value.

In this respect, too, the Survey appears to be unique:

three features serve to distinguish it from the fiscal

inquiries of other years. In the first place, it was

concerned with all men, nobles and commoners, elerics

and laymen: it was indeed, as the chamberlain of the

city of Canterbury said, an "enquyre of every mannye value".1

In the second place, it was concerned with ali kinds of

wealth (in lands, fees, wages, pensions, and goods), and,

if a person possessed wealth in me than one form, this

was recorded in the certificate. In the third place, it

was concerned, not with the total value of a nan's

possessions throughout the kingdom, but with the value of

the possessions that he had in every plane: thus Sir

Andrew Windsor's name appears more than twenty times in

the Buckinghamsbire return alone

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the fiscal

inquiry of 1522, however, was its thoroughness. Dietz

describes it as "a careful assessment of men t s wealth".3

1. Cant. C.R.O. Chamberlains' Aects. VII f. ll7b (H.M.C.
9th Rep. App. i,151b) . 1I italics.

2. Bod. e 187 passim.

3. P. C. Dietz, English Goverriment Finance, i5l5587p.9.
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The commissioners, indeed, were ordered to be veiy careful

to ensure that their valuations were accurate, as the

additional iztruct1ons sent to them in the summer

indicate. Whereas up till then (i.e. the summer of 1522)

"the very trouth ... hath 'bene conceled", they were now to

take steps to see that "the hole and entire extent and

value of the •.. londes and goodes" was ascertained. Those

suspected of trying to conceal their wealth were to be

assessed according to the estimation of their neighbours.

Moreover, in' order to encourage veracity, the people were

to be made to think that the purpose of the assessment was

purely military - that the Government was only trying to

enforce the provisions of the Statute of Winchester.1

The fiscal information, it has been said, was thus

"obtained by subterfuge".2

Many of the "Domesday" valua.ons give the ipression

of being very exact: some were even reckoned in pence and

halfpence (in contrast to the subsidy valuations of later

years, which were always reckoned in pounds). The annual

values of the Abbot of St. Albans t lands in Winslow and

Little Horwood (Buckinghainsliire), for example, were

1. P.R.O. P 1/25 ff.202-6 (L.P. iii, 24.811.).

2. A.C. Chibnall and and A. V. Woodman Subsidy Roll for
the Counti of Buckingham Anno 152k Bucks. aec. Soc.
viii), p.xii.
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assessed at £25 18s. 11d. arid £12 13s. 5d. respectively;1

while the fees received by the 1arq .aess of Dorset for his

stewardsaip of the royal nanor of Peckenham (Worcestershire)

were said to amount to £1k l6. lO%d.2 Furthermore, when

a couarison is made between some of the "Domesday" land

valuations and the figures recorded in the rentals of the

same lands, the accuracy of the former is seen to be not

only apparent but real. In the rentals of 6 arid 8 klenry

VIII the values of Lord Montague's lands at Elle sborough

and !ednienham (Buckinghamshire) are recorded as being £18 8s.

arid £27 19s. respectively; 3 in the returns of 1k Henry VIII

the values of the same lands are stated to be £18 19s. ]d.

and

It tiay perhaps also be taken as an indication of

their accuracy that the 1522 valuations are generally

higher than those recorded in the Inq.uisitions Post

Mortem and in subsidy rolls. It so happened that a

number of men whose names are found in the "Domesday"

returns died soon after the survey was nade, and it is

noteworthy that in each case the land vals recorded in

1. Bod. e 187 Zf.89a , 9kb.

2. P.LQ. E 36/35 f.28b.

3. PJ.O. BC 12/5/71; 12/21/17 xn.2.

4. Bod. e 187 ff.29a, 155a.
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the I.P.M. are considerably lower than those in the returns.

A similar result is obtained when a comparison is made

between the goods valuations in the returns of 1522

and in the (subsidy) returns of 15221.: the earlier

assessment had been too rigorous, perhaps too accurate,

and, when Wolsey had atteited to raise an Anticipation

on its basis, he seems to have met with some opposition.2

Thus the new assessment made in 15211. was iiore lenient, and

perhaps less accurate: most men's values are found to have

been reduced, in some cases by more than 50%.

It has been suggested that the valuations of 1522

were inflated - that he English people, fervently

patriotic and blissfully ignorant of the fiscal puiose

of the survey, were content to make themselves appear

more wealthy than they really were. But this does not

seem toring true: Englishmen could not have been so

credulous and so unsuspecting in a matter that concerned

their pockets. It is highly unlikely that their

patriotism "led them ... to exaggerate the extent of their
estate";4 certainly there is no suggestion of patriotism

1. See Note B below.

2. Chibna].1. and Woodman, op. cit. pp.xiii, 90.

3. See note C below.

4. Chibnall and Woodman, op. cit. p.xiii.
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in Hall's account of the survey, which, he says, was made

"not without grudging of the people, and inarveilyng why

tbei should be sworne for their awne goodes". 1 It is

tar more likely that a rigorous assessment (with careful

precautions against concealment) had in fact come nearer

than usual, and perhaps nearer than was liked, to providing

the Crown with what the author of the survey described as

"the verrey knowlegge of the verrey value of all the

substaunce and goodes" of its subjects.2

This rigorous assessment provided the Crown with a

very valuable instrument of extortion, which it was not

slow to use. Even before the Domesday" books had been

returned into the Star Chamber, loans were being levied

on the basis of this assessment from all those whose

wealth amounted to £20 or more. 3 In 1523 the assessment

was used again: in the spring a second loan was levied

from all those possessing less than £20 and more than

1. Hall, op. cit. p.630.
2. L.C.R.0. Rep. 5 f.317b. This was Wolsey's own descriptic

of the re-assessment of August 1522 as given to the
citizens of London.

3. The loan books were in fact returned at the same time
as the survey books (see L.P.iii, 3683, 3687). Some
of these loan books are preserved in the P.R.O., e.g.,
E 179/103/116 (wrongly dated 15 hen. VIII).

'.. Hall, op. cit. p . 652 . Some of these loan books are
preserved in the P.LO., e.g., E 36/19.
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while in the au.tuinn an Anticipation of the subsidy granted

by the April Parliament was raised from "every man that

was worth xl. l.'	 But the Crown was obliged to abandon

this assessment, and the subsidies of 152 L1. and 1525 were

levied on the basis of a new and less rigorous valuation.

Note A. The Chronology of the Survey

Stow, it has bee observed, relates that the survey

was made "between Easter and Michaelznas", i.e. between

20 ri1 and 29 September; but the earlier date is clearly

inaccurate, since the instructions issu d by the Essex

commissioners (which Stow himself prints) are dated 27

March. 2 Hall, moreover, states explicitly that the

musters commenced in March, 3 while the earliest surviving

instructions (which were not the first to be sent) are

dated the 11th of that month. Since no copy of the

original commission appears to survive, it must be

1. Hall, op. cit. p.672. The Buckinghamshire Anticipation
book has 'been printed with a valuable in.roductory
note in Chibnall and Woodman, op.cit. pp.90-5.

2. See above, p. 289.
3. E. Hall, op. cit. p.630.
k. H.M.C. Middleton, pp.512-3(dated 15 13? by editor). The

letters of 11 M-rcLa contained instructions about the
assessment of men's values - which had b.en omitted
from the original letters.
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conclued that the £iat steps were taken round about the

first week of 11arch.

.tow atsa seems to be in error when be states that

the 011. vey was finisied by the end of September: the

Buckiughainshire co3xIInissioz1rs, at any rate, did not send.

in their returns until ajiite late in .Novembtr, 1 and

theirs was not the last to be received into the Star

Chamber. 2 The outer chronological limits of the

"gerierall proscr.ption" inust therefore be placed in March

and. November.

Originally, it seems, the coniinissioners were to have

finished their task by Easter. OA. 23 March Ienry VIII

wrote to Charles V telling him that he had thought it

convenient to have the survey made at "this tyine of lcnt";3

while on 10 April Shrewsbury wrote to Wolsey to say that

he and. the other commissiorE.rs for th county of Derby

hoped. to "make prfyte" their books "in the latter ende

of ester weke".14

1. Bod. e 187 frontIspiece.

2. L.P. iii, 3683.

j. LM. Galba B VI f.162b (L.P. iii, 21.28). This letber
is undated, but it i evTntly the letter of 23
arch referred to in L.P.iii, 21143.

14. P.R.0. SF 1/214 f.85 (L.P.iii, 21E4).
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Why then did the making oL the surVey drag on into

the autumn? Perhaps it was because the inquiry took

longer to conlete than had been anticipated. Shrewsbury

hinted as much in his letter to Wolsey: "tfor as yt,

bicause of the shortenes of tyme, I and my ... ifellowes

have not made all thinges parfite". 1 As a result, it

would seem, the commissioners were unable to finish

their task by Easter.

Now after Easter there were many other titings for

them to do, which rr.y have persuaded the crown to declare

a moratorium until later in the year. At the end of

Easter week itself the Eror arrived at Dover, where he

was met by many English noblemen and gentlemen, 2 of whom

nearly all would have been "Domesday" coinmbsioners.

Henry, be it noted, had asked Charles to delay his

arrival for as long as possble because the English gentry

were commissioned to survey the realm,3

ffrom thexecucion of whiche our commission,
if we schuld now call thaym •.. (if accordyng
to your and our honour we schuld. mete and

1.	 P.R.O. SP l/Vi. f.85 (. iii, 2l6Ll-).

2. See letter to Portescue (L.P. iii, 2l9).

3. B.M. Galba B VI Z.162 (L.P. iii, 2128).
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receyve you at your arrival into this our
Reams) the same schuld greatly redound
to the hinderatrnce and eiiechement of our
affeyrys ... besides the losse of all the
labour that hathe been hythirto employed for
that purpose.

The Eneror, nevertheless, did arrive early, and

this may well have caused that "hinderauxice and empecheinent"

of the conunissioners' work which Henry h, d b.en so anxious

to pxevent. Renceforward, moreover, a fair proportion

of the commissioners were to find themselves in the

active military employment of the Crown - in the North,

in ance, and on the sea. Among those who saw service

on the sea was Sir Adrian Portescue, who would almost

certainly have been one of the commissioners for the

county of Oxford, and who endorsed the King's letter

ordering him to p.Lepare for the Emperor's arrival with

these words:

1reznorandum, after the preparation heref or I
was commandyd to go to the see under xny
lord adixyrall, wher we wer and on lond xxj
wekes.

Portescue was thus away from home until the autumn, as

were doubtless many of those who, in the spring, had been

commissioned to survey the kingdom.

1. B.M. Vesp.	 I f.299 (k,P. iii 2l5).
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I.P.g. Val.

l3s. kd..-
£6
20m.

30 13s.4d.. £17 6s. 8d.
.	 Gs.

4.
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Note B.	 sda" and I.P.M.
valuat

ame

ui. Hulse
do.

ii6. Gre enham
jr Thomad. Love
n. Harrington

Flower
do.

cation of lands

Kingston Lisle,Brk
Sparsholt, Brk.
Ketton, Rut.
Ryhall, Rut.
Exton & environs,

't.
Exton, Rut.
hitewe11, Rut.

Note C. Coniparison between goods valuations of 1522 and. 1524
(1) Wraysbury, Bucks. 3	(ii) Ridlington, Rut.4

Tame	 1522	 152k	 iame	 1522 152k
Tn. Felles	 1i-Os.	 £3	 Rd.. Pek	 £25 £18
Thos.Tanner £3	 £20	 Cbr.Lacy	 £15 £8
&lice Wastell kOs.	 £1 6s.8d. Cbr.Webster £12 £10
Steph.Marten 40.	 40a. - 7n.Sharpe	 £15 £6
Nm. Paltoke £4	 £3	 d.Bonyng	 £8	 £3
d.Fu11er	 33s.4d.	 0s.	 Thos Taylor £10 £6
Davy A.yer	 £20	 £12	 Vun.Curtis	 £10 £11.

Nm.a Lee	 £3	 20s.	 Jn.Swayriston £10 £6
Tn.Sheforthe 20s.	 20s.	 Jn.Tynison	 £8	 4O.
d.Grene	 20s.	 20g.	 Iargt.Symys £10 £5
ni.Denby	 £3	 40.
Jn.Grene	 £3	 £2 3se.4d.
d..Paltoke	 408.	 40g.

Viii. Elye	 £6 13s.kd. £4
d.More	 £10	 £6
d. Stanny	 20g.	 20g.
hos.Grene	 £10	 £5
Tn.Bowell	 40s.	 £1 13s.kd,
Iy.Whytt	 £4	 £3

1. P.R.0. refer noes;-
Rulse:	 C142/43/20 1/11/25) - E 315/464 ff.l7a,70
Greenhaun:	 ----/44/116 8/'4-/25) - 36/54 f.12a.
Lovell:	 ----/43/45 4/4/25) ---------f.lGb.
Harrington: ----/41/11 16/10/24)-------- f.l0b.
Flower:	 ----/40/23 7/11/3) ---------ff.7b, lOb.

2. These contain the names of all goods owners listed in
both years; there are other names which appear only in
one year.

3. Bod.. e 187 ff.l12-3 and. Chibnall and. Woodman,op.cit.
tp .27-8.

4. 1.R.0.E 36/54 ff.28-9 and 179/165/110 m.k.
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Note D. List of Surviving Returns
Ci) In the P.R.O.
Berkshire (Hundreds of Sbrivenham, Lambourn, Ganfield.,

Farrington, Kentbury, and Eagle) E 315/464.
Cornwall (Hundreds of West, Trigg, and. Kerrier) E 315/fl.

(Hundreds of East & Penwith) E 315/78. ff. 21-83,
116-21.

Norfolk (Hundreds of S. Walsham, Brothercross, Gallow,
W. & E. Flag, Tunstead., and Hepping; town of
Yarmouth) E 36/22, 25.

(Hundred of S. Erpingham) E 101/61/3.
(Hundred ol' N. Greenhoe) S 315/466 !f.1-27 (printed.
in Norf. Rec. Soc. 1, 41-68; 1931).
(Hundred of Hoit) 5 315/4-66 ff.28-61 (described in
Norf..&rch. xxii, 45-58; 1926).

Rutland (Whole shire bar Oakhain) 5 36/55 (T/S in 5 36/5k).
Worcestershire (Hundreds of Halfshire & Oswaldstow) S 36/35-6.
(ii) Elsewhere
Buckinghamshire (Whole shire) T/B in Bod. e 187.1
Coventry (City) Coy. C.R.0. A 96.
Exeter (City) E.C.R.O. Bk. 156A.

Suffolk (Hundred of Babergh) 2 Griinsthorpe Castle (H.M.C.
Ancaster, pp. 485500) . T/S in I.P.L. MS. 942.64e

Surrey (Abstract of shire returns) G.B.R.0. Loseley MSS.
(Printed in Surr. Arch. Coil. xxx, 13-30).

(iii) Inaccessible
Gloucestershire. Berkeley Castle (No Admittance).3

1. This return was found. for me by Mr. A.H.Smith, to
whom I am greatly indebted.

2. I am indebted to Dr. 'W.G.Roskins for telling me about
the T/S in I.P.L.

3. Mentioned. in I.H. Jeayes, Descriptive Catalogue of the
Charters ... in Berkeley Castle (Bristol 1892), p.309.
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APPENDIX II

Sir Thomas Wyatt the Younger and. his Scheme for t
Reform of the English iidlitia

Ci) George Wyatt's Account of his Father's Scheme.1

In the daise of King Edward the 6 of happie memory, he
beinge yet younge and, a slender prop unto Rkligion (then also
greene and, newly planted in this lie), the trobles risinge
on many parts which threatened to subvert it even in the
first and tender groweth therof, the stud.ie of iiiany of
the Kings best divoted, and disposed Subjectes was to devise
of sum convenient provition whereby he might set himself
free not to r at at the pleasure of the vaine and. u.ucertaine
multitude for orderinge his goverment, either touchinge
Religion or the Civil state - as upon knowle/ge of their
owen power and by the preserwations of evel instruments
they esily might be led to presume.

Wherfore, iy father and divers of good sort (for it
concerned the nobilhitie and Gentlemen many waise),
concideringe hereupon, conceavid that the most suer and.
proper remedie for this headstronge mischife would be to
strengthen the Kings part with a pow r of the choise of
his most able and trusty Subjectes, which. might be tipon a
very short warninge in ared.d,ines (wel armed and. ordered
against al sudd.in attemptes either at home or abrode), and
whereby he might not doubt to use without danger his other
subjeetes armed and. trained (though with sum cautions)
against any mightie prince that shuld. make invation upon
this rea].me.

This thinge ... was movid. and. propounded to the Lord.
Protectos grace then beinge and. to divers others of their
Honours of the privie Counsell then unto the King, and.
was with greate likinge approved and alowed of, but not
concluded upon - either for the newnes of the thinge,
or for that it was not at that season thought so convenient
to have- the subjectes armed (whereof the greater numbers
were evel affected to the Religion then professed), or for
that (sum divition then beinge amongst tb.os that bore the
sway) sum hindered that that others liked of.

1. B.M. Loan 15, Wyatt MSS. no.17 t.l. ee Agnes Conway,
"The yatt 1S8. in the Possession of the karl of Romney"

(B.I.H.R.i, 75; 1925).
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(ii) The Scheme as Submitted to the Council.1

In the preamble there are vague references to a

Protector who cannot defend the King because the nation

is unarmed: "and if ye defeILd not, so lese youe your

name". England is in dire need. of an army: "so loose noe

tyma - for gods sake bringe in this armie whilst we inaye

have it".

After presenting his argument that the Government

need. have nothui.g to fear from a nation of well-armed and

well-equipped. people, Wyatt goes on to give detailed.

directions as to the ways in which men were to be chosen,

armed, and trained for war. 2 The safety of the realm was

to be in the bands of a completely reconstituted militia,

consisting entirely of volunteer soldiers. It was in

this conception of voluntary military service and. in the

insistence upon the necessity for a properly organised.

system of military training (a thing unknown in the pre-

Elizabethan era) that the great originality of the scheme

appears to have lain.

1. Ibid. no3 . ee Conway, loc.cit.

2. For some details of the scheme, see above, pp. 78-9.
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APPENDIX III

Buckinghamshjre Gentry, 1543

1
	

2

Edm. Ash.tleld
Jn. Babham	 Cookham (Brk)
Sir Jri. Baldwin
Rd.. B1akne11
Toucher Bold.	 Gt. Marlow'
fly. Brad.shaw	 Wendover
Ant. Cave	 Tickford.
Jn. Cheyney	 Amershain
Rt. Cheyney	 Cb.esham Bois
Jn. Conway
Jn. Croke	 Chulton
Paul Darell	 Lillingstone
Sir Jn. Daunce L. Winchendon
Sir Rt. Dormer Wing
Thos. Doyly	 Hambleden
Rt. Drury	 Chalfont St. P.
Win. Faulkner	 Ashend.on
Greo. Giffard	 M. Claydon
Thos. Giffard	 Twyford
Jn. Goodwin	 U. Winchend.on
Rd.. Greenway	 Dinton
fly. Hainpden
Jerome Hampd.en Hartwell
Sir Jn. Eampden Gt. Hampden
Thos. flawtrey	 Ellesborough
Ralph Lane	 Hogshaw
Ant. Lee	 uarrendon
Benedict Lee
Roger Lee	 Ivinghoe
Art. Longville Wolverton
Thos. Luatt
Jn. More
Sir Edm. Peckhain Denham
Fras. Pigott	 Stratton (Bed.)
Robt. Pigott	 Beahaaon1
Thos. Pigott
Leon. Rede	 Boarstall
Ed. Restwold.	 Chalfont St.G.
Jn. Ru.f ford	 Ed.lesborough
Jn. Sandes
Humph. Tyrell	 Thornton
Sir Ralph Verney
Rd. Willoughby Stoke Goldington
Thos Woodiord. Burnhain

3	 4

£4.
x 52
x 20

1

x	 6
x 4
x	 2
x	 6

2
x 14
x 3
x 28
x 40

16
x 8

£4.
1 4
1 5
x 26
I-

10

£4.

x £44
£4.

3
x 10

x 144
6
2
3
8
6
2
2
6

40
2
2

5 6 7 89
I

I

110+	 xx

22
xx

13
30+

x
20
46^

xx
120+	 ;c X
20
£4.7
18

xx
103

1i9
51
	

x x

85
80

58+

42^	 x

Nil
82+	 1

I

37

68+
68+

9

77
192

9
	

I

6
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Notes on Buckirghainshire Gentry

Column 1. These are the names of those gentlemen to 'whom

letters for special musters were sent on 31 March 1543. The

names are listed in the docwnent hereafter referred to as

the 1544 Army Book. 1 Thos.Luatt has not been identified:

he may have been Thos. Lowe.

Column 2. These are the places where the gentlemen are

believed to have resided in 1521.3.2 In some cases the

location of a man's seat has not been discovered: Edmund

Ashfield, for example, probably lived at Stantonbury, but,

as this fact is not certain, it has not been recorded.

Column 3. A cross indicates that the man had a seat on

the commission of the peace of 31 October 1511.2.

Column 4. These are the numbers of able-bodied dependants

of the gentry as recorded in. the certificates of special

musters returned in pursuance of the letters of 31 March.

These were copied into the l514 Ariiy Book. Where no number

has been entered, it must be assumed OLthemb&b th indivi-

dual had no able dependents (as in. the case of John More who

certified that he possessed "no lands or offices") or that

1. P.R.O. SP 1/184 ff.125a-126b. (L.P. xix, pt.l, 273).
Toucher Bold's name was later crossed out.

2. See V.C.H. Bucks. il-iv.

3. L.P. xvii, g.1012 (67).
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he failed to return a certificate (as in the case of Jerome

Hampden who had died in 15k1).
Column 5. These are the values (in pounds) of lands in

Bucldnghanishire which the individual is known to have owned

at the time when the special musters were taken. A blank

indicates that the individual concerned is not known to

have owned an appreciable amount of land in the shire. A

question—mark indicates that he is known to have owned an

appreciable amount of land, though its value is not ascer-

tainable. A plus sign indicates that he is knoto have

owned additional lands of unknown value • The values have

been ascertained from the 1522 Survey returns (in which

the value of every man's holding in every parish is

recorded), 1 used in conjunction with the nianorial descents

described in V.C.H. Bucks.

Column 6. A cross indicates that the man in question is

known to have owned considerable property outside Buckingham-

shire.

Column 7. A cross indicates that the man in qjiestion is

known to have been a leessee of Crown lands in Buckinghamsl±e.

Column 8. A cross indicates that the man in question held

an office of profit under the Crown: Sir John Baldwin

1.
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was Chief Justice of Common Pleas; Henry Bradshaw was

Solicitor General; John Croke was one of the Six Clerks;

Sir John Daunce was one of the General Surveyors; George

Giffard was one of the Particular Receivers of the Court

of Augmentations; Richard Greenway was a gentleman. Usher;

and Sir Edmund Pecithain was Cofferer of the klouseho].d.

Column 9. A cross indicates that the man in question was

called upon to send men to the wars in 1544.1

1.	 L.P. xix, pt.l, 275-6.
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Appendix IV. The Armed Retinues of 15181

All that is known about the creation of a system of

armed ret inues in the reign of Henry VIII comes from two

documents - the preliminary notice sent to Sir Henry

Willoughby and now preserved in the Middleton MSS.,2 and	 -

the draft licence preserved in the records of the Exchequer.'

The former was assigned to the year 1518 by the nistorical

Manuscripts Commission's editor,k and the latter to the

year 1556 by the editor of the Letters and Pers of Henrv

VIII.5 The truth, however, seems to be that both documents

belong to the year 1518.

That the letter to Sir Henry Willoughby dates from this

year is indicated by the following facts:

(i) The preamble states that "by our grete studie, labour

and. policie, we have peax and amitle with al]. outwarde

princes". This may refer to the favourable diplomatic

position in which Wolsey found himself in the summer of 15184

(ii) The preamble refers also to the Crown?s intention to

license a number of private retinues "by our lettres of

placard auctorised by act of parliament last holden at

our pa].oys of Westminster". This may refer to the clause

1. See above, PP•89-9]..
2. Now in N.U.L.
3. P.R.0. E 101/59/5.
l.	 H.M.C. Middleton, p. 131-2.
5.	 L.P. x, 1072.
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in the Act of Apparel passed by the Parliament of 1515, wherc

it is laid down that "every ... lycence by the Kynges

placard (i.e. to wear any illegal parel) ... shal be as

good and effectuall in the lawe ... as though ytt were

under the Kynges grete seale".' The Crown would thus be

applying this clause to the Acts against Unlawful Retainers.

That the draft licence belongs to the same year is
indicated by a sentence in its preamble, which states that:

ther is a mutuel bonds betwixt us and divers
other tight mighty Princes, our frendes, alies
and con.federrates, wherby, for the niayntenaunce
of thestates of us and thaym and our and thaire
subgiettes, every of us is bounds to assist and
defends thother in caas we or they bee invaded
by any other.

This seems to refer to the Treaty of Universal Peace signed
on 2 October 1518, which made provision for mutual aid in

case of attack.2

It is therefore possible to draw up the following

chronological table for the second half of 1518:

onth Lbate I Event
iily 23
ugust 25
ept. 2k
Ct.	 2
ov. 1
ov.	 ?

Arrival of Canpeggio to plead for united crusade
Despatch of letters to Willoughby and others
Arrival of Iench Ambassadors to discuss Tourna
Signature of Treaty of Universal Peace
Certificates of Willoughby and others due
Despatch of licences.

1. atutes of the Realm, iii, 18]..
2. I.P. ii, 4469.
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Appendix V	 Commissions of Array

A commission of array was any commission under the

Great Seal which authorised one or more men to prepare the

inhabitants of a certain region to serve in the King's

wars. Such commissions empowered their recipients:1

ad omnes & singulos Honilnes .. Arraianduni &
Trisndum, ac arxnari & muniri Faci enduin ... e t
ad Monstrum sive Monstrationem eorundem
diligenter Facienduin & Superv-idendum, ita
quod iidem liomines ..., si Arraiati &
7vfl1ti, proinpti sint & parati ad Deserviendum
Nobis quotiens & quando necesse fuerit.

These words constituted the sine qua non of a commission of

array.

The rest of the wording of a commission of array

varied according to the purpose for which it was issued.

If the purpose was the enforcement of the military provisions

of the Statue of Winchester, the commission contained a

clause which authorised the recipients to cause the people

to equip themselves with arms and armour "juxta formam et

effectuin Statutorum & Ordinationum ante haec teizora inde

editoruin & provisoruiu". 2 Such a clause was the characte-

ristie feature of the "muster commissions" referred to in

1. Ryiner, o.cit., vi, pt.l, 21a.

2. Ibid.
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the text of this thesis; they were issued on 20 3une

1511,1 18 FebruaI7 1523,2 6 October 1534, and at

freq.uent intervals thereafter.

While these commissions were invariably addressed

to groups of gentlemen, other commissions of array

(without the "statutory" clause, but with. other additiozia].

clauses) were addressed to individual noblemen and gent1emen.

These "commissions of Lieutenancy", originally issued only

for the North Parts, were eventually to be issued for all

parts of the kingdom.

For practical purposes, then, commissions of array in

the period 1511-58 may be divided into "commissions of

musters" and "commissions of Lieutenanoy", the difference

between which may best be understood by reference to the

following table:

Type of Commission Recipients Extent	 Puxoses

"Muster"	 I(any men	 One shire 1. Ing.uiry
2. Enforcement

"Lieu.tenancy"	 One or	 one or mor General aLper-
more men	 shires	 vision of

militia

1. Rymer, op.cit., vi, pt.1, 21a.

2. L.P. iii, 2875.

3. L.P. vii, li.68.

	

.	 ee Thomson, op .cit., passim, and above, pp. 49-52.
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From the middle years of the eentury, however, the

commissions of Lientenancy began to supersede the cominission

of musters: it became increasingly the rule for the work

of mustering and levying men for the wars to be done by the

J.P.s qua J.P.s (and not qua muster cozniuissioners) under

the general direction of the Lords Lieutenants and their

Deputies

].. Cf. C.A.Beard, The Office of Justice of the Peace in
Thgland, p.113.
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APPENDIX VI

Sir Robert Cotton's Scale

a1ue (I) of	 Number of Number of Footmei	 Total

	

Lands or Fees Horseiuen Bowmen Billnien 	 Number

	

(4000)	 100	 ?fl	 oo
	3500	 50	 (70)	 120	 240

(3000)

	

2500	 35	 40	 95	 160

	

2000	 30	 50	 70	 150

	

(1900)	 (140)
	1800	 ??	 65	 130

	

1700	 24	 (40)	 61	 125

	

(1600)	 (20)	 30	 70	 (120)

	

1500	 15	 36	 (64)	 115

	

1'+OO	 14	 35	 (61)	 110

	

(1300)	 30	 ?fl
	1200	 12	 30	 ??

	

1100	 30	 90

	

(1000)	 12	 (80)

	

900	 10	 20	 40	 70

	

800	 8	 16	 36	 60

	

(700)	 (7)	 (12)	 31	 (50)

	

600	 9*	 (10)	 24	 4-Q

	

500	 5.	 (6)	 19	 30

	

(400)	 ??

	

300	 3	 3	 12	 (18)
	200	 2	 2	 8	 12

	

(100)	 (1)	 (1)	 4	 6

	

80	 1	 -	 2	 (3

	

60	 1	 -	 1	 (2

	

(-o)	 (-)	 (1)	 1	 (2

	

30	 -	 1	 -	 (1

	

-	 3. --0X--1	 1

Talue of Goods	 do.	 do. I	 do.	 •do.

	

200+	 One able man for every 40

	

160	 1	 1	 1	 (3

	

140	 1	 2	 -	 ( 3

	

(120)	 1	 1	 -	 (2

	

100	 1	 -	 1	 (2

	

80	 1	 -	 -	 (1

	

60	 -	 1	 -	 (1

	

40	 -	 (i—OR--i)	 (i
* sic
1.	 Otho XI ff.20-7. See abov , p. 122.
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APPENDIX VII

stery

ttle

hertsey
irencestex,
rowland.
veshain
ynsham
lastonbury
louce ster

eterborough
e ad.ing
t, Albans
t. Augustine's
tratford.
ewke sbury
e stminste
inchcoxnb
at
bristchurcb.
hristchuroh

anthony
ewe S
erton
t.Swithin's
órcester
seney

36 Remarks

GO
40
20

16 retd..
20?

20s
0O

60

40 Cant erbuz

60 Canterbur
Xorwiç.

40

50 Wincheste

30 hlkbbotN

Abbreviations: H.L. Member o House o Lord.s.
Med.. = Supplier of soldiers to me.iaeva1

armies.
LP. i, 1176/3; P.R.0. E 101/56/29 Z.2b.
L.P. i, DP.l5179.
B.. Otho XI f.38b.
B.M. Add.. MS. 28035 (L.P. i.v, App.87).
P.R.0. ZP 1/28 I.2O2aTLP. lii, 3288).

i L.P. xi, 580, App.8;.	 . 4dd..1105.
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APPENDIX VIII

Wolsey's Journey to Dover, July 1521.1

The evidence for the supposition that Wolsey dined at

Canterbury with the Prior of Christchurcb. on 31 July 1521

is as follows:

(1) In the steward's account of expenses on the journey

there is no record of any payment for dinner on that day.

Here is the complete list or meals paid for:2

Wednesday, 31 July.

Supper at Dartford.

Breakfast at Dartford.
Dinner at Rochester.
Supper at Sittingbourne.

Breakfast at Sittingbourne.
Supper at Dover.

This suggests that Wolsey and his party enjoyed hospitality

at some point on the road between Sittingbourne and Dover.

(ii) 'Wo1sey evidently stopped long enough at.Canterbury

to write the letter to the King referred to in his letter

dated Dover, 1 August.3

(iii) In 1527 Wolsey was entertained at Christchurch by

the same Thomas Goidwell who had been Prior in l52l.

1. See above, p. 1311_5.

2. B.M. Harl. 620 f.50a.

3. State Papers, Henry VIII, i, 25.

4. G. Cavend.ish, The Life of Cardinal Wolsey (1852), p.77.
Cf. C. E. Woodruff and ii. Dans, iiemoria1s of
Canterbury Cathedral (1912), p.215.
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GLOSSARY

ALrin-rivets	 light armour, made flexible by
overlapping plates sliding on
rivets. First used in Germany.

Bi l.

Con4uct-money

:	 a weapon, generally consisting
of a concave blade on a long
wooden handle.

: money paid for soldiers'
travelling expenses from dwelling-
places to assembly-point of army
(and back again). The rate for
a footman was normally Y4. a mile.

an attendant on a knight.

: a light horseman armed with a
lance with a shQrt shaft.

: a piece of armour for the throat.

:	 a portable tire-arm.

: a purveyor of lodgings.

: body-armour (generally consisting
of jack, splints, gorget, and
sallet).

a long military tujaic, usually of
ring or chain mail.

substance.

a helmet.

a Qoat of fence.

the men whom a lord, can call upon
in time of war.
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Sallet	 : a light globular headpiece Dr
"tii-hat .

Splints	 : pieces of armour used for
protecting the arms at the elbows.
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